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The development o f  a s t r u c t u r a l  s y n t h e s i s  c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  
a b l a t i n g  t h e m s t r u c t u r a l  p a n e l s  i n  a planetary entry environment 
i s  reported, The s y n t h e s i s   u t i l i z e s  a penalty  function  technique 
i n  conjunct ion with in tegrated behavior  const ra in ts ,  The thermal 
analys is  inc ludes the ef fects  of  sur face recess ion and py ro l ys i s  
gas t ransp i ra t ion .  The ab la to r   l aye r   i s   s t ruc tu raT ,  Design 
var iables  are  the  layer  th icknesses and panel  size,  Behavior 
const ra in ts  are the temperature at  the ablator -s t ructure in ter face 
and at  the backwal l ,  panel  def lect ion ablator  s t ress,  s t ructura l  
l a y e r  s t r e s s p  i n t e r c e l l  f a c e  b u c k l i n g ,  and char  s t ra in ,  The syn- 
thes is  w i  11 minimize  panel  weight  or  panel  thickness, The resu l t s  
o f  twelve  test  cases a r e  presented, It i s  found  that  he  usual 
a p r i o r i  assumptions  about the  pane l  thermal  p ro f i les  requ i red  fo r  
minimum weight  des igns are not  just i f ied,  The syn thes is  capab i l i t y  
provides a use fu l  t oo l  f o r  ma te r ia l s  eva lua t i on ,  The study  should 
be extended t o  i n c l u d e  as design variables those propert ies o f  























locates neutra l  p lane of  ab1 a t o r  (ft) 
reac t i on  ra te  coe f f i c i en t  
s o l i d i t y   r a t i o   o f  core material 
r e a c t i o n  r a t e  c o e f f i c i e n t  o r  s e t  o f  b e h a v i o r  con- 
s t r a i n t s  
reduct ion factor  for  the parameter  r o f   t h e  Fiacco- 
McCormick func t ion  
u n i f o r m  s t r a i n  i n  y coord inate d i rect ion 
speci f i c heat  (Btu/ l  b. O R )  
s e t  o f  a l l  c o n s t r a i n t s  
concent ra t ion  o f  oxygen a t  w a l l  
locates neutra l  p lane of  ent i re  cross-sect ion wi th  
respec t  to  the  cent ro ida l  ax is  of the core (sand- 
w ich  subs t ruc tu re  on ly )  ( f t )  
diameter o f  honeycomb c o r e  c e l l s  ( f t )  
b e n d i n q  r i g i d i t y  ( l b s - f t )  
bending r i g i d i t y   o f  sandwich if c o r e  s h e a r  s t r a i n  i s  
suppressed, ( l b s - f t )  
t o t a l  s t r a i n s  
e l a s t i c   s t r a i n s  
Young's Modulus (1 bs / f t 2 )  
v o l a t i l e  f r a c t i o n  
minimum values o f  normalized behavior functions 
v 
F (&) system  weight or  thickness 
Si (&,Z ,t) normalized  behavior  functions 
si ( & S t )  integrated normalized  behavior  functions 
- 
F shear modulus of  core  material ( lbs/ft  ) 2 zx 
h '  locates  neutral  pl ne  of ablator-top  face composite 
w i t h  respect to neutral plane of whole system 












to neutral plane o f  en t i r e  system 
enthalpy of stream external to boundary layer(Btu/lb,) 
enthalpy o f  stream a t  wall temperature (Btu/lb) 
heat of ablation of M1 
heat of ab1 ation of M2 
conductivity (Btu/ft-sec-OR) or structural  analysis 
coefficient or incremental time 
conductivity of air  at  mean core temperature 
(Btu/ft-sec, OR) 
effective conductivity of core materi a1 (Btu/ft-sec-OR) 
structural  merrbrane s t i f fnes s  ( lbs / f t )  or reaction 
rate constant 
mehrane stiffness ratio (sandwich case )  o r  f i n i t e  
difference station corresponding to structural 
layer (top sandwich face) e 
thermal moment (1 b - f t / f t )  
moment resultants ( 1  b - f t / f t )  
thermal moment about neutral plane of enti re cross- 










r a t e  a t  which material i s  removed from the surface 
by physical removal process (lbs/ft2-sec) 
r a t e   a t  which materi a1 , which would actually have 
been removed w i t h i n  the ablator,  is assumed t o  be 
removed a t  the surface (lbs/ft2-sec) 
finite difference station which corresponds to the 
backwa? 1 location 
thermal force ( lbs/f t )  
Lewis  number 
force resultants (1 bs/ft)  
applied  pressure ( l b s / f t  2 ) 
pressure a t  outer surface (lbs/ft  or atm.) 
Fi acco-McCormi ck function 
c.01 d wall  convective  heating  rate ( B t u / f t  2 -sec. ) 
hot wall convective heating rate corrected for 
2 
blocking  (Btu/ft2-sec) 
core shear  s t ress  resul tant  ( lbs / f t )  
section properties of the composite panel (units of 
f t  and lbs) 
hea t  transmitted through core ( B t u / f t  -sec) 
shear  s t ress  resul tants  for  upper and lower sandwich 
2 
faces respectively (1 b s / f t )  
Fiacco-McConick function parameter and coefficient 
i n  solution to sandwich plate problem 














surface recession rate (ft/sec) 
current search direction 
s e t  o f  side constraints 
time (sec) 
time required for traversing trajectory (sec) 
upper and lower sandwich face thicknesses, respective- 
1 Y  ( f t )  
thickness of core ( f t )  
distance between the-neutral  plane of  the ablator 
top-face cornposi t e  and the centroi dal plane of 
the lower face ( f t )  
temperature ( O R )  or s e t  of a1 1 times which consti tute 
the reentry trajectory 
back wall temperature ( O R )  
maximum permi tted back wall temperature (OR) 
structural  ( t o p  face)  temperature (OR) 
maximm permitted structural (top-face) temperature 
( O R )  
temperature a t  which panel is cured ( O R )  
a dimensionless temperature associated w i t h  the 
core (sandwich only) 
merrbrane displacements ( f t )  
transformed  displacements ( f t )  

















5 r n  t S  
weight of panel support system per foot of per imeter 
( l b s / f t )  
reference coordinate system for the panel 
i n i t i a l  a b l a t o r  t h i c k n e s s  (ft) 
s t ruc tu ra l  t h i ckness  ( th in  shee t )  o r  t h i ckness  o f  
top  face  (sandwich) (ft) 
thickness o f  core (ft) 
th ickness  o f  bo t tom sandwich face (ft) 
insu la t ion  th ickness  (ft) 
planform dimensions (ft) 
design space po in t  (x1 ox2,x3,x4,x5,x6) ft. 
s e t  o f  a l l  p o i n t s  t h r o u g h  t h e  i n t e r i o r  and a t  t h e  
surfaces o f  t h e  panel 
c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  l i n e a r  thermal expansion 
shear  s t ra in  i n  co re  
heat o f  combustion o f  m a t e r i a l  a t  surface tempera- 
tu re   (B tu / l   b )  
T-To 
erni ss i v i  ty  
coordinates used i n   t h  ermal and s t r u c t u r a l  an ,alyses 
blocking effect iveness parameters 
mass o f  m a t e r i a l  removed p e r  u n i t  mass o f  oxygen o r  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  r o o t  i n  homogeneous s o l u t i o n  t o  
sandwich p la te  equ i l ib r ium equat ions  
Poi  sson' s r a t i o  
ix 
P density (1 bs/ft3) 
a Stefan-Boltzmann  co stant (0,48 x 10-l' Btu/ft&ec-"R4) 
axx 'ayy s t resses  i n  x and y coordinate directions, respect- 
i vely (1 bs / f t2)  - 
a intercell  face  bu kling  stress  (lb /ft ) 
4 i  
2 
normalized behavior functions 
Subscripts and superscripts: 
1 refers t o  a b l a t o r  
2 refers to  structure or upper  face o f  sandwich plate 
3 refers t o  core 
4 refers t o  lower sandwich face 
5 refers t o  insulator 
6 refers t o  planform 
t quantities  evaluated a t  present time stat ion 
t + k j  quantities  evaluated a t  next  time station 
I refers t o  ab1 ator-upper sandwich face combination 
refers t o  lower sandwich face II 
- refers t o  sandwich COE or t o  integrated  behavior 
quant i  t i e s  
X 
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A, Ori en t a t i  on 
The i n v e s t i g a t i o n  r e p o r t e d  i n  t h i s  document i s   p a r t   o f  a 
continuing research program aimed a t   l e a r n i n g   h w   t o  apply the 
s t ruc tu ra l  syn thes is  concept t o  r e l e v a n t  aerospace veh ic le  s t ruc tu ra l  
design  problems, St ructura l   synthes is  may be viewed as a process 
i n  which sophist icated optimization techniques, drawn pr imar i l y  f rom 
the  mathematical programming and operations  research  f ields  are 
app l i ed  to  the  des ign  o f  a s t ruc tu re  w i th in  a preassigned structural  
design  concept o r  philosophy. The o b j e c t i v e s   o f   t h i s   a p p l i c a t i o n  
are (1 )  the complete automation o f  the design process (subsequent 
to  the choice of  a design concept and a pre l iminary des ign wi th in  
t h i s  concept) and ( 2 )  t he  a t ta inmen t  o f  a f i n a l  design  which  performs 
i n  a s a t i s f a c t o r y  manner and i s  optimum i n  some sense (minimum weight, 
maximum r e l i a b i l i t y ,  e t c , ) .  A comprehensive d iscuss ion  o f   the  ideas 
and terminology o f  s t ruc tu ra l  syn thes is  can be found i n  t h e  t h r e e  
volumes of sumner course notes e n t i t l e d  "STRUCTURAL  SYNTHESIS" by 
Schmit e t   a l ,  These notes document, a lso,   the  resul ts   obta ined 
by apply ing the s t ructura l  synthes is  methods t o  s t r u c t u r a l  problems 
of varying complexity. 
B o  The ablat ing  thermstructural   panel   design  concept 
1 
The par t i cu la r  s t ruc tu ra l  des ign  concept  wh ich  is  s tud ied  i n  
t h i s  repor t  was selected i n  t h e  s p r i n g  o f  1965 as t h e  r e s u l t  o f  
Figure 1.1 [from Laporte * 1 
discussions held w i t h  
representatives of  
NASA Lanqley Research 
Center. I t  i s  a f l a t  
rectangular panel 
cornposed o f  three basic 
1 ayers ; an ab1 ator 
1a.ver on the outside, 
a structural  1 ayer to 
which the ablator is  
attached, and a layer of 
insulation material 
between the structural layer and the primar.y vehicle structuw. The 
structural  layer o f  the heat shield i s  attached to the primaw vehicle 
structure. This configuration  is  typical o f  the double  wall ablative 
heat  shield  concept, and i t  i s  shown in F i g u r e  1.1. Discussion o f  the 
relative merits of  the double  wall  concept V S .  the sinqle wall concept, 
in which the ablator is bonded direct ly  to  the primary vehicle struc- 
ture and the insulator  is  placed inside the vehicle, may be found i n  
the comprehensive reports by Laporte’ and Newel1 ’. Note t h a t  Figure 
1.1 shows a Dane1  which has point  supports. In  t h i s  study  the panel 
will be continuously supported along i t s  edges. 
The structural  layer can  be one o f  two distinct types. 
I t  i s  e i the r  a thin sheet of structural material , or  i t  i s  a honey- 
COI& core sandwich plate. Fiqure 1.1 shows a sandwich structure. 
2 
A p'art icular panel design within the double walled, ablat ing, 
thermostructural panel design concept i s  defined by the  l aye r  th i ck -  
nesses and the  p lanform dimensions, These are  the  design  variables. 
The m a t e r i a l s  f o r  each layer  a re  a rb i t ra ry  bu t  p reass igned;  tha t  i s ,  
they are not changed dur ing the automated p o r t i o n  o f  d e s i g n  process. 
The panel i s  subjected to  both thermal  and mechanical loads which 
are derived f r o m  t h e  p a r t i  c u t  a r  reentry  t ra jectory  considered,  The 
t ra jec to ry ,  w i th  i t s  assoc ia ted  the rma l  and mechanical quanti  t ies 
i s  preassigned, 
C, The Analysis 
The ana lys i s  d i v ides  na tu ra l l y  i n to  two par ts  , (1)  the t ran-  
s ient  thermal analysis and ( 2 )  the s t ructura l  analys is ,  
(1 ) The transient thermal analysis assumes one dimensional 
heat  conduction  through  the  panel t h i  c h e s s ,  The e f f e c t  o f  s u r f a c e  
recession i s  included in   the  heat   conduct ion  equat ion,  The b lock ing  
effect o f  t h e  p y r o l y s i s  gases on the convect ive heat ing rate and the  
ox ida t i on  o f  t he  cha r  res idue  a t  t he  receding a b l a t o r  s u r f a c e  i s  
treated, The m a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  a l l  1 ayers a r e  permi t t e d  t o  be 
temperature dependent.  Thermal p r o f i l e s  and surface  recession  rates 
fo r  t he  en t i re  t ra jec to ry  a re  obtained,, 
(2 )  The s t ruc tu ra l  ana lys is  assumes l i n e a r  e l  a s t i c  m a t e r i a l  
behavior, The rectangular  panel i s  i dea l i zed  as  an i n f i n i t e  s t r i p ,  
This permits a c losed form solut ion for  the s t resses and def lect ions,  
It i s  assumed t h a t  panel edges are continuously supported i n  such a 
w a y  that the transverse displacement and bending moment a t  t h e  edges 
vanish. The a b l a t o r   p a r t i c i p a t e s   w i t h   t h e   s t r u c t u r a l   l a y e r  i n  
3 
resist ing  the  bending  deformation, The s t r u c t u r a l  l a y e r  may be made 
f r o m  e i t h e r  a t h i n  sheet o r  a honeyconj, sandwich  sheet. The stresses, 
s t ra ins ,  and def lect ions are computed f o r  t h e  e n t i r e  time per iod  o f  
t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  used, and the stresses and s t ra ins are computed a t  
a l l  per t inent  pos i t ions throughout  the panel  th ickness.  
D, The Synthesis 
The structural  synthesis problem i s  an inequal i ty  const ra ined 
opt imizat ion problem. The best  panel  design,  based on panel  weight 
per  square foot  o f  vehic le  sur face,  or  on t o t a l  panel thickness, i s  
the  ob ject ive.  Panel weight  per  square  foot  or  panel  thickness i s  
ca l led   the   ob jec t ive   func t ion .  All possible  panel  designs can be 
thought o f  as b e i n g  p o i n t s  i n  a "design  space". T ie  coordinates o f  
t h i s  space are the design variables, i n  t h i s  case the var ious layer  
thicknesses and the  planform  dimension This space  has two  basic 
regions; the region which contains all the acceptable designs and 
the  reg ion  o f   a l l   unacceptable  des igns . These regions  are  separated 
by a composite constraint   surface. Design p o i n t s  j u s t  t o  one s ide 
o f  t h i s  su r face  a re  about t o  fail, wh i l e  those  jus t  t o  the  o the r  
s ide have fa i l ed .  
The behavior o f  a par t icu lar  des ign is  determined by quant i -  
t ies   ca l led   behav io r   func t ions .  The behav io r   func t ions   fo r   the  
panel  are: 
1 e temperature a t  t he  ab la to r - s t ruc tu re  i n te r face  
2, temperature a t  t h e  back o f  t he  i nsu la t i on  
3, panel  midpoint  deflect ion 
4 
4, st ress i n  the  ab1 a t o r  
5. s t r e s s  i n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  ( t o p  and bottom  sandwich  faces i f  
a sanckrich p l a t e   i s  used). 
60 i n te rce l l   f ace   buck l i ng   s t ress  (sandwich  only) 
7, s t r a i n  i n  the  ab la to r  ( inc ludes  s t ra in  i n  the  surface 
char 1 ayer) 
Each of  these quant i t ies has an upper bound which may no t  be exceededd 
If a t  any time d u r i n g  t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  o r  a t  any place throughout the 
panel one ( o r  more) o f  these behavior functions exceeds i t s  1 imi t i n g  
value,  the  design i s  unacceptable because it has f a i l e d  t o  p e r f o r m  
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y ,  
Each o f  t h e  above behavior funct ions has associated with it 
a s e t  o f  p o i n t s  f o r  w h i c h  t h e  l i m i t i n g  b e h a v i o r  f u n c t i o n  v a l u e  i s  
a t ta ined.   Th is   set   o f   po ints   def ines  the  behavior   const ra in t  
surface  associated  with  the  behavior  function, Each behavior  func- 
t i o n  has i n  general a unique  behavior  constraint   surface,  In 
a d d i t i o n  t o  the behavior constraints,  a design usually has i t s  v a r i -  
ab les  rest r ic ted  by  s ide  const ra in ts .  The col lect ion  of   behavior 
constraint  surfaces and side constraint  surfaces composes the afore- 
mentioned composite constraint surface, 
The inequa l i t y  cons t ra ined op t im iza t ion  prob lem o f  th is  s tudy  
i s  converted i n t o  a ser ies of  unconst ra ined opt imizat ion problems 
through the use o f  a penal ty funct ion technique. Many powerful 
methods a r e  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  an unconstrained optimiaa- 
t i o n  problem. A method developed  by  Fletcher and Powell i s  used i n  4 
5 
this study. The basic penalty function of  Fiacco and McCormick’ i s  
used, b u t  i t  i s  modified i n  a manner suggested by Zoutendi j k  i n  
order to include the contribution o f  the transient response i n  the 
penalty  function, A further modification i s  introduced  to  include 
the response throughout the panel thickness i n  the penalty function. 
These modifications involve integrations of the behavior constraints 
over the en t i re  time period of the trajectory and throughout the 
depth of the panel, thus removing the time variable and the structural 
location variable from the  penalty  function i n  a natural way, They 
eliminate the shortcoming, usual both i n  the study o f  continuous 
structures and i n  the study of structural systems subjected to 
transi.ent loading, of j u d g i n g  the response of the system based on 
the cr i t ical  response a t  one place and a t  one time,  This  hortcoming 
of conventional design practice i s  not dramatic i f ,  i n  succeeding 
designs, the critical response o f  each behavior function occurs a t  
the same structural   location, and a t  the same time, When this does 
not happen, and i n  practice i t  seldom wil l ,  t he re  i s  no rational 
way to  compare the  c r i t i ca l  response of the succeeding designs, 
For example, the comparison o f  succeeding designs based on only the 
c r i t i ca l  response, which occurs a t  different times, amounts t o  
comparing different designs under different loadings, A l s o ,  i n  
j u d g i n g  designs based on the cr i t ical  response a t  one structural  
location and a t  one time, there is  no  way to  dis t inguish between 
two designs having equally c r i t i ca l  response a t  some location and 
time (not necessarily the same), one o f  which is c r i t i ca l  only a t  
6 
6 
t h j s  one loca t i on  and time, the  o the r  be ing  c r i t i ca l  ove r  a wide 
range o f  loca t ions  and/or  fo r  a good por t ion of  the t ime per iod 
cons i de red 
E, Closure 
This report  documents the  f i  r s t  , so f a r  as the author knows, 
successful  appl icat ion of  the integrated behavior constraint  technique . 
t o  a reasonably r e a l i s t i c  cont inuous s t ructure subjected to  t rans ient  
1 oadi ng, 
A p r i o r i  assumptions, about which times during the trajectory 
t h e  c r i t i c a l  b e h a v i o r  response occurs, about the  na tu re  o f  t he  
thermal prof i les through the thickness o f  the  panel  (such as requ i r -  
i n g  c e r t a i n  temperatures t o  be a t ta ined a t  the  ab la to r -s t ruc tu re  
i n te r face  and a t  the backwall  ) , o r  about the  spec i f i c  l oca t i ons  
through the panel a t  which c r i t i ca l  s t resses  or  s t ra ins  occur ,  a re  
no t  made,  The r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  s t u d y  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  such  assumptions 
would not be j u s t i f i e d ,  
The computer programs generated as p a r t  o f  t h i s  s t u d y  r e p r e -  
sent a use fu l  t oo l  f o r  t he  eva lua t i on  o f  t he  ma te r ia l s  to  be used i n  
the   severa l   layers .   Any(s t ruc tu ra l1y   l inear   e las t i c  and i so t rop i c )  
mater ia l  whose thermphysical  propert ies are known  can be used 
simply by changing the program input data, 
7 
CHAPTER I 1  
ANALYSIS 
A, Analytical Model 
The panel , as i t  ex is t s  i n  a real  structure,  such as p a r t  of 
the heat shield for the HL-10 l i f t i n g  entry vehicle or the Apollo 
entry capsule, will be rectangular i n  planform (Figure 2 , l )  and will 
consist o f  three basic 1 ayers : an ab1 a tor ,  a substructure capable o f  
transmitting the dynamic pressure loading to the primary s t ructure ,  
- x7 
Figure Z c l  
f iberglass or aluminum, 
insulator will be non- 
structural  , notwi t h -  
standing the fact 
that  i t  will provide 
an e,lastic support 
for  the panel i f  
packed densely 
enough  between the 
and an insulator  ( F i g u r e  2,2) . 
The ab1 a to r  will be considered 
capable o f  sustaining p a r t  of 
the dynamic pressure loading, 
The substructure will consist 
o f  e i the r  a t h i n  sheet of 
structural  material ,  such as 
o r  of a honeycomb sandwich sheet, The 





structural  1 ayer of the composite heat shield and the primary 
a 
vehic le  s t ructure.  
For panels with an aspect r a t i o  (AR = -) o f  t h ree  o r  g rea te r ,  x7 
'6 
an impor tan t  s imp l i f i ca t i on  can  be made i n  t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  a n a l y s i s  
by  assuming c y l i n d r i c a l  bending.  This  corresponds t o   t h e  case o f  
i n f i n i t e  aspect  rat io. The planform  dimension x7 i s  allowed t o  
become large with respect to the dimension x6, so that  the rectangu- 
l a r  p l a t e  i s  i d e a l i z e d  as an i n f i n i t e  s t r i p .  F o r  a panel w i t h  an 
aspect r a t i o  as small as three,  the error  in  the computat ion of 
panel  midpoint  deflect ion based  on an aspect r a t i o  o f  i s  about 
6%, Consider ing the uncertainty wi th which any i dea l i zed  se t  o f  
boundary condi t ions and loadings are rea l ized in  appl icat ions,  
t h i s  e r r o r  i s  n o t  unacceptable. 
Bo Thermal Analysis 
The thermal  analysis '"7"'" \ I I 
1 X 
c o n s i s t s  o f  a one dimensional 
heat  conduction  problem  wit  I 
5 
a transient convective and 
rad ia t i ve  hea t ing  boundary 
cond i t i on   a t   t he   u t r  w a l l ,  1 1  
The analys is   inc ludes  the 4" 
e f f e c t   o   t h   p y r o l y s i s  gases Figure 2,3 
Y rl 
on the  convective  heat  input. The s imp l i f i ed   ab la t i on   ana lys i s  
o f  Swann and Pittman, whereby the  char r ing  ab1 a t o r  i s  t r e a t e d  7 
as though it were a subl iming ab1 ator,  i s  used. 
The basic heat conduct ion equat ion for the ab1 a t o r   i s  
9 
s ( t )  .c x .c x1 
(no te  tha t  t h i s  fo rmu la t i on  neg lec ts  a l l  mass t?-ans%r and chemical 
changes w i th in  the  ma te r ia l  ) where the  subscr ip t  "1 It r e f e r s   t o   t h e  
ab la to r ,   In   o rder   to   e l im ina te   the  moving  boundary, a coordinate 
t ransformat ion i s  introduced: 
5 P " x " s 
XI - s (2 *2 )  
where s ( t )   i s   t h e   t o t a l  su?-face  recession,  Changing  variables i n  
eq, 2,l y i e l d s  
0 < 5 < 1  
The boundary c o n d i t i o n  a t  5 = 0 i s  
(see Appendix A f o r  a more complete de r i va t i on  and d e f i n i t i o n  of 
t he  quan t i t i es  i n  these equations). 
The s t ruc tu ra l  layer ,  i f  it i s  a t h i n  sheet, wil be assumed 
t o  have  no thermal  gradient  hrough i t s  thickness  (Figure 2.3). It 
wil act  as a heat  sink, however, Thus the   in te r face  ( E  = 1, 
n = 0) c o n d i t i o n  i s  
10 
I 
aT2 kl aT  aT 
x2 02 cp2 at = - 7- ag x5 a n  J - +  -- 5 = 1, Q = 0, (265) 
The subscript "2" re fe rs  to  the structure, while "5" refers t o  the 
insulator,   If   the  structure is a honeycomb sandwich panel the 
interface  condition is somewhat m r e  complex (Figure 2.4),  Here, 
the sandwich faces are assumed to have no thermal gradient th rough  
thei r thicknesses, b u t  a r e  able to store heat, while the core has 
a thermal gradient, b u t  i s  assumed to  s tore  no 
assumptions concerning the thermal behavior of 
only one new finite difference station must be 
required for the t h i n  sheet 
thermal analysis. A quantity 
termed the "effective thermal 
conductivity" i s  introduced 
for  the core! I f  the t o t a l  
heat transferred per u n i t  area 
per u n i t  time from section m 
to section mt-1 is  Clm,ml (See 
Figure 2,4) ,  then the effective 
conductivity o f  the core, k e ,  is 
I T" X 
heat, With these 
the sandwich panel * 
added t o  t h a t  s e t  
"" 7t 
' s  
I I 
I 
b t  
I I x1-5 
m 
7 / 4 
I x3 L 
\ 
related to c)m,,,+l and the tempera- 
wl, as 
t u r e  difference between m and 
i \ 
y n  
Figure 2.4 
11 
where ka i s  t h e  c o n d u c t i v i t y  o f  t h e  a i r  i n  t h e  honeycomb core, Swam 
and Pittrnaff have der ived an approximate expression for ke: 
-0.69  1.63(1+X) -0.89 ke = 9 kc[ l  .0+0.664 (x+0.3) E ($+ +*1 1 (fm+ Twl 11 
where 
X = , t h e   r a t i o  o f  core  depth o f   c e l l  diameter, E i s  x3 
c e l l  
the core emissiv i ty,  kc i s  the conduct iv i ty  o f  the core material 
eva lua ted  a t  the  mean core temperature, a i s  t h e  s o l i d i t y  r a t i o  A A  
0x3 1 / 3  
, I  
o f  the  core, and Tm = (T ) Tm i s  a dimensionless 
C 
temperature. 
Based on the  assumed thermal behavior o f  the core, the 
in ter face condi t ion consis ts  o f  the fo l lowing two heat balance 
equations : 
aTm - k l  aTm 
'2 p2 'p2 a t  
- - -  x " Qnl ,m+l 
I n  t h e  i n s u l a t o r  a normalized coordinate rl i s  introduced, 
r l =  Y 
x5 
12 
The f i e l d  equation f o r   t h e   i n s u l a t o r   i s  
A t  the  back face, t h e  w a l l  i s  assumed t o  be per fec t l y  insu la ted ,  
" aT 0, 
an n = 1  (2J 1 ) 
The s i m l t a n e o u s  s o l u t i o n  o f  eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) o r  (2.7) and 
(Z68), (2,lO) and (2, l l )   y ie lds  the  thermal   d is t r ibut ion  throughout  
the  th ickness  of   the  panel .  These equations  are  programed i n  
i m p l i c i t   f i n i t e   d i f f e r e n c e  form. (See Appendix C). The thermal 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  used as  an input  to  the  s t ress  and de f l ec t i on  
ca lcu lat ions.  
C, Structura l   Analys is  
The i n s u l a t i o n  i s  assumed t o  have no  strength. The ab la to r  
has s i g n i f i c a n t  s t r e n g t h  a t  l o w  t o  moderate  temperatures. The 
s t r u c t u r a l  l a y e r  wil c o n s i s t  o f  e i t h e r  a s imp le  th in  sheet  o f  
s t ruc tu ra l  mater i  a1 , o r  a sandwich p l a t e  made up o f  two facings 
and a low density core. 
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1, T h i n  Sheet 
The reference plane i s  
taken t o  be a t  the center of 
the t h i n  sheet. The neutral 
plane of  the composite panel 
i s  located a distance "a'' 
above the reference plane, 
Details a re  shown in Figure 
2,5, 
The materials of a l l  
layers a re  assumed t o  obey a Figure 2.5 
l inear  e las t ic  s t ress -s t ra in  law. Also,  the  Poisson's ratios for 
a1 1 the materials are assumed t o  have the same value. The materials 
are i sot ropi c. 
The panel length i n  the y coordinate direction i s  assumed 
very large so t h a t  mathematically i t  can be treated as in f in i ty ,  
The panel is  allowed t o  expand t o  the y direction, b u t  curvature i s  
suppressed. Thus the  s t ra in  i n  the y direct ion,  e is  constant, 




YY " C  (2,121 
w i t h  7 an as yet undetermined coefficient. 
The s t ress-s t ra in  law is  as follows, w i t h  exx and e representing 
the  total  strains a t  a po in t .  The t o t a l  strains  are  the sum o f  







U [e + v exxl  - &- Ea AT) YY - 2 YY (2e13) 
The quantity AT = T 0 To, where To is  the temperature a t  which the 
composite panel i s  cured (350°F fo r  a phenolic nylon ab1 ator  
materi a1 ) 9 
The usual hypothesis concerning plane sections remaining 
plane is  usgd. This requires  that  he  displacement i n  the X 
coordinate direction vary  l inear ly  through the cross-section, as 
an d 
u = u o  - z w  ,x 
The s t ress-s t ra in  law becomes 
- E 
1 -v 
U - '2 rub; - WIXX + v F ]  - xx 
(2,141 
(2a15) 
Force and moment resultants a r e  defined as 
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Nxx = I uxx dz = K [y i  + v z ]  - N 
NYY 
dz = K [ F + V U , ~ ] - N  (2d17) 
Mxx = aXX z d~ = - D yXx - M 
MYY 
= 1 ayy z dz = - v D y x x  - M 
where 
D =  E t 2  dz 1 7 I 
(2,18) 
Ea(AT)z dz 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  f o r  v e r t i c a l  e q u i l i b r i u m  i s  
w,xxxx - pw - 
16 
(2,191 
where pw i s  the uniformly d i s t r i b u t e d  l o a d i n g ,  p o s i t i v e  when 
directed i n  the p o s i t i v e  t d i rec t ion .  
The o r i g i n  f o r  the x coord ina te  will be t a k e n  a t  the c e n t e r  
of  the panel Hence the boundary  conditions will he a p p l i e d   a t  
-9 = " + x6 + E. The panel i s  s imply   suppor ted   a t  x = a. This   gives  
w ( 2  E) = 0 ' (2,20a) 
M x x ( +  a )  = 0 (2.20b) 
an d 
as boundary conditions.  
The panel i s  allowed t o  expand wi thout  res t r ic t ion  , so t h a t  
Nxx - Nyy 
- = o  
Using eqs, (2,17) and  (2.21), i t  can be shown t h a t  
The comple t e  so lu t ion  to  eq. (2.19) i s  
W(X1 = pw x4 + c1 x3 + c2 xz + c3 x + c4 
(2.21) 
(2623) 
b u t  because both the' structure and the l o a d i n g  a r e  symmetric func- 
t i o n s  o f  x ,  the response must a l s o  be symnetric (an even function) 
i n  x, so t h a t  e q .  (2,23) i s  reduced t o  
pw x4 + c2 x + c4 2 w ( ) o  = a
The boundary conditions (2.20) need only be a p p l i e d  a t  either 
x = + R or x = - R. Applying them a t  x = + E, the s o l u t i o n  f o r  w 
a t  x = 0 i s  
17 
whi le  the  curva ture  a t  x = 0 
Equations (2,22),(2.25) and (2.26) allow the computation of st resses  
and displacements a t  the center  o f  the panel . 
The l o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  n e u t r a l  a x i s  i s  g i v e n  by 
Thus, 
i Ez dz = 
r 
Ez  dz = 0 (2.27) 
I E (n-a) dn = 1 En dn - a I E dn 
Def in ing  Q, = J .E dn = x2 E2 + 1 El d r  (2,28) 
J J O  
"a'' can  be w r i t t e n  as 
Q2 
a = "  
(2,30) 
Note t h a t  K = n l / (1 -v  2 ). (2.31) 
To evaluate D; 
18 
c 
Thus, a f t e r  d e f i n i n g  
It i s  found t h a t  
F i n a l l y ,  t o  e v a l u a t e  N and M 
Thus N = O4 (2.36) 
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2, Sandwich Sheet 
A de ta i l ed  sandwich p la te  ana lys i s  i s  p resen ted  i n  Appendix 
B, A b r i e f   d e s c r i p t i o n   o f   t h e   a n a l y s i s  wil be given  here. The 
no ta t i on  used in  the  ensu ing  ana lys i s  fo l l ows  tha t  o f  Ebc iog lu .  10 
The bending r i g i d i t y  o f  t h e  faces i s  r e t a i n e d  and the fo l lowing 
assumptions  are  used 
1. Face t o  core bond f a i l u r e  does not  occur  
2. Core i s  homogeneous and c e l l  s i z e  i s  much smaller  than 
panel   s ize.  
3. Transverse  shear  deformation o f  the  faces  and the 
a b l a t o r  i s  n e g l i g i b l e .  
4. Poisson's r a t i o  f o r  a l l  m a t e r i a l s  i s  t h e  same a 
5. Only the  transverse  normal and shear  s t ksses  ex i s t  
i n   t h e  core . 
6. Transverse  normal  strains i n  t h e  core are negl ig ib le a 
7. There i s  no  thermal  gradient i n  t h e  sandwich  faces, 
(There i s  a g rad ien t  in  the  ab la to r .  ) 
8. There i s  no s l i ppage  o r  bond f a i l u r e  between the upper 
face and the ablator .  
20 
Figure 2.6 shows some o f   t h e  t P'  
pert inent geometr ical  quant i -  
t ies .  Primed q u a n t i t i e s   r e f e r  'T 
to the upper face, which i s  x1 -5 
composed o f  t h e  a b l a t o r  and 
the upper sandwich face, wh i l e  
double pr imed quant i t ies refer 
t o   t he   l ower  sandwich  face.  Both 
x2 and t1  denote t h e   t h i  ckness o f  
the upper sandwich face, t and x3 
denote the core thickness, and a==- - I 1  
x4 and t" r e f e r   t o   t h e   t h i c k n e s s  "- I "1 
o f  the lower sandwich face. The 
7" 
- 





coordinate z "  i s  measured from Figure 2.6 
the centro ida l  ax is  o f  the lower  face (s ince the lower  face has 
no thermal gradient, this corresponds to the neutral axis), and 
z i s  measured f rom the  neut ra l  ax is  o f  the  en t i re  c ross  sec t ion .  
These coordinate reference planes are determined by evaluat ing 
the  fo l l ow ing  i n teg ra l s :  
For z '  : 
jA,Ez'  dz = 0 (2.38) 
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For z : 
I A  E z d t  = 0 (2.40) 
where A '  i s  the cross-sectional area of the upper composite face 
(uni t  length i n  the y d i rec t i on ) ,  A" i s  the area of the lower  
face, and A i s  t h e  area o f  the  en t i re  c ross-sec t ion .  
The d i s tance  "d "  l oca tes  the  neu t ra l  p lane  o f  t he  en t i re  
cross-sect ion wi th respect to the geometr ic center of  the core,  
and ''all i s  t h e  same  as i n  t h e  t h i n  sheet analysis. 
Figure 2.7 shows the  
deformation o f  t h e  composite 
panel, u' and u"  are  the  in-  
p lane d isp l  acements a t   t h e  
neu t ra l  p lanes  o f  t he  top  and 
bot tom faces respectively. 
The displacement variat ion 
through the upper face i s  I - X  
given by 
Figure 2.7 
u(x,z') = u ' ( x )  - 2' w ( x )  
,x 
wh i le  fo r  the  lower  face  
The s t ress-s t ra in  equat ions  fo r  each face are the same  as those 
given by eqs. (2.13)of  the th in sheet analysis and force and moment 
resu l tan ts  can be def ined i n  a manner s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  d e f i n e d  f o r  
22 
I 
. . . . " . . . .. ." . . . .". -. . " . . . . - .. . . . . ._ - . . . . " - .. - -. . . . . . . - . . . . . . - . . . - . . . . 1 
t h e   t h i n  sheet, (See eqs. B-6) 
The system o f  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n s  which describes the 
behavior of the sandwich plate i s  
kl u,xx A , i W  ,x - u = o  
k2 w ,xxxx P xx ,x d , i W  - u   = p w  
- a < x <  R (2.44) 
These are  equ i l ib r ium equat ions  in  te rms o f  displacement variables. 
Eq. (2.43) i s  a membrane equi l ibr ium equat ion;  eqs. (2.44) describe 
the bending o f  t he  p la te  i nc lud ing  t ransve rse  shear  de fo rma t ion  i n  
t h e  core. The boundary  conditions, f o r  a simply  supported  panel 
which i s  p e r m i t t e d  t o  expand f ree ly ,  a re  
x = Lt (2 .45)  
Nyy = K '  [(- ) c + v 'ii 1- N = 0 l+m - m * X  
Mxx - - k3 w,xx - + k4 u , ~  0 MT = 0 
x = +a (2.46) - 
W = o  
23 
Y 
The parameters kl , k2, t , m ,  K'  , c, k3, k4, N, and MT i n  these. 
equations  are  defined i n  Appendix B. The var iab les  are  def ined as 
f i  - 
- = u'  + - U'' 1 
m 
(2.47) 
= u'  - u" 
These v a r i a b l e s  o c c u r  i n  a na tu ra l  manner i n   t h e  boundary conditions. 
They are i m p l i c i t  i n  t h e  o r i g i n a l  f i e l d  e q u a t i o n s  (eqs. B-46) and 
can be made e x p l i c i t  i n  t h e  f i e l d  e q u a t i o n s ,  as i n  eqs. (2.43)  and 
(2.44), by simple algebraic operations. See Appendix B f o r  d e t a i l s ,  
Because o f  the form o f  f i e l d  e q u a t i o n s  (2.43)  and  (2.44) and the  
(2.46), t he  va r iab le  r, and the  
ined independent ly o f  each other. 
boundary  conditions (2.45)  and 
var iab les u and w,  can be obta 
Thus, from (2,43)  and (2.45) 
1 rO() = l+v (T 
- 1 
= l+v (&) 
while  from (2,44) and (2.46) 




u ( x )  = a A1 s inh  r x  - 2 t A3X + up(x) (2.50) 
w ( x )  = A1 cosh r x  + + A3 x2 + wp(x) (2.51 ) 
w ( x )  and u ( x )  a re  pa r t i cu la r  so lu t i ons  o f  equa t ions  (2.44), 
depending on the  load ing  te rm p,. The c o e f f i c i e n t s  A1 , A2, and A3 
are  determined  from  the  equations (2.46). Their   values  are  g iven 
i n  Appendix B, by equations (B70), (B71) and (B67), respect ively,  
P P 
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I . . 
When the deflections are known, the stresses can be determined  from 




U = -+u' - Y  w + v c ~ -  E '  a' (AT)' xx *x exx 1 -v (2.52) 
(J' = 
YY 7 7  E [< + v (u '  - z'w ) ]  - (2 .53)  ,x ,xx -V 
(2 .54)  
Equations similar t o  (2 .52)  and (2.53)  can  be written f a r  the  lower 
sandwich face. See eqs. (B72). These stresses are  used i n  the 
Von Mises yield criterion t o  predict failure. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
SYNTHESIS 
A. Behavior  Functions 
The results of the foregoing thermal and stress analyses are 
used to  predict  the  behavior  of  the model, The derived  equations 
relating temperatures,  deflections,  stresses,  and s t ra ins  t o  the 
design variables, time, and location w i t h i n  the structure are called 
behavior  functions. The behavior  functions  for  the  case of a t h i n  





5 0  
60 
70 
temperature a t  the s t ructural  layer  
temperature a t  the back of the insulator 
panel midpoint deflection 
panel s t r e s s  
stress i n  the ablator a t  low t o  moderate temperatures 
t ens i l e  s t r a in  i n  the ablator 
compressive s t ra in  i n  the ablator 
These seven can  be written i n  expl ic i t  normalized form as 
(5 is the current design space point, 0 locates position through 
the panel cross-section, and t i s  time): 
0 - < t I t f  
26 
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Ts, TB and ? are  the  p resc r ibed  c r i t i ca l  va lues  fo r  s t ruc tu ra l  
temperature, back wall temperature, and midpoint deflect ion, 
respect ively.  
Y ie ld ing  i n  the panel i s  governed by the Von Mises c r i t e r i o n .  
Thus 
- 
a(n,t) i s  t h e  u n i a x i a l  y i e l d  s t r e s s ,  assumed t o  be the same fo r  
tension and compression. 
Y 
A b l a t o r  y i e l d i n g  wil be determined by a genera l i zed  y ie ld  
c r i t e r i o n  l1 which  reduces t o  t h e  Von Mises c r i t e r i o n  when the 
t e n s i l e  and compressive uniax ia l   y ie ld   s t ress  are  equal .   Th is  
g e n e r a l i z e d  y i e l d  c r i t e r i o n  i s  necessary because the ab1 a tor  
ma te r ia l s  exh ib i t  y i e ld  s t resses  wh ich  a re  d i f f e ren t  under  tens ion  
27 
uT(fl , t)  i s  the u n i a x i a l  y i e l d  stress i n  t e n s i o n ,  and 7 c ( n , t )  i s  
the u n i a x i a l   y i e l d  stress i n  compression,  In this formulat ion,  
both TT and Tc a r e  p o s i t i v e  numbers. 
For a b l a t o r  s t r a i n ,  the normalized behavior  funct ions consis t  
o f   r a t i o s   o f   a c t u a l   s t r a i n   t o   c r i t i c a l   s t r a i n .  Thus 
- 
e T  is  the ul t imate  a l lowable tensile s t r a i n ,  and Fc i s  t h e  ult imat? 
allowable  compressive  strain.   Because  of  bending, the s ? r a i n  i n  the 
x-coordinate   direct ion will govern the   des iqn . ,   eT  and FC both a re  
pos i t i ve  numbers,, 
-. 
The behavior  func t ions  for  the case  of  a sandwich structural  
l a y e r  a r e  
1 ,  ter;t::c.rature of the upper sandwich  face 
2, temperature a t  the back o f  the i n s u l a t i o n  . . 
3, d e f l e c t i o n  a t  t h e  m i d p o i n t  o f  the panel 
4,5,yield stress i n  the s t r u c t u r a l  l a y e r  ( f o r  the sandwich 
s t r u c t u r e ,  both  upper and  lower  faces  are  considered 
s e p a r a t e l y  ). 
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6.  intercell   face bucklinq s t ress  
7. yield stress i n  the  ablator  a t  low t o  moderate  tempera- 
tures  
8. t ens i l e   s t r a in  i n  the ablator  
9. compressive s t r a in  i n  the  ablator 
Let the s e t  of behavior constraints be denoted ty B. Then 
B for the thin sheet structure composite will contain 7 elements, 
and B for  the sandwich structure composite will contain 9 elements, 
The behavior constraints for the sandwich structure case can 
be written i n  an expl ic i t  normalized form as follows, w i t h  - x denoting 
the current design space point, I-I and z "  as dumny thickness variables 
and t as the time: 
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0 -c < t I t f  (3.13) 
12 - x2 )* 
where u = 3 E2 (- cell  
(3.15) 
and dcell  
applies only when +(x,t) > 0 
= diameter o f  honeycomb core cel ls .  . This constraint 
For ablator yield stress,  the remarks made i n  conjunction w i t h  
eq. (3,5) apply  verbatim for the sandwich case. Thus, fo r  example 
i f ,  a x  c 0 and a < 0 ,  
Y 
(3 .16)  
As before, .c i s  a positive number. 
The ablator strain is controlled by the following expressions: 
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I ,; 
0 - < t ( t f  (3,18) 
The values Ts , TB, and could be made t ime dependent b u t   t h i s  
does no t  seem necessary at  the present time, 
"
An acceptable design i s  one f o r  which 
,$i < 1.0 i ~ 0  (3.19) 
B, Objective  Function 
The o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  f o r  t h i s  s t u d y  wil be e i t h e r  minimum 
weight  or  minimum thickness. For minimum weight  per  un i t  sur face 
area,, 
F(&l ,= P1  " + P 2  x2 + P 5  x5 + blSUP/X6 ( th in   shee t )  
(3,201 
FQx) = PI x1 + ~2 x2 + p 3  x3 + p4  x4 + p5  x5 + W /x, (sandwich) 
SUP 
where Wsup i s  t h e  w e i g h t  p e r  u n i t  l e n g t h  o f  panel  per imeter of  the 
Support system t h a t  connec ts  the  sh ie ld  s t ruc tu ra l  l aye r  to  the  
pr imary  s t ruc tu re  o f  the  veh ic le .  The size of  these supports i s  
chosen independent ly of  th is study on the  bas i s  o f  such th ings  as 
minimum  gage sizes,  fabr icat ing techniques, cost ,  etc.  
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I 
I f  t h e  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s  minimum thickness then 
F(&) = ' x1 + x2 + x5 ( th in   sheet )  
(3.21) 
F (&I = x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 (sandwich) 
Note t h a t  x6 does n o t  e n t e r  e x p l i c i t l y ,  A value of x6 wil be 
determined by the synthesis program which probably wil be the 
minimum acceptable value of  x6  as spec i f i ed  by a s ide const ra in t ,  
C, Side  Constraints 
There wil be c e r t a i n  cases when one o r  more of  the des ign 
var iab les w i  11 tend  to  ze ro  va lues  o r  t o  un rea l i s t i ca l l y  1 arge 
values,  Also,  the  analysis wil be v a l i d  o n l y  i n  a ce r ta in  sub- 
space o f  t h e  design space. Al design points - x must be r e s t r i c t e d  
t o  t h i s  subspace, Side  constraints on the  design  variables  are 
i n t roduced  to  de l im i t  t ha t  reg ion  o f  t he  des ign  space which contains 
the real izable designs for which the analyses employed are val id,  
These s ide  cons t ra in ts  may  be, f o r  example, minimum  gage dimensions, 
fabr ica t ion  cons t ra in ts ,  max  and min values o f  t h e  design variables 
based on ana lys i s   l im i ta t i ons .  A poss ib le   fo rmula t ion   o f   s ide  
c o n s t r a i n t s  i s  
~ E S  (3,22) 
where p i s   t h e  number o f  elements o f  B and S i s  the set o f  s i d e  
const ra in ts  on the design variables, &, 
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Trade o f f  studies are  faci l i ta ted by incorporating into 
the algorithm one additional side constraint i n  the form of a. 
total  thickness  limitation, TDMAX, T h i s  side  constraint can. 
be written as 
'5 = TD/TDMAX j k S  
where 
TD = x1 + x2 + x5 
for  the t h i n  sheet substructure case, o r  
TD x, + x* + x3 + x4 + x5 
for the sandwich substructure  case, The index j represents 
a new element t o  be  added t o  the s e t  S. 
The use of this side constraint  on total thickness i s  
explained i n  Chapter IV and i n  Appendix Do In cases when a 
s t r i c t  minimum weight or minimum thickness optimization i s  




D, Constraints i n  General 
Each o f  the  behav io r  func t ions  and side constraints constrains 
the behavior o f  t h e  system i n  a p a r t i c u l a r  way, Because of the 
form o f  t he  op t im iza t i on  techn iques  to  be used it i s  more convenient 
t o  fo rmu la te  the  cons t ra in t s  i n  the  fo l l ow ing  way: 
i E (B  + 'S)  C t E T  (3a23)  
where Z i s  the  c losed se t  con ta in ing  a l l  cross-sect ion  points T 
denotes the closed set o f  a l l  times i n  t h e  p e r i o d  o f  i n t e r e s t ,  and 
C i s  .a set  conta in ing both the behavior  const ra in t  set  and the side 
const ra in t   set ,  Now,  an acceptable  design i s  one f o r  which 
i e C  
Z E Z  
t E T  
( 3 a 2 4 )  
E a  The Fiacco-McCormick Function 
The optimization problem for the system considered i s  one o f  
inequal i ty   const ra ined  opt imizat ion.  An inequal i ty   const ra ined 
optimization problem can be reduced t o  a sequence o f  unconstrained 
opt imizat ion problems by the  in t roduc t ion  o f  what i s  termed a 
penalty  funct ion,  The Fiacco-McCormick5 funct ion,  P(2,r) i s  one 
such penal ty  funct ion and i t  i s  w r i t t e n  e x p l i c i t l y  as 
(3,25) 
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where r i s  a parameter which approaches zero sequentially. 
AS is noticed, some of the g ins  are functions o f  z ,  and t, the 
thickness  coordinate and time,  respectively,  as well  as This i s  
an undesirable situation because the min gi will  occur at  different 
2's and at  different t imes,  t ,  when - x i s  changed, I t  i s  necessary 
tha t  P = P(&,r) only, The z and t variables could be el  iminated 
by writing 
(3.26) 
In this way, only the behavior a t  one time and one location, the 
worst casep is  represented i n  the P ( x , r )  - function, Also,  since 
gradients (finite difference) to this function are required, the 
values of z and t a t  which the min min  g i ( x , z , t )  occur must be 
z t  
stored. T h u s ,  i f  the values of z and t a t  which g i (x , z , t )  a t t a i n s  
i ts  minimum values are denoted by (z i  , t i )* the derivative of 
, t i )  w i t h  respect to the component o f  x .  of x is given by 
J -  
Note tha t ,  i n  general, there will be as many se t s  (z i  ,ti ) as there 
are constraints g i ,  and that the necessity o f  performing analyses 
a t  spec i f i c  times requires additional logic i n  the thermal analysis 
routine, Also, us ing  this technique, there is  no  way to  d i s t i n g u i s h  
between designs that are very good .except perhaps a t .  one value o f  
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( 2 , t )  and designs which are poor for almost a l l  values o f  ( z , t )  and 
yet unacceptable a t  only one ( z , t )  value. 
A bet te r  way to   e l iminate   (z i t )  i s  by integration, How 
this i s  done i s  demonstrated for the following cases u s i n g  the t h i n  
sheet  structural  ayer  constraints. First, the z is  integrated 
out of the gi (x,z - , t ) ' s  which depend on z, T h u s  for examplep 
(3.27) 
where multiplication by maintains  correct dimensions.  Likewise, 1 
For .,(&,zit) and g7(Z,z,t), t h i n g s  are somewhat different,  because 
each i s  integrated over only p a r t  of the ablator thickness, Defin- 
i n g  that  part  of the ablator which i s  i n  tension t o  have thickness 
IT, and t h a t  part i n  compression t o  have thickness ZC, write 
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The remaining  gins  are  functions o f  - x and rt only,   or   are  constantsa 
For notat ional consistency, define ti t g1 f o r  i E CXTB where CXT 
i s  t he  se t  o f  const ra in ts  which are funct ions of  x- and t only, 
For the sandwich s t r u c t u r a l  1 ayer case a se t  of yi @s can be 
defined i n  a manner exac t ly  analogous to  tha t  desc r ibed  above f o r  
t h e  t h i n  sheet case, The func t ion  P(A,r)  can  be w r i t t e n  as 
The func t ion  P(L,r) i s  minimized f o r  each member o f  a s t r i c t l y  
monotone decreasing sequence o f  r values, {rkj" 
F, The Fletcher-Powell Method 
Methods o f  unconstrained minimization can now be a p p l i e d  t o  
the  func t ion  P ( L # r )  w i t h  one impor tan t  t h ing  kep t  i n  mind; t h a t  i t  i s  
p o s s i b l e  t o  choose o r  to a r r i v e   a t  a p o i n t  5 i n  the design space t h a t  
f s  unacceptable, i d e d s  such t h a t  one o r  more Constraints are v io lated, 
Note"that, except i n   t h e  cas'e o f  s ide  cons t ra in t s ,  t he  Ti's of (3,31) 
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I! 
and (3,27),(3,28) ,(3,29),(3,30) can not s a t i s f ac to r i ly  accomodate a 
constraint  violation, Behavior constraint  violation i s  handled by 
storing the minimum value of each of t he  g ins  as 
and i n  general 
f i ( 3  = min min g i  (L,z,t) 
z t  
I f  a t  any time d u r i n g  an analysis 
fi(&) 0.0 
then 
P(&,r)  = 
and the analysis i s  terminated a t  t h i s  time. 
Hence, P(5,r) i s  generalized to:  
I -  
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With th. is general izat ion of the  P(&,r) funct ion,  the Fletcher-  
Powell method  can  be app l i ed  d i rec t l y .  
The Fletcher-Powell method i s  a second order  gradient 
method, It i s  considered 
now known f o r  f i n d i n g  t h e  
i s  designed so that ,  when 
independent variables it 1 
t o  be the  most powerful general procedure 
l o c a l  minimum o f  a general  funct ionb3 It 
a p p l i e d  t o  a q u a d r a t i c  f u n c t i o n  i n  n 
ocates the minimum i n  n i t e r a t i o n s ,  
S t a r t i n g  from any pos i t i ve   de f i n i t e   ma t r i x  Ho, each i t e r a t i o n  
consists  of   the  fo l lowing  operat ions,   Let   the  current  design  Point  
be x. and t h e   g r a d i e n t   a t  be given  by 9. = V p ( & d o  Then the 
c u r r e n t  d i r e c t i o n  o f  t r a v e l  i s :  
-1 -1 
-1 
S .  = - Hi ai 
* 
Choose ai = ai by  minimizing P(zi + ai 3 ,  r)o This i s  a one 
dimensional minimization along the l ine zi + ai zi. 
S e t  
* 
0. = a S .  
-1 i -1 
3 +1 = -1 x .  + Zi 
Hi +I = H. 1 + A .  + B  1 i 
where 
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The a lgor i thm i s  a p p l i e d  t o  P(&,r) and optima are obtained for 
success ive ly  smal ler  va lues of  r u n t i l  t h e  optimum of P(5,r) i s  
" s u f f i c i e n t l y '  c l o s e  t o  t h a t  o f  F(x), 
For each value o f  r, convergence i s  reached when the  quant i t y  
1 T  7 ai H i  gi a t ta ins  a value  less  than some prescr ibed amount, If 
P ( x p r )  - i s   q u a d r a t i c   i n  4, 
by which the current value 
Since P(L9r) i s  i n  general 
mainly i n  the neighborhood 
7 li Hi ai i s  a  measure o f  t h e  amount 1 T  
o f  P(x,r) exceeds the minimum value, Pmind 
not   quadrat ic,  7 Hi wil be usefu l  
of  the minimum po in t ,  As the   va lue   o f  
1 T  
r + 0, P (x9 r )  + F(5) and the  l oca l  minimum o f  P(x,r) - tends to  the  
l o c a l  minimum of F(x), - provided it i s  assumed t h a t  r + 0 f a s t e r  
than 
and faster  than 
- 
g i + o ;  
i E B  
i c S a  
S i n c e  t h e  s t r i c t l y  monotonic sequence o f  values of r, { rk}, i s  
a rb i t ra ry ,  such  a  sequence  can always be found which wil sat i s f y  
the above condi t ions,  F i  acco and  McCormickl prove  th is  under 
t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n  t h a t  P(5,r) i s  s t r i c t l y  convex over the acceptable 
r e g i o n   f o r  r 0. S t r i c t   c o n v e x i t y  guarantees t h a t   t h e  minimum 
obtained i s  t h e  g l o b a l  minimum.  The proo f  goes through with a 
modified convexity assumption which assumes tha t  l oca l  convex i t y  
ex is ts ,  The  minimum thus  obtained i s  s t r i c t l y  speaking  only a l oca l  
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minimuma Confidence tha t  a particular  local min imum i s  i n  rea l i ty  
a global minimum can be obtained by using several dSfferent initial 
points i n  successive  optimizations,  If the same minimum point i s  
obtained each time, i t  i s  probably a global minimum point, 
G, Analysis-Synthesis  Implementation 
The analysis, which is described i n  Chapter I1 and i n  Appendices 
A #  B, and C ,  i s  necessary t o  determine the value of P(zor) of eq, 
(3,35) when and r are  known, In the course of the  synthesis, 
the function P(x,r) must be evaluated many times, In theory, each 
evaluation of P(&, r )  requires a complete a n a l y s i s  ( i g e o ,  the deter- 
mination of thermal prof i les ,  def lect ions,  s t resses ,  and s t ra ins  
throughout the panel a t  every instant of time d u r i n g  the reentry 
t ra jec tory) ,  In practice,  however, there  are many instances when 
the function P(&,r) can  be evaluated either exactly or w i t h  reason- 
able accuracy th rough  the use of an abbreviated ( p a r t i a l )  analysis, 
The  fol lowfng paragraphs e x p l a i n  the s i tuat ion i n  d e t a i l  
A complete analysis i s  naturally separated into two parts,  
(1)  the thermal analysis (determination of thermal profiles and 
surface recession rates) and ( 2 )  the structural analysis (determina- 
tion  of  stresses and deflections). Computer time required  for a 
thermal analysis i s  six times t h a t  requi red  f o r  a structural  analysis 
(30 seconds vs, 5 seconds) T h u s ,  since most of the time  associated 
w i t h  a complete analysis is  required for the thermal analysis, 
s igntf icant  time savings will be obtained when the thermal analysis 
can be avoided, 
4 1  
Each t ime a new design point  of inc reased op t lma l i t y  i s  
successful ly occupied, the recession rates and thermal prof i les,  from 
the thermal sect ion o f  the complete analysis which i s  performed a t  
t h i s  p o i n t ,  a r e  s t o r e d  i n  a large array (TSTOR),  Then, under  cer ta in  
condit ions, subsequent adjacent design points are analyzed using the 
stored  thermal  data as an i n p u t  t o  t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  a n a l y s i s ,  Such  an 
"abbreviated" analysis y ie lds an approximate response (sometimes 
exact) i n  one s i x t h  t h e  t i m e  r e q u i r d f o r  a "complete" analysis, 
Care  must  be taken, however, t o  i n s u r e  t h a t  an acceptable design 
po in t  a t ta ined  on the  bas is  o f  abbreviated analyses i s  n o t  i n  f a c t  
unacceptable when a complete analysis i s  undertaken a t  t he  same 
p o i n t  
The condit lons under which abbreviated analyses have been used 
successful ly are as follows: 
I ,  Computation  of  the  gradient t o  P(Esr) 
a.  When AX- = AXlfl (fj i s  a u n i t  v e c t o r  i n  ith coordinate 
d i   r e c t i  on), 
i f  x1 > 0,22' 
b o  When = A X ~ T ~ ,  i f  xi > Oa17' 
c,  When A& = A x ~ T ~ ,  if I Tm - TMl I < 200"R 
do When A& = Ax4f4, if x1 > 0014' 
e. When A& = x 5 f 5  i f  ITm - Tnl < 100"R; t h i n  
ITM1 - Tn I < l O O O R ;  sand 
Po When AZ = x ~ T ~ Q  always, Use o f  an abbreviated 
ana lys is  here  y ie lds  exac t  resu l ts  because the 
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thermal ana1,ysis i s  independent of the planform 
dimension. 
2. One dimensional search (5 i s  the current search direction, 
.a' x i s  the occupied design p o i n t ,  x' is  the  tentative 
new design p o i n t ) .  
a. If x1 > 0,22 and Ixl - x l l  < 0.1 I 
b o  I f  /"':;"' 1 < 0.01 
C. If s1 < 0.3 
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CHAPTER I V  
RESULTS 
A. General 
This chapter details the results which have been obtained 
by applying  the computer programs to several  specific cases6 Twelve 
(12) cases  are documented i n  the  following pages, Five (5) cases 
have a t h i n  sheet substructure, and the rema in ing  seven (7) have a 
sandwich substructure. Tables 4.1 and 4,2 contain summaries o f  the 
information  associated w i t h  the twelve tes t   cases ,  Table 4,3 
summarizes the complete design  path  of  case S3, The remaining 
tables contain information on t ra jector ies ,  mater ia ls ,  and t e s t  case 
response a t  the  in i t ia l  and final  design po in t s  for all cases except 
case S3. For this case the  ent i re  design p a t h  i s  documented 
(Tables 4.3 and 4,23) .,
The t e s t  case results shed some 1 i g h t  on the following 
matters : 
1. The presence of relative minima i n  the  design  space, 
2. Which is  the  better  structural   layer  material  
a l u m i n u m  or fiberglass? 
3. The best design is  not always the one  which has the 
structural  layer operating a t  i t s  maximum permitted 
temperature. 
4. Whether or not a sandwich substrate is  always superior 
t o  a t h i n  sheet, 
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5, The d i f fe rence between minimum weight and minirmm t h i c k -  
ness designs a 
6. Whether o r  n o t  a n y t h i n g  i s  gained by al lowing the.sand- 
wi ch s u b s t r a t e  t o  have d i f ferent  face th icknesses,  
7. Some add i t iona l  comments on the  design o f  h e a t  s h i e l d  
panels. 
8, Operat ional   character ist ics of   the  synthes is   technique:  
How t o  choose r and c ( ri+l = ri/ c) , the F i  acco- 
McCormick Function parameters; some p i t f a l l s  o f  t h e  
synthesis technique. 
B. T ra jec to r ies  
Two t r a j e c t o r i e s  were used f o r  t h e  d e s i g n  t e s t  cases: 
1 Tra jec to ry  I 
This i s  a b a l l i s t i c  r e e n t r y  t r a j e c t o r y .  It i s  taken  from 
Swann l5 , The vehic le  locat ion  considered i s  the  s tagnat ion  po int .  
Table 4 , 4  conta ins  t ra jec to ry  in fo rmat ion  over  the  time p e r i o d  o f  
i n t e r e s t  which i s  900 sec,  (Table D o l  o f  Appendix D can  be r e f e r r e d  
t o  f o r  an exp lana t ion   o f   t he  headings i n  Table 4 , 4 ) ,  The  maximum 
co ld  wa l l  convec t ive  heat ing  ra te  i s  500 B t u / f t  sec a t  100 s e c c o  
The w a l l  pressure (p,) i s  computed from  equation (A,4), I t s  
maximum value i s  approximately 1700 l b s / f t  a t  850 sec. 
2 
2 
2, Tra jectory  I1 
This i s  a t r a j e ' c t o r y  t y p i c a l  o f  l i f t i n g  r e e n t r y .  It i s  taken 
16 f r o m  Newel  1 Th veh ic le   loca t ion   cons idered  i s   the   s tagnat ion  
point,  Table 4.5 conta ins  t ra jectory   in format ion  over   the time 
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period  of interest, which is  2400 sec, The  maximum cold  wall 
comvective heating rate is 80 B t u / f t  -sec, at 1375 sec, The wall 
pressure is entered as i n p u t  data i n  the l a s t  colutm of Table 4,5, 




The ablator material properties are taken from Wilson17; the 
aluminum properties are from MIL-HNBK-5l8 and MIL-HNBK=2319; t h e  
fibergl ass properties a r e  from Bo1 1 erZo, Laporte" and MIL-HNBK-17'*; 
the i nsul ator properties can be found i n  Laport6 3 
The non-temperature dependent properties am tabulated i n  
Tables 4.69  4.7s 4,8 and 4,9. Table 4.6 corresponds to  a LDPN 
ablator,  t h i n  sheet a luminum structural  layer,  and microquartz 
insulation, Table 4,7 corresponds to  the  case  of a LDPN ablator,  
t h i n  f iberglass  structural   layer,  and microquartz  insulation, Table 
4,8 supplies information associated w i t h  the case of LDPN ab1 ator ,  
a luminum sandwich strwctural layer and  microquartz insulation, 
Table 4,9 corresponds to  LDPN ablator, fiberglass sandwich, and micro- 
quartz insulation, 
The temperature dependent  mechanical and thermal properties 
for the LDPN ablator are tabulated i n  Table 4,10, Tables 4,11 and 
4.12 contaln the temperature dependent properties for t h i n  sheet 
structural layers composed of a l u m i n u m  and f iberglass,  respectively,  
and Tables 4,13 and 4,14 contain the temperature dependent properties 
for  the a luminum and fiberglass sandwich s t ructural  layers ,  
respectively. F ina l ly ,  the  microquartz and wall  enthalpy  values 
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are t o  be found i n  Table 4,K. 
D, Documentation  of the  Various  Test Caseso 
Tables 4,1 and 4,2 c o l l e c t  t o g e t h e r  i n  a convenient . form 
data concerning the f inal desi.gn points, run t imes and % design 
improvement. Table 4,3 contains a summary o f   t h e   i n f o r m a t i o n  
which i s  generated i n  t h e  course o f  an opt imizat ion  study, It 
shows the design path f r o m  t h e   i n i  ti a1 d e s i g n  p o i n t  t o  t h e  f i n a l  
design point, 
A behavior  const ra in t  on  a design i s  considered active i f  
it has i t s  value o f f .  equal t o  o r  l e s s  t h a n  0,10, This means t h a t  
the  design i s  w i t h i n  10% o f  f a i l u r e .  I n  Tables 4,l and 4,3,  an 
act ive  behavior   const ra in t  i s  denoted  by (*). A behavior con- 
s t r a i n t  i s  considered almost act ive i f  i t  has anfi value o f  0,20 o r  
less, An almost   act ive  const ra in t  i s  ind ica ted  by ( + ) o  A design 
var iab le  s ide  cons t ra in t  becomes ac t ive  i f  the design var iable 
approaches t o  w i t h i n  10% o f  it, An ac t ive   s ide   cons t ra in t  i s  
denoted by (**la 
1 
Tables 4,16 through 4,27 contain data on b o t h  i n i t i a l  and 
f i n a l  design points, and  on the actual  behavior funct ion values 
a t  these  points,  Table 4,23 contains a complete  design  path 
(summarized i n  Table 4,3), Tables 4,16 through 4.27 are  explained 
i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  paragraphs 
1 Th in   sheet   s t ruc tu ra l   layer  cases, 
These cases are recognized by the pref ix  "T" i n  t h e  case 
des ignat ion,   F ive  th in  cases are  presented, The laye r   ma te r ia l s  
used and the  t ra jec to ry  cons idered fo r  any p a r t i c u l a r  case can be 
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determined  by  consulting  Table 4.1 E Cases wil henceforth be 
r e f e r r e d  t o  by case designation, i.e, T1 , TZ, S3, etc,  , alone, 
Complete i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  t h e  i n i t i a l  and f i n a l  design points 
of cases T1 through T5 i s  contained i n  Tables 4,16 through 4,ZO. 
For example Table 4.17 corresponds t o  Case  T2. R e f e r r i n g  t o  Table 
4.17, R i s  t h e  c u r r e n t  v a l u e  o f  r for the Fiacco McCormick function 
P(x,r),  - T i s  an estimate o f  the  distance  which must be t rave led  
from the design point  current ly occupied to the point  associated 
w i th   t he  opti'mum weight  (or   th ickness).  The design  point 
occupied i s  shown under " X " ,  and it i s  bracketed by the s ide con- 
s t r a i n t s  XMIN and XMAX. Under "BEHAVIOR CONSTRAINT INFORMATION", 
"CRITICAL VALUE" i s  t he  va lue  o f  t he  behav io r  f unc t i on  most c lose ly  
approximating  the maximum perm i t ted ;  o r  "LIMITING"  value. The 
time dur ing  the  . t ra jec to ry  a t  which the  "CRITICAL" value i s  reached 
i s  given under "TIME AT CRITICAL VALUE", and "NORMALIZED  VALUE" 
gives fi ( E ) ,  where fi (x )  - = min  min [ l o o  - $i (~,z,t)]., See the  - 4. 
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t e x t  o f  Chapter I11 associated with equation 3,l  f o r  f u r t h e r  
expl  anation. It wil be n o t i c e d   t h a t  two  numbers a r e  contained 
i n  t h e  c o l u m  e n t i t l e d  "CRITICAL VALUE" i n  t h e  case o f  cons t ra in t s  
4 and 5. (see  Table 4.17). The top number gives aXX, and the 
bottom one gives Two numbers appear i n   t h e  column 1 abeled 
"LIMITING VALUE" opposi te  const ra in t  no, 5, the  ab la to r  s t ress  
' OYY a 
condi t ion.  The upper number g ives the y ie ld  s t ress under  un iax i  a1 
tension, the bottom one g i v e s  t h e  y i e l d  s t r e s s  i n  u n i a x i a l  compres- 
sion.  Also, a minus s i g n   s i g n i f i e s  compressive  stress when 
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associated  wi th  constraints 4  and 5 .  The sign  associated  wi th con- 
s t r a i n t  number 3 i nd ica tes  the  d i rec t ion  o f  the  t ransverse  d isp lace-  
ment. A minus s ign  means t h a t  t h e  p a n e l  d e f l e c t s  i n w a r d  a t  i t s  
center ( i n  the negat ive z d i rec t ion .  See Figure 2,5), 
2. Sanchich s t r u c t u r a l   l a y e r  cases. 
Complete informat ion,  regarding the response at  the i n i t h i  
and f i n a l  p o i n t s  f o r  t h e s e  cases (S1 through S 7 )  i s  contained i n  
Tables 4.21 through 4.27.  The  comments of   the  previous  paragraph 
dealing with sign conventions, headings and so  forth, apply- also 
f o r  t h e  sandwich cases. 
A complete  design  path i s  documented f o r  case S3. This i s  
contained i n  Table 4.23, and i s  summarized i n  Table 4.3. 
E. Discussion 
The discussion wil t r e a t  t he  ma t te rs  se t  f o r th  i n  sec t i on  
A o f   t h i s  chapter. 
1. The presence o f  r e l a t i v e  minima i n  t h e  design space i s  
demonstrated  by  cases T3 and T4. Although  there i s  n o t  a great  deal 
o f  d i f f e r e n c e  between the  weights  obtained (9.97 l b s / f t  vs. 9.78 
l b s / f t 2 .  See Table 4.1). the  f ina l  des ign  po in ts  a t ta ined are  very  
d i f fe ren t .   In   fac t ,   they   cor respond  to  two d i f f e r e n t   s t r u c t u r a l  . 
design  concepts. Case  T3 r e s u l t s  i n  a design  which.  permits  the 
s t r u c t u r e  t o  o p e r a t e  n e a r  i t s  maximum permissible temperature, 
A b l a t o r  s t r e n g t h  i s  n o t  e f f e c t i v e l y  u t i l i z e d ;  t h a t  i s ,  it i s   n o t  
ava i lab le  to  res is t  bend ing  near  the  end o f  t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  ( T r a j .  I) 
2 
where the  dynami c pressure reaches a peak value. . Case T4 yie3 ds a 
design  which u t i l i zes  the  ab la to r  s t reng th .  The s t r u c t u r a l  layer 
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reaches a temperature o f  o n l y  144OF. 
Another example o f   r e 1   a t i  ve minima i s  of fered by cases S1 and 
S3 (see  Table 4.1 ). Case S1 allows a ho t  s t ruc tu re  ( top  face) ,  
both are constrained by back wall temperature and by def lect ion,  and 
the  minimum weights d i f f e r  by  about 1.4%. Yet the sandwich o f  case 
S3 has a core thickness which i s  67% grea te r  t han  tha t  o f  Case S1 , 
and the sandwich face  th ickness  o f  case S3 i s  18% th inner  than tha t  
o f  case S1 . Thus, core  thickness and face  thicknesses have  been 
t raded  o f f ,   bu t   he   resu l t ing   des igns   exh ib i t   essent ia l l y   the  same 
behavior. 
A t h i r d  exanple o f   r e l a t i v e  minima i s  given by the comparison 
o f  case S6 w i t h  e i t h e r  case S1 o r  case S3. The comparison w i t h  S1 
wil be discussed. 
Cases S1 and S6 a r e  b o t h  c r i t i c a l  i n  back wall temperature, 
But whi le S1 i s  d e f l e c t i o n  c r i t i c a l  , S6 i s  almost c r i t i c a l   i n   y i e l d  
s t r e s s   i n   t h e   t o p  sandwich  face (f5). See Table 4,1, Case S6 has 
a tremendously deep sandwich coreo  This causes  a v e r y   r i g i d  
s t ructure (note the center  def lect ion)  which prevents  the re l ie f ,  
through bending, of the top sandwich face stress. 
The op t im iza t ion  rou t ine  as developed is, s t r i c t l y  speaking, 
an a lgor i thm  for   des ign improvement. This i s  as s t rong a declara- 
t i o n  as one can make about the method unless the funct ion P(&,r) 
can be proven t o  be convex over  the reg ion of  the des ign space o f  
in te res t .   S ince   th is  can n o t  be  done fo r   the   p resent  problem, 
confidence that the improved design obtained i s  in  fac t  the  g loba l  
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optimum can  be gained by "double  point ing".   In essence  "double 
po in t ing"  means t o  r e s t a r t  t h e  program a t  an i n i t i a l   p o i n t  some 
distance away f r o m  t h e  p r e v i o u s  i n i t i a l  p o i n t  and then t o  compare 
the new f i n a l  p o i n t  with the  prev ious ly  ob ta ined f ina l  po in t .  I f  
they are essen t ia l l y  t he  same, t h e  f i n a l  d e s i g n  p o i n t  i s  s a i d  t o  
have been "double  pointed", O f  course, t h i s  procedure  can be 
. .. 
. .  
repeated f o r  as  many  new i n i t i a l  design points as the designer can 
generate, A "double  pointed" o r   " t r i p l e   p o i n t e d "   f i n a l   d e s i g n  . 
p o i n t  has no t  been proven thereby t o  be the global  optimum, bu t  
th is  in format ion,  coupled wi th  thedesigner 's  knowledge o f   t h e  design 
space, r e s u l t s .  i n  a h igh degree o f  confidence being placed i n  the 
a s s e r t a t i o n  t h a t ,  i n  f a c t ,  it i s .  
2. Which i s  the  be t te r  subs t ra te  mater ia l ,  aluminum o r  
fi berg1  ass? 
On t h e  b a s i s  o f  minimum weight, aluminum and f iberg lass  
r e s u l t  i n  t h i n  sheet substructure designs i n  which aluminum has 
a s l  i ght wei ght advantage (Cases T1 and T4, Table 4.1 ), On the 
basis o f  minimum weight, aluminum results i n  a sandwich substructure 
panel which i s  -s  li g h t l y  1 i ghter   than  the  resul t   obta ined  wi th  
f iberg lass.  Compare cases S1 and S3 w i t h  S7 (Table 4.1). 
The response a t  t he  f i na l  des ign  po in ts  o f  cases T1 and  T4 
i s  essen t ia l l y  s im i l a r ,  t he  f i be rq lass  th in  shee t  ( T l )  b e i n g  s l i g h t l y  
more c r l t i c a l  i n  s t ruc tu ra l  l aye r  s t ress  and i n  a b l a t o r  s t r e s s  ( f4  ' 
and f5 i n  Table 4.1) than the aluminum t h i n  sheet case. It should 
be noted that  these.  cases (T1 and T4) e f f e c t i v e l y   u t i 1   i z e  ab1 a t o r  
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strength t o  resist 
must bediscarded, 
bending. If  ablator s t r e n g t h  
i t  is   l ikely t h a t  a definite we 
is not reliable and 
i g h t  advantage i n  
favor of fiberglass would develop, because fiberglass retains i t s  
strength and stiffness a t  h i g h  temperatures t o  a greater degree 
than does  aluminum.  Compare, in Tables 4.11 and 4.12, Young's 
Modulus and yield strength for  aluminum and f iberg las ,  respectively. 
'Two differences can  be seen i n  the response o f  cases S1 and 
S3 compared w i t h  t h a t  of case S7. First, the sandwich face stresses 
are much mre critical i n  case S 7  than i n  cases S1 and S3. Second, 
the ablator stress of  cases S1 and S3 i s  much higher than t h a t  i n  
case S7. 
The differences i n  response noted above  must  be considered i f  
weight differences among the several tes t  cases a re  marginal + 
The emergence of  a1 uminum as the better sandwi ch substrate 
material is interesting because the high temperature properties of 
aluminum are inferior t o  those o f  fiberglass (See Tables 4.13 and 
4.14).  The reason for the  resulting weight superiority .of 
aluminum i s  apparent  when  one observes t h a t  the t o p  sandwich face 
temperatures of cases S3 and S7 reach only 1000"R (540°F) rather 
t h a n  the maximurn.value o f  1200"R (740°F) permitted in each case (See 
Table  4.23 for case S3 and.  Table 4.27 for case S7). A t  1000"R 
aluminum i s . s t i l l  clearly superior t o  fiberglass, because i t  has a 
Young's modulus almost three times t h a t  o f  fiberglass and a yield 
strength 28% greater t h a n  t h a t  of fiberglass (Tables 4.13 and 4.14). 
A t  higher  temperatures fiberglass becomes superior. With respect 
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t o  case S1,  note t h a t ,  the maximum t o p  face temperature of 1200"R i s  
more closely approached t h a n  i n  case S3, the actual temperature 
reached being 1109"R, and t h a t  case S1 is  sl ightly heavier than i t s  
counterpart, case S3. 
r 
The results of cases S1, S3, and  S7 very clearly point out that  
an  optimum design will not always be structural  1 ayer temperature 
constrained, and thus they i l lus t ra te  the  fa l lacy  of assuming i n  
advance t h a t  the most e f f i c i en t  system i s  one i n  which the structural  
layer operates at as high a temperature as possible, 
According t o  recent reportsT4 adhesives a r e  avail  abli  which 
can sustain temperatures of approximately 1210"R (750°F) without 
fa i lure .  T h i s  temperature o f  1210"R would then  constitute  the 
maximum temperature permissible in the t o p  sandwich face (or at  any 
other interface between layers where the adhesive is  used),  
C u r r e n t  heat shield design practice appears 25926 t o  be such 
t h a t  the ablator-top sandwich face interface temperature i s  assumed 
i n  advance to  be equal t o  the value t h a t  the adhesive i s  able to 
sustain,  about  1210"R. As noted  above, the  results  of  cases S l ,  
S3, and S 7  demonstrate tha t  th i s  should  not be. done. I t  i s  t rue 
that  the assumption of maximum top face temperature w i  11 result i n  a 
minimum ablator thickness, b u t  because the properties of the 
structural  substrate have degraded, a heavier structure is needed, 
This trade off can  be observed between cases S1 and S3, part icular ly  
in the sandwich face thicknesses of the final designs (Table 4.1 ). 
Also, this maxi mm temperature assumption could, from the outset ,  
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eliminate from consideration a structural  material which will 
ultimately yield a be t te r  design, inspi te  of  the fact t h a t  i t s  high 
’ temperature  properties  are  not  spectacular. 
3. The best  design i s  n o t  always the one which has the 
structural  layer operating at  i ts  maximum pertxi tted value. 
The val idi ty  o f  this statement was established and  discussed 
i n  the previous section. 
4.  The question of whether 0)- not  3 sandwich s u b s t r a t e  i s  
always superior t o  a thin sheet substrate can be answered i n  the 
l i g h t  of  the  .r&su’l t s  o f  cases TI T2 T5 ,SI 54, and 55, I f  viei q h t  
i s  o f  pr isnary importance, t h e  sandwich i s  c’lear”l!y supct* ior  t o  t h e  
t h i n  s h e e t ,  This cm be seen by c o ~ p a t ” i n ( ~  case 7 . 1  w-i I ; h  case $1 
atld ljy ccin:pariny case T5 w i t h  S5, ticii!evcr?r‘, i . F  th,icl:ness i s  0.f 
primary  ‘importance, t h c n  t h e  thirr sheet i s  bc t t c r  thm the  sandwich 
sheet. This  i s  c lear  by comparison o f  Case TZ w i t h  case 5 4 .  
P s  i s  noted  on paqe 32 o f  Chapter I I I  .the planform dirncrl- 
sion for .  b o t h  o f  these cases approaches t h e  lower sl’de constraint 
value (0.5’  fo r  a l l  cases  consideredj, 
The advantage, based on kota l  systcln thickness o f  the  thin 
sheet over the sandwich sheet i s  lessened sonlewhat by the observa- 
tion t h a t  the thin sheet case T2 i s  deflection cri t ical  while t f l e  
sandwich case S 4  i s  n o t .  This means t h a t  t h e  s p a n  o f  Case S4 cou ld  
be considerably lenqthened, say t o  a b o u t  1.5 f t ,  be fo re  tho  structure 
would becorn,? deflect ion  cr i t ical ,  The thin  case ‘r2 i s  ;* t3str ict2d 
t o  thc 0.69’  spat-1 att;ri!;ed by t!le o p t i m i z d t i o n  pmqram. P.lsa, case 
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T2 util izes the ablator strength t o  s u s t a i n  the maximup pressure 
loading,  while  case S4 does not. I f  ow: o :  r-cts t o  this u t i l i za-  
tion of ablator strength, based o n p  possibly, reliability considera- 
t ions,  then Case P2 would require a much thicker aluminum sheet 
(about 1/4" thick), and, consequently, would  be much heavier than 
the present case T2. 
In conclusion, i t  can  be stated t h a t ,  i f  system thickness is 
the overriding consideration, i f  span length is  of secondary import- 
ance, and i f  the ab1 ator materi a1 can be judged t o  be a re1 i a b l e  
structural  materials then i t   i s  possible t h a t  a panel u t i l i z ing  a 
thin sheet structural layer could be superior t o  a panel with a 
sandwich sheet substructure. 
5. Because of  the thermal  problem, the  total system thickness 
has a lower bound  which exercises a control over the final design 
whether the objective function, F ( x ) ,  - i s  weight o r  thickness, What 
occurs in response to  the two different objectives is  a trading o f f  
of the various layer thicknesses ., Thus, f o r  example when  minimum 
weight i s  the objective the layers composed o f  heavier materials 
tend to get very thin,  while when  minimum thickness is  the objective 
this does not happen,, Compare cases T1 and T2 S3 and S4, Thin case 
weight difference between minimum weight and m i n i m u m  thickness designs 
was found t o  be  nominal (I See cases T1 an.d T2, In the  case  of a 
sandwich substructure there is a difference of 25% i n  the weights 
attained i n  cases S3 and S4,  ' Ihis raises the possibli ty o f  perfon-  
i n g  studies on trade off o f  weight and thickness on sandwich structure 
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cases, These studies would best be  made by f i x i n g  the span a t  the 
value attained i n  the minimm weight design, This would  be 
'6 = 1.262' for case S3. (Program control integer ''FIX" being set 
a t  1 would automatically handle this. See  Appendix D ) ,  Then the 
total system thickness, TDMAX, i s  se t  a t  a value less than the 
system thickness associated w i t h  the minimum weight design, and 
another minimum weight design path i s  generated, resulting i n  a 
weight which should be greater than t h a t  previously attained because 
of  the side constraint on t o t a l  thickness (See Chapter 111, section 
C ) ,  I f  the  side  constraint on to ta l  thickness i s  n o t  active and/or 
a weight i s  attained which is less t h a n  t h a t  previously a t t a ined ,  
then the problem  of relative minima has again reared i t s  head, Grant- 
i n g  t h a t  no abnormalities, such  as those posed, deve1op.a sequence of 
designs will be obtained, each succeeding one being of greater weight 
and lesser thickness, u n t i l  the absolute minimum thickness design i s  
obtained. By "absolute minimum thickness  design" is  meant one 
such as t h a t  of case S4 where thickness i s  the objective, Likewise 
case S3 could be referred t o  as an "absolute minimum weight" design, 
Since relative minima are pmsent, this terminology must be under- 
stood t o  apply only t o  a certain subspace of the design space which 
does not exhibit re1 ative minima. When the complete set of designs 
i s  available, a curve of minimum weight vs. allowable thickness can 
be constructed and trade-off studies can be  made f r o m  i t ,  The  nd 
points o f  the curve would consist of cases similar t o  S3 and S4. 
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6, Can a meaningful  gain i n  structural efficiency be obtained 
by allowing the sandwich substructure to  have different face thick- 
nesses? 
The computer program i s   s e t  up i n  such a way t h a t  the sandwich 
faces can be of different thicknesses (See Appendix D f o r  de ta i l s ) ,  
The materials of which the faces are comprised can be different also,  
A t e s t  case was undertaken i n  order t o  determine the answer 
t o  the above question. This i s  case S2 (see  Tables 4 , l  and 4,22), 
I t  can be compared t o  case S1 (Tables 4.1 and 4.21 ). The resulting 
preliminary answer t o  the question above  must be no. I t  would be 
interesting t o  see i f  different materials as well as thicknesses 
would change th i s  answer. 
7. Some a d d i t i o n a l  comments on the  design of heat shield 
panels 
One of  the serious problems of heat shield design is the i n -  
compatibility of the expansion coefficients of the a b l a t o r  materials 
and the structural substrate. The problem i s  most serious d u r i n g  
the cold soak condi t ion which exis ts  up  t o  the instant a t  which 
reentry begins. The cure  temperature of the composite  panel w i t h  
LDPN a b l a t o r  i s  350°F (810°R). The expansion  coefficient  (in/in°F) 
for LDPN i s  20 x while t h a t  of aluminum i s  12 x and t h a t  
of f iberglass   i   5 x When the  t mperature drops from cure 
temperature (35OOF) t o  cold soak temperature (-100°F), a tremendous 
t ens i l e  s t r e s s  i s  induced i n  the ab la tor  because i t  contracts much 
more t h a n  the  substructure does. The panel is almost always 
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c r i t i ca l  i n  ablator stress and this fact  has led some investigators' 
t o  abandon phenolic nylon i n  favor of elastomeric silicon, Elasto- 
meric s i l icon i s  heavier t h a n  LDPN (41 Ibs / f t  VS. 36 lbs / f t  ), has 2 2 
l i t t l e  mechanical s t i f fness  and strength,  b u t  i t  has a higher 
ultimate strain capacity a t  cold soak temperatures, Thus although 
i t  can not be ut i l ized very effectively as a structural material 
elastomeric silicon eliminates the cold soak fa i lure  problem, 
I t  has been notedZ7 t h a t  the ablator cold soak problem can  be 
solved by placing a f lexible rubber bond between ablator and sub-  
structure.  This will  imit  he  interface  temperature t o  300°F 
(76C"R) which, based on the results a1 ready obtained concerning the 
desirabi l i ty  o f  attaining the highest possible interface temperature, 
will n o t  necessarily result in a heavier panel, 
Another technique which  might be applied t o  the cold soak 
incompatibility probTem,  and t o  the material incompatibility problem 
i n  genera?, is t h a t  o f  applying a prestress t o  the structural  sub.. 
s t r a t e ,  Since i n  the  present casep the ablator on the whole shrinks 
f a s t e r  than  the substrate in cooling down Prom the cure temperature,, 
the substrate would  be prestressed in tension a t  the cure temperature 
of 350"F, and as the panel i s  cooledp the tension would  be released 
so tha t  a t  room temperature (or some other convenient temperature} 
there would  be no r e s i d u a l  stress in either the ablator or the sub- 
s t r a t e ,  This technique would  be particularly  applicable t o  f l a t  
panels 
The soak soak condition used i n  the test  cases studied is the 
room temperature condition of 540"R (Notice, i n  Tables 4,6, 4,7,  4 ,8 ,  
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and 4.9,  the array TINT,  which is the ini t ia l  temperature distribution 
array), Thl 's  temperature was used because i t  was f e l t  t h a t  cornbin- 
ing a cure temperature of  810°X with a cold soak temperature o f  
360"R would result   in unreal i s t i c a l l y  high ab1 ator an-d structural  
'layer stresses.   Unrealist ic because a t  810"R the LDPN ablator i s  i n  
an a lms  t p l a s t i c   s t a t e  and so there w i  11 very 1 i kely be some flow 
and  accompanying s t ress   re l ie f  on cool down, Unrealistic,  also, 
because while the panel remains a t  room temperature for the length 
o f  t ime between completion o f  the cure and i t s  deployment in a 
vehicle,  further stress relief will  occur due to  creep in the 
a b l a t o r ,  For these  reasons a more real i s t i c  base temperature f o r  
the stress analysis would perhaps be in the 150-25OOF (610-710"R) 
range, Pecause o f  1 ack o f  da. ta  on the creep  behavior o f  the ab1 a t o r  
materia'! E and OR p r o b a b l e  s t ress  re l ie f  on cool down from cure 
temperature, and for the reason stated above, the room temperature 
(540"R) i n i t i a l  temperature distribution was ased. 
the synthesis program, 
o f  r D  and subsequent t o  
c,which specifies how much 
ri /c 1 i s  very c r i t i ca l  t o  
ion algorithm, Some disd 
a paper by Fiacco and 
McComick  They reach  the  conclusion  that  "the  overall computat- 
ional e f for t  i s  re la t ive ly  insens i t ive  to  the  ra te  o f  reduction o f  r". 
Also they give two analytical methods fo r  determining the i n i t i a l  r 
value, rl One o f  these requires the first derivatives o f  P ( x , r )  - a t  
5 
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Proper choi ce 
t h i s  choice, the cho 
r i s  reduced between 
the  successful  opera 
Operational character is t ics  o f  
o f  the i n i t i a l  va?ue 
ice of the  parameter 
cycles ( i n e e ,  ri+, - ._ 
tion o f  the optimirat 
cussion of these subjects is contained in 
d xo, the i n i t i a l  point, and the  other requires t h 2  second derivatives 
of P(x,r)  - a t  d x'. Since approximate derivatives must be resorted 
t o  i n  the present case, these methods are inconvenient, 
Experimentation w i t h  the computer programs for the present 
problem has resulted i n  the development of a s e t  of empirical rules 
for the selection of rl and c which appear t o  work quite we1 1 a First, 
i f  the designer has no well conceived idea of a good balanced design 
for  the system ( i n  terms, of course, of 1 ayer thicknesses and p l an -  
form dimensions, assuming the materials and trajectory are p r e -  
assigned), a large i n i t i a l  value of r i s  necessary, say r = 1 x 10 
or  r = 1 x 10 . A large init ial  value of r will tend to  mve the 
design point away from a l l  the constraints, t h u s  when r is subsequent- 
l y  reduced the design space point will tend t o  "funnel" down t o  the 
optimum design point remaining away from the constraints u n t i l  this 
point is   a t ta ined.  
4 
6 
The large i n i t i a l  value o f  r used when the i n i t i a l  design point 
i s  a poor approximation to  the  optimum design p o i n t  will usually 
resul t  i n  an increase i n  the objective function F ( x )  - on the comple- 
tion o f  the f i r s t  cycle (when convergence has been obtained for rl ). 
This can  be observed, i n  the documented complete design path f o r  
case S3, i n  Table 4.3 or  Table 4,23. Note t h a t  F ( x ) ,  - which i s  weight 
fo r  this case, increases d u r i n g  the f i r s t  two cycles,  i ,e. ,  for 
rl = 1 x 10 and r2 = 1 x 10 e This indicates t h a t  a better  choice 
for  rl would probably have  been rl = 1 x 10 rather t h a n  1 x 10 
Table 4.2 shows tha t  various values have  been chosen i n  the various 
4 2 
2  4 
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test cases. Most of  the ear l ier  tes t  runs made used rl - 1 x 10 , 
b u t  comparing these results w i t h  those of later runs, which usually 
used rl = 1 x 1 04, indicates that  rl = 1 x 10 is  1 arge enough, 
(The cases tabulated i n  Table 4.2 appear there more or  l e s s  i n  the 
order i n  w h i  ch the runs were made. ) 
6 
4 
Just as i t  is possible  to  choose a value rl w h i c h  is too large, 
i t  is  possible to choose one which is too  small, However, while 
too large a value of rl will usually result only i n  excessive r u n  
time, too small a value can lead to  a f i n a l  design point which is  
non-opti mumo T h a t  i s ,  when r is reduced too quickly, or when the 
i n i t i a l  r value is  too small , the design p o i n t  may encounter one of 
the behavior constraints too soon w i t h  the result t h a t  further mves 
are  impossible and the  design  point i s  "trapped".  Theoretically 
this should not occur, and the explanation for why i t  does l i e s  i n  
the nature of the function P(5,r). Thus, as r becomes very  small , 
P ( x , r )  - , which equals F(5) + r 1 Gi (5) where Gi ( x )  - denotes  the 
integrated constraints,  becomes equal t o  F(&) alone, since i t  i s  
postulated that r + 0 f a s t e r  than Gi (L) + me Thus ,  as a behavior 
constraint ( f i  = 0 )  i s  approached, P ( 5 , r )  has the value F(xJ r i g h t  
up. to  w i t h i n  an infinitesimal distance E: from the constraint, b u t  
a t  the constraint P(&,r) has the  value (1 x lo3' i n  the computer 
program) 
I t  should be noted that   the   set  of functions, {Pi (&r1 ) )  , f o r  
each r i ,  can be thought of as a sequence of continuous functions 
w hich are non uniformly convergentz8 on the closed set of points 
which is the acceptable region of the design space p l u s  the constraint 
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boundaries. There i s  no continuous  function, U(dp s a y ,  t o  which 
the sequence {Pi(x,ri)jconverges on this s e t ,  as i -+ OJ (ri + O), 
As long as ri is  not small Pi (z,ri ) is a reasonably well behaved 
continuous  function. As ri gets  maller  the  function i s  s t i l l  
continuous b u t  less  well behaved. When r = 0 the  function i s  
discontinuous,  having a jump  of - i n  an infinitesimal distance 
a t  t he  boundary of the set .  This discontinuity,   or,  a t  l eas t ,  the 
near discontinuity for r small b u t  no t  zero causes the Fletcher- 
Powell technique t o  perform poorly and results in the aforementioned 
"trapped" design point, 
I t  i s  possible t h a t  case S6, which has been d'iscussed as an 
example o f  re la t ive  minima, represents a "trapped p o i n t "  since it.  
i s  very c r i t i ca l  only w i t h  respect t o  back wall temperature, From 
Table 4.2 i t  can  be seen t h a t  case S6 s t a r t s  w i t h  s. f a i r ly  low value 
of r even though the i n i t i a l  design point i s  poor ( i n i t i a l  weight = 
18,08 Ibs / f t*) .  
The question of whether or n o t  lower i n i t i a l  values o f  r may 
be used i n  conjunction w i t h  smaller c values ar ises ,  Experience 
w i t h  the test cases documented and others n o t  documnted indicates 
tha t  this will  not improve r u n n i n g  eff ic iency,   I t   i s   possible  t h a t  
a smaller c value would lessen the otcurence o f  "trapped points", 
A c value  of 100, which i s  f a i r l y  largep has proved sat isfactory 
i n  most o f  the  cases s t u d i e d .  Smaller c values do n o t  affect  
enough o f  a change i n  the P(x,r) - function t o  get   significant changes 
i n  F ( x )  I from one value of r to  the  next, 
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The integrated nature of the constraints i s  responsible for 
the  large  c  value used. Integrating  the  constraints  tends  to smooth 
the surface represented by P(z,r) and this smoothness i s  effect ively 
counteracted by changing r drast ical ly  between each cycle. 
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Case T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 s1 
Str. Type T h i n  Thin T h i n  T h i n  T h i n  Sandwich 
V; IAbl. L DPN L DPN L DPN LDPN LDPN LDPPI -
m' 
I- 
L Type B a l l i s t i c   E a l l i s t i c   B a l l i s t i c  
Dur. 990 900 900 
Obj. func. weioht t h i  ckness we i q h . t  
sys. t h k .  .245 .221 .266 
s v s .  e r q t .  9.82 10.21 9.97 
. I .1913 .1655 
B a l l i s t i c  1 B a l l i s t i c  
900 2400 I 990 
wei q h t  I weight I weight 
9.78 [ 10.93 I 8.68 
L. ""I 01 15 0053 ""- .03! 4** "-" ""- ' .0053 
* 5 0756 
.55 42 ** .5661 ,6736 
.463/909 .- J_78/900+ .497/900  .004/noo* I 0 7 m n n  * 
.040/900* . ]37/900+  ,175/900+ , l  1 6/2400+ .045/900* 
W .038/851*  ,174/900+ j ,3!2,!!!27 J .2A5/8AS* 
' 
.263/851  .535/1  .728/  1 336/356 
,265/494  .579/349 .682/53a 1 ,322/1092  .737/1 
.535/5  .68 / 349 ,703/140 1 .586/1 . ,9851845 
.924/851  .935/851  .910/849  937/1  667/845 
.6 1 7/356 """ """_ """_ """ 
TABLE 4.1 Sumnary o f  Cases t r e a t e d  
* ac t ive  behavior  cons t ra in t ;  + near ly  ac t ive  cons t ra in t ;  ** a c t i v e  s i d e  c o n s t r a i n t  

TARLE 4.2 
P e n a l t y  f u n c t i o n  qarare te rs ,  X improvement i n  o b j .  f u n c . ,   r u n  t imes 
. -  I 
.027/900" j, .@43/900* 
,761 I1 56 .197/847+ ! . I 1  6/85lC 
~~~ 
,763/5 ,6361547 ,606/843 
,629171  1 .626/387 .628/337 
__ 
.939/5 I ,93915 1 ,939/16 
TABLE 4.3 Summary of c o n l e t e  desian m t 9  (Case s 3 )  
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THE REFERENCE  MATRIX  OF  THAJECTORY  DEPENCENT  HERHI\L AMD MECHANICAL LOlDINCiS 1LUHtFI 
TMREF  OCHEF  QRREF  VELHEF  RHOREF  PHEF PDYNHtF 
SECONDS RTU/SQ-FT-SEC  BTU/SO-FT-SEC 
.oo .oo .oo 265on. o 
FT/SFC LBS/CU-FT IN-OF HG. 
.ll640-08 
L H S / ~ U - ~  1 
.oooou .U 
5n.m 2.50 .no 26500.0 .45610-08 .0000u 2u.u 
12s.nu 10.00 .oo 26500.0 ,23790-07 .oooou 
1H7.00 7U.00 5.n0 26500.0 14880-06 .ooonu 
x n . 0 0  40.00 7.50  26500.0 .61710-06 .0000u 
32s.no 72.w 7.nu  26500.0 .163oo-n5 .000ou 






750.nu %.UO 5.00 25500.0 .1630o-n~ .oooou 3U.U 
A75.UU Sb.UO  4.AU 25000.0 . lb300-fl5  .000f1U 
1nnn.w 6 1  .u0 4.5u 24000.n .16300-05 .ouun0 
1850.OU 7n.110 s.n0 22000.0 ,659817-05 .ooouu 
1375.00 R U .  00 2.50 2onoo.o ,97590-05 .oooou 
15un.ou 70.110 2.40 It)nun.o .1696O-O4 .ooooo 












.nu 51100 s 0 .3301o-n3 .ooono 
.ou .n .76U70-01 . O O U O U  '. 
3U.U 
1u.u 
Table 4.5 Trajectory 11 nata 
DATA FOR AEROTHERMOELASTIC 
NUYRER  OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE  STATIONS I N  ABLATOR=M= 15 
TOTAL NUMREW OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE STATIONS=N= 25  
NUMRER  OF TIME REFERENCE VALUES=Rl= 25  
NUMRER  OF  TEMP. REFERENCE  VALUES=R2= 1 5  
NUMRER  OF REENTRY PATHS CONSIDERED=L= 1 
THE NUMRER  OF DESIGN VARIARLES=PlOV= 4 
LAM= 1.8750 





CE= -232  
RHOACZ 20.00 LRS/CUBIC FOOT 
TRHAX= 660.00 DEGREES RANKINE 
PANEL  SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
4 
0 
RHOI= 6.00 LBS/CUBI,C Foor 
ETAl=  60 
AA= .447*05 
DHC= 2000.0  BTU/LB 
SIGMA= ,480-12  BTU/SQ-FT*SEC*IH**4I 
RHOAVP= 36.00  LBS/CUBIC FOOT 
TSMAX= 1200.00 DEGREES RANKINE 
W A X =  .020 FEET 
THE YEIGHT OF THE PANEL SUPPORT  SYSTEM  PER  FOOT OF PERIMETER I S  .10000+01 LRS. 
THE  ALLOWABLE TOTAL WALL THICKNESS I S  .10000+01 FT. 
THE  GREATEST REAL NUMBER I S  .10000+32 
TCURE= . R I ~ O O + O ~  DEGREES R 
TPLAS= .9onoo+o3 DEGREES R 
OTIM= .500(10+01 SEC. 






THE I N I T I A L  TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION  (TINT) IS 
.54On+O3 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400*03 
.s+nn+03  .5400+03 .5rtoo+o3 . 5 4 0 0 + ~ 3  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03 
.54on*o3 .s400+03  .woo+o3 .5400+03  .54 0+03 
THE I N I T I A L  VALUE OF R I S  ,100-05 
THE FIRST GUESS MOVE LENGTH=T= .10000-02 
THE I N I T I A L  DESIGN  POI T IS -21508  .00181  m07561  -67360 . O O O U O  
LOWER  OUNDS  ON THE nESIGN  VARIABLES ARE 
IJPPER ROUNDS  ON THE OESIGN  VARIABLES ARE 
.1nooo+on .10000-02 . ~ O U O O - O ~  .soooo-oo. .ooooo 
.uoooo-on .2n000-01 .zoooo-00 .~OOOO+OI .ooooo .ooooo .onooo 
.ooooo .ooooo 
THE  COORDINATE  INCREMENTS ARE 
.1onno-o1 .1oooo+nn  .20000-00  .5oooo-o1 .ooooo .ooooo .ooooo 
. O ~ O O O  .UUUOU 
Table 4.6 Miscel laneous  Propert ies: LDPN abiator ,  aluminum t h i n  sheet  substrate,  microquartz ins. (wi th  Tra jectory  I )  
OATA  FOR AEHOTHERMOELASTIC  PANEL SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
NUMRER  OF F I N I T F  DIFFERENCF: STATIONS I N  ABLATOR=hl= 15 
NUMRER  OF TIME RFFERENCE  VALUES=R1= 17 
TOTAL NIIMRER OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE STATIONS=N: 25  
NUMRER  OF REENTRY  PATHS  CONSIOERED=L= 1 
NUMRER  OF  TEMP.  REFERENCE  VALUES:R2= 15 
THE NUHRER  OF OESIGFI VARIARLES=NnV= 4 
LAM= 1.8750 
ETA%= -60 




RHOAC: 20.00 LRS/CUBIC FOOT 
TWAX= h60.00 OEbREES R4NKINk 
RHOIZ 6 - 0 0  LBS/CIJBIC FOOf 
ETAl: -60 
A A =  .447+05 
DUC= 2nou.n PTUILB 
SIGMA: .480-12 UTU/S I~ -FT*SEC~(H**~ )  
RHOAVP= 36.00 LBS/ClJRIC FOOT 
TSMAXZ 1200.00 EGREES RANKINE 
YMAX: .02u FEET 
THE  ALLOYABLE  TOTAL YALL  THICKNESS IS .10000+01 FT. 
THE  WEIGHT OF THF  PANEL SUPPORT SYSTEM PER  FOOT  OF PERIMETER IS .10000+01 L9S. 
THE  W'EATEST REAL NUYBER I S  .10000+32 
lCURE= .8100U+03 OFGREES R 
TPLASZ .9fl000+03 DEGREES R 
nT1M= .10000+02 SEC. 
PRAT= . m w o + o 1  
ORAT= .1onuo+o1 




. syon+n~ .5400+03 .WOO+OJ .suoo+o3 .5uon+n3 .54flu+03 . 5 4 o n + n ~  .5400+03 .5400+03 .SL)UU+UJ 
.synn+nl .5uoo+o3 . w o o + n 3  .5uno+o3 .suoo+o3 .5400+03 . s ~ o o + n 3  .5400+03 .540r)+03 .S+UU+UJ  
THE I N I T I A L  TEMPEPATIJRE OISTRIdUTION  (TINT) IS 
. w o n + 0 3  .5400+03  .5eoo+o3 .5400+03 .5uoo+n3 
THE I N I T I A L  VALUE OF R IS .100-03 
THE FIRST GUESS MOVE LENGTH=T= .10000-01 
THE INITIAL DESIGN POINT IS .73000 .n1200 .1snon 1.20o00 .nu000 . U U U U O  . U U U U U  
LOWER ROIJNDS  ON THE DESIGN  VARIABLES ARE 
IJPPER  OUNDS  ON THE DESIGN VARIABLES ARE 
.~nuofl+ofl  .16700-02  . i o o 0 0 - ~ 1 1  .5nono-00 ~ o @ o o o  .on000 .onono 
.snonn-on .snooo-o1 . ~ O O O O - U O  .3ouno+o1 .oooou .on000 .onono 
THE COORDINATE ;NCREMENTS ARE 
.1onnu-u1 . loono+on  . lonoo+on .sounu-o1 .onuoo  .uo oo . u n o o o  
Table 4.7 Miscellaneous Prooerties:  LDPN ablator.   f iberqlass  thin sheet substructure,  microquartz  insulation 
(includes data for Trajectory 11) 
DATA FOR AEROTHERMOELASTIC PANEL  SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
NUWRER  OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE  STATIONS I N  ABLATOR=W= 15 
TOTAL NUMRER  OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE STATIONS=N= 2 6  
NUMRER  OF TIME REFERENCE VALUES=Rl= 2 5  
NUHRER  OF  TEMP. REFERENCE  VALUES=R2= 1 5  
NUMRER  OF EENTRY PATHS CONSIDERED=L= 1 
THE  NllMAER OF DESIGN VAHIARLES=NDV= 5 
LAM= 1.8750  RHOI=  6.00LBS/CURIC FOOT 
RHOS= I72.ROLRS/CURIC FOOT E T A l r  -60 
ETAZZ ~ 6 0  




.RO DHC= 2000*08TU/LR 
RHOAVP- 36.OULBS/CURIC FOOT 
RHOLC=  2O.OOLt1S/CU8IC FOOT 
TRMAXZ h60.00DEGREES RANKINE 
TSHAXZ 1200.000EGREES  RANKINE 
THE ALLOWARLE TOTAL W A L L  THICKNESS IS .10000+01 FT. 
THE  GREPTEST  REAL NUMRER IS .10000+32 
THE nENSITY O F  THE CORE(RHOC1IS .60000+01 LBS/CU.FT. 
THE  CORE CELL DIAMETFR(CELD1A)IS  .20800-01  FT. 
THE  CORE SOLIDITY  RATIO (SR)  IS .10000+00 
THE nENSITY OF  THE  LOWER SANDWICH FACE (RHO4) IS .17280+03 LBS/CU.FT* 
TPLASZ  .90000+03 OFGREES R 
TCUREZ .81000+03 DEGREES R 






THE I N I T I A L  TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION  (TINT) IS 
WMAX= aO2OFEET 
THE  EIGHT OF THE PANEL SUPPORT SYSTEM PER FOOT OF PERIMETER IS . i oooo+o1  LRS. 
PRLT= .1ooon+o1 
.s4nn+n3 .5r00+03 .5roo+o3 .5400+03 .54on+n3 .5400+03 .s4oo+n3  .s400+03 .5400+03 .54n0+05 
.5'tnn+o3 .5voo+o3 .s+o0+03 .s400+03 .5400+03 .s400+03  .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+u3 
.54l l l l+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 
THE I N I T I A L  VALUE  OF R IS .100-05 
THE FIRST GUESS  MOVE LENGTH=T= .10000-01 
THE I N I T I A L  DESIGN  POI T IS ,17357 .00150 -04992  .00150  -07842  .22152 .UUOU?I 
LOWER  OUNDS  ON THE DESIGN  VARIABLES ARE 
lJPPER ROUNnS ON THE DESIGN  VARIABLES ARE 
.~nooo+oo  .~noon-oz  .31250-01 .10000-02 . l o o o 0 - 0 1  . ~ O O O O - O O  . O O O O O  
.4nooo-o0 .uoooo-o1 . ~ O O O O - O O  .YOOOO-OI .20000-00 .3nooo+o1 . ~ O O O O + O Z  
.1onno-o1 .IOOOO-O~ . ~ O O O O - O I   . ~ O O - O I  .20000-01 . ~ O O O O - O I  .ooooo 
THE  COORDINATE  INCREMENTS ARE 
Table 4.8 Miscellaneous Data and Propert ies: LDPN ablator. aluminum  sandwich substrate,   micmquartz  insulator,   Trajectory i. 
1 
DATA  FOR AEROTHERMOELASTIC  PANEL SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
NUMHER  OF F I N I T E  OIFFERENCE STATIONS I N  ABLATOR=M= 15 
TOTAL NUMRER  OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE STATIONS=N= 26 
NUMRER O F  TIME REFERENCE VALUES=Rl= 17 
NUMRER  OF  TEMP. REFFRENCE  VALUES=RB= 15  
NUMHER OF REENTRY  PATHS  CONSIDERED=L= 1 
THE NUMBER  OF DESIGN  V4RIARLES=NnV='  5
LbM= 1.8750 HHOI= 6.00LBS/CURIC FOOT 
RHOS= llO.OOLBS/CUBIC FOOT ETAl= -60  




CE= -232  RHOAVPZ 36.00LBS/CURIC FOOT 
SIGMA= .4BO-lZRTU/SQ-FTLSEC.(R+*V) 
DHC= 200fl.OBTU/LA 
RHOACZ 20.00LBS/CURIC FOOT 
TRMAXZ 660.0UOEGREES RANKINE 
TSMAX= 1200.00DEGREES RANKINE 
THE ALLOdARLE  TOTAL hALL THICKNESS IS .10000+01 FT. 
THE  GREATEST REAL NUMRER IS .10000+32 
THE nENSITY OF THE CORE(RH0C)IS  .60000+01 LES/CU.FT. 
THE CORE CELL DIAMETER(CELD1A)IS  ,20800-01 FT. 
THE nENSITY OF  THE  LOYER SANOYICH  FACE (RH04) IS .11000+03 LRS/CU.FT. 
THE  CORE SOLIOITY  RATIO ISH) IS .10000+00 
TCLIRE= .81000+03 DFGREES R 






THE I N I T I A L  TEMPFlR&TIIRE DISTRIBUTION  (TINT) IS  
#MAX= -0POFEET 
THE UEIGHT OF THE  PANEL  SUPPORT  SYSTFM  PER  FOOT  OF PERIMETER IS .lOOOU+Ol LYS. 
TPLAS= .9onoo+o3 OFGHEES R 
BRAT= .1onoo+o1 
.s4nn+n3  .54on+o3 . w o 0 + 0 3  .5uou+o3  .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .suon+o3 .S+IIU+UJ 
.54nn+0.3 .5400+03 .5400+03. .5400+03  .5400+03 .5400+03 .54UO+Il3 .5400+03  .5400+03 . 5 4 U U + U J  
.540n+03 .5400+03 .!5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+1l3 .5400+03 
THE I N I T I A L  VALUE OF R IS .100-03 
THE FIRST GUESS  MOVE LENGTH=T= .50000-02 
THE I N I T I A L  DESIGN POlhlT I S  .23000  .0 3 0 .05000 .00300 . 1 2 f l U O  1.7UUOO -*UUUUU 
LOWER  HOUNDS  ON  THE DESIGN  VARIARLES ARE 
UPPER  OUNDS  ON  THE DESIGN  VARIAHLES ARE 
.1ooon+on ,100oo-02  .31250-01  .1oono-02 .1oooo-o1 . ~ O O O O - O O  .ooono 
.40000-00 .4IlOOfl-O1 .30000-00 .4OOflO-O1 .20000-00  .3 000+01 .10000+02 
. lonno-o1 .1oooo-n1 .1oooo-o1 . ~ O O O O - U I  .zoooo-o1 . ~ O O O O - O I  .ooooo 
THE COOROINATE  INCHEYENTS ARE 
Table 4.9 Miscellaneous Data and Hater ia l  Pmaert ies:  LDPN ablator, Fiberglass sandwich substrate, and micmquartz insulator, 
Trajectory 11. 
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THE  REFERFNCE  MATRIX OF THERMAL  AND  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE  AACK-UP  SHEET IMSREF) 
RTWLR-R 
CPS E S  sus 
K S I  
ALPHAS 
- 175-00 - 114+OS 45.0 .120-04 
K S I  1 / R  
.195-n0 .107+05 45.0 .120-04 
-215-00 .10?+05 45.0 -120-04 
-225-00 .101+05 4 1  .o ,120-04 
.230-00 .980+04 38.0 .120-04 
.240-00 .790+04 18.0 -130-04 
-265-00 .570+04 6.8 .140-04 
.266-00 .s5n+or 6.7 .140-04 
-305-00 a 0 0 0  e 0  -150-04 
.JO~-OO .ooo .o .150-04 
-325-00 - 0 0 0  - 0  .150-04 
-325-00 - 0 0 0  
.325-no .ooo 
-325-00 - 0 0 0  
- 0  .150-04 
.O .150-04 
.O .150-04 
-325-00 a 0 0 0  - 0  .150-04 
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THE REFERENCE  MATRIX OF THESMAL  AND  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE  CORE (MCREFI 
TREF KCORE 
UEGREES R RTU/FT-SEC-R RTWFT-SEC-R 
































. m - 0 5  70 
.420-05  70 
.500-05 - 7 0  
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THF QEFERENCF MATRIX OF TWERMAL AND MECHANICAL PROPFHTIES FOR THE UPPER SmnwIcn FacE (MSUEFI 
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THE REFERENCE MATRIX OF THERMAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE CORE IMCREF) 
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THE REFERENCE  MATRIX  OF THERMAL AND  qECHANICAL  PROPERTIES FOR THE INSULATOR  (MIREF) 
BTUIFT-SEC-R  BTUILB-R 
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THE REFERENCE M A T R I X  OF WALL ENTHALPY VALUES' 
H. 
RTWLB 













DATA FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE  CURRENT VALllE OF R IS .10000+07 
THE  CllRRENT VALIIE OF T I S  .10000-01 
OESIGN POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
XMIN X XYAX 







1.00000000  3.00000 
SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .12R03+02  LtlS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORHICK FUNCTION VALUE= .13215+11 
REHAVIOR CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS 
TEMP.  AT AqLs-STR.  INTERFACE ( R )  
TEMP. A T  RACK  OF INSULATION (R) 
DISPLACEMENT P T  PANEL CENTEH (FT)  





COMPRESSIVF  STRAIN-ARLATOR 
AHLATFD DlSTAhlCE IS .OS902 FT. 










TEMPERATURE DISTHIRUTION AT 90fl.00 SECONDS 
.223U+04 .2548+04 .2h60+04 .2648+04 .2534+04  .2315+04 
.54fl3+03 .5401+03 .5401+fl3 .5400+03 .5400+03 
.h205+03 .576'4+03 .5565+fl3 .5469+03 .5420+03  .5413+U3 
.12000+04 900.00 StC. 
.66UflO+O3 900.00 SEC. 
.2oono-o1 MY5.20  SEC. 
.16000+02 1.00 SEC. 
.11190+01 900.00 SEC. 
,39341'01 
.14700-01 5.30 SEC. 
.20000-00 107.37 SEC. 
-71  13+05 
.5402+UJ 
.ZUUl3'UU 
Table 4.16 Case ll Initial Point 
THE CURRENT VALIIE OF R IS .10000-03 
THE CURWENT VALIJE OF T IS .50000-02 
DATA FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE P9INT 
DESIGN  POINT COOROINATES (FEETI 
XMIN X X U A X  
.001h7 
.10000  -19771700 
.00592152 
.01000 04 133654 





SYSTEM WEIGHT= .98217+01 LBS/SO-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FlJNCTION VALUE= .11(176+02 
REHAVIO'I COfGTRAINT  INFORMATION 
NUYHER TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L I Q I T I N G  VALUE T I R E  A T  CHIT.VALUE YORMaLlLtD VALUt 
1 TEMP. A T  ARLs-STR. INTER+ACE (RI .63930+03 .12000+04  900.00 SEC. .*071Y-Uu 
2 TEMP.  AT RACK OF IF.rSIILATIOY (HI .57799+03 .b6000+03 91J0.00  SEC. .liIYZb+UU 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTER (FT)  - . l b O Y l - G i  .20000-01 850.59 SEC. . lY7Y7-uu 
4 YIELD STHFSS-STRUCTUPE ( K S I I  -.74432+01 . lh000+02 
-.13579+@2 
1.00 SEC. "+di?YP'UU 
5 YIEL@ STRESS-ARLATOH I K S I I  .9U426-00  .11173+01 VR4.74 SEC. 
.88421-00 .39254+01 
.53YPs-Uu 
7 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR .6U525-02 .147@0-01 124.83 5 t L .  .!S3827'UU 
6 COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ABLATOR -.21520-01 .zoono-on 850.55, SEC. .t)YZYU'UU 
TOTAL ARLATEn DISTANCE IS -058b9  FT. 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIRUTION AT 900.00 SECONDS 
.2191+nu   .2~61+04   .259 +04  . z ~ ~ + o u  .z631+n4 .z563+04 . z ~ 1 3 9 + 0 4   . ~ 2 5 3 + 0 4  .znu2+04 . m w + u u  
.s871+n3  .5831+03 .=,~02+n3 .5705+03  .57ar)+n3 
.1200+04  .9250+03 .7767+03 .hA4 +03  .639Q+fl3  .6269+03 .6161+fl3 .6068+03 .5Y8Y+03  .>923+UJ 
Table  4.16b Case T l  Final P o i n t  
THE CURRENT VALIJE OF R IS .10000+07 
THE CURWENT VALIIE OF  T IS .80000-02 
DATA FOR THE CURRENT DESION SPACE POINT 
X M I N  
DESIGN POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
X W A X  
.10000  e24999999 .50000 
-00167  02085000 .05000 




SYSTEM THICKNESS= -355H5-00 FT. 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .12393+11 
REHAVIOR CONSTRAINT INFOHMATION 
NllMBER  TYPE OF REHAVlOReUNITS 
1 TEMP.  AT ARLm-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  
2 TEYP. AT  RACK OF INSULATION ( R l  
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTER ( F T I  
4  YIELD STRESS-STRUCTURE (KSIJ 
S YIELD STRFSS-ASLATOR (KSII 
7  TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR 
tl COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR 
TOTAL AHLATFn  DISTANCE I S   - 0 5 9 0 2  FT. 
CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME AT CWI~T.VALUE NOHMALILU V A L U ~  
.sv199+03  .12uflo o4 900.00 SEC. 
.54004+03 .66000+03 900.00 SEC. 
-.62212-02 .2ouoo-o1 0R9.67 SEC. 
-.43112+01 .16000+02 1.00 SEC. 
-.75294+01 
.90994-00   . l l lR3+01  
.94518-00  .3Y37 +01 
.61002-02 ,147flO-01 5 - 5 0  SEC. 
-.14072-01  .200 0-0   1fl7.37 SEC. 
881.66 SEC. 
. 2 2 3 u + n ~  . ? s + R + o ~  .2h60+04 .2648+04 .2534+04 .2315+04 .1963+04 .1299+04 .9304+03 
.62(15+fl3 .5769+03 .55b5+03 .5469+03 .5420+03 .5413+03 .s409+n3 .s4n6+u3 . ~ Y U Y + O ~  
TEMPERATURE OISTRIRUTXON AT 900.00 SECONDS 
.54llP+fl3  .5401+03 .5401+fl3 .540U+03  .5400+fl3 
.Cd3bl'UU 
- 7 1  13+U3 
.3YU2+UJ 
Table 4.17 Case T2 Initial  Point 
00 
00 
THE C(1RRENT VALUE OF H I S  .10000-07 
THE CURRENT VALIIE OF T I S  .20000-02 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
XMIN 






~ 1 9 1 2 7 5 0 8   0 5 0 U 0 0  
.01633664  .05 0 
-01368721  .40000 
,69499999  3.00000 
SYSTEM THICKNESS= .22130-00 FT. 
F I A C C O  HC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .22147-00 
REHbVIOR CONSTRPINT INFORMATION 
NIIMHER  TYPE  OF HEHAVIOReUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME 4T GRIT-VALUE NOHHALILtD  VULUt 
1 TEMP.  AT ARL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  .61)464+1)3 .12000+04 9no.00 SEC. 
2 TEMP. 4T RACK OF INSIJLbTIOhl ( R )  .63349+03 .66UOO+O3 900.00 SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMENT A T  PANCL  CENTER (FT)  -.19939-01 .20000-01 851.33 SEC. 
L) YIELD STRESS-STRUCTURE ( K S I )  .11340+02 .14112+02 851.33 SEC. 
.34073+01 
5 YIELD STRESS-AHLATOR ( K S I )  .11168+01 
.39103+01 
4Y4.51 SEC. sCb54Y-UU 
Table 4.17 (Concluded) Case T2 Final Point 
00 
W 
THE CURRENT VALIIF OF H IS .1ounu+u7 
THE CURRENT VALIIF OF T IS .1nooo-u1 
OAT& FOR THE CURRENT OESIGN SPACE POINT 
XMIN 
UESIGN DOIFIT COORDINATES (FEETI 
X XPAX 
.1ounu ,21990999 .400no 
.onlno .n2ooo(roo .02unu 
.01000 
.snono 1.ouoooono 3.00UOU 
.2uuou .1499Y99Y 
SYSTEM WEIGHT= *13776+02 LSS/SO-FT 
F I A C C O  MC-COHMICK FIJNCTION VALUE- .33567+14 
HEHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
TYPE OF HEHAVIOReUNITS CRITICAL VALUE LIMITING VALUE TIME 4 T  CHIT-VALUE  NURCIALILtU VMLUC 
5 
T E W .  A T  AFLL.-STH. INTERFACE ( R l  .55052+03 
TFMP. 4 T  H A C K  gF I N S I I L A T I O Y  ( R l  .54001+03 
nISPLACEMFNT PT PANtL CENTFR ( F T I  -.15986-01 
YIELD STRESS-STRUCTURE IKST) .12996+02 
.36Sb4+01 
YTFLD STRFSS-PRLATCH (KSII .71916-(10 
.7292u-n0 
TFNSlLE STRAIN-ARLAIOR . ~ 6 5 0 1 - 0 2  
COMPR€5SIVF  STRAIN-ARLLTOR -.12909-01 
.lzunU+o4 900.00 SEC. 
. m ~ n 0 + 0 3  900.00 SEC. 
.2ouno-o1 847.34 sec. 
.45uno+oz 047.34 SEC. 
.111A8+Ul  637.02 5EC. 
.39441+01 
.2oono-oo H5.SO  SEC. 
. lU4Z+Ul, 
*5403+U3 
Table 4.18 Case  T3 I n i t i a l  P o i n t  
FD 
0 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN  SPlCE  POINT 
THE CURRENT VALIJE OF T IS .20000-02 
THE CURWENT VALUE OF R IS .10000-05 
XMIN 
OESIGN  POINT COORDlNATES (FEET) 
X XMAX 









e56613301  3. 00 
SYSTEM HEIGHT= .99749+01 LHS/SP-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .99876+01 
HEHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NIIMHER TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L I M I T I N G  VALU€ TIME AT CRIT-VALUE  NOHMALILU  VVLUt 
1 TEMP. A T  ARL.-STR. INTERFACE (RI .98587+03 
2 TEMP.  AT RACK OF INSIILATION (RI .56955+03 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTER (FT)  "19232-01 
4 YIELD STRESS-STRUCTURE ( K S I )  .28188+02 
.84323+01 
5 YIELO STRESS-ARLATOR IKSII .71717-00 
-72479-00 
7 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR .46641-02 
6 COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.65104-01 
TOTAL  ARLATEI) DISTANCE IS -05875  FT. 
.22117+04 .2431+04 .2567+04  .?h42+04 .2673+04 .2666+04 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIRUTION AT 900.00 SECONDS 
.ZIRI+OU .1981+04  .1718+ov  .1294+04 .9859+03 .9240+03 
.6197+03   .ws6+03  . W O S + O ~  .5722+03  .5696+03 
.12uoo+ou  900.00 SEC. 
.66ono+o3 YOO.00 SEC. 
.20000-01 651.43 SEC. 
.29184+02 851.43 SEC. 
.39323+01 
.11179+01  3u9.35 SEC. 
.14839-0 1 349.3s SEC. 
.1oono+o1  851.43 SEC. 
.263z+n4 .ZF,~+UY .2471+04 
.8560+03  .7?74+03 .7053+U3 
.¶ IYbP'UU 
Table 4.18 (Concluded) Case T3 Final  Point 
THE CURRENT VALIIE OF R I S  .10000-01 
DATA  FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POIN1 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF T IS .5oono-o2 
XMIN X 






SYSTEM WEIGHT= .11799+02 LEISISQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .14344+03 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NUMHER TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS 
1 TEMP. AT ARLm-STR. INTERFACE ( R l  
2 TEMP. AT RACK O F  INSIILATION (17) 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL  CENTER (FT)  
L) YIELD STRESS-STRUCTURE (KSI) 
5 YxELn STRESS-AALITOH (KSI) 
7  TENSILE  STRAIN-ARLITOR 
a COMPRESSIVE  STRAIN-ARLATOR 
TOTAL AWLATEO DISTANCE IS m05900 FT. 














I IT ING VALUE TIME AT CH 'IT-VALUE  NOHMALlLtLl  VILUL 
.12000+04 900.00 SEC. 
.66000+03 900.00 SEC. 
.20000-01 845.20 SEC. 
.u5ono+oz 1.00 SEC. 
.11175+01 845.20 SEC. 
.39275+01 
.14863-01 845.20 SEC. 
.20000-00 107.37 SEC. 
.223R+04 .2550+04 .2660+04 .2646+04 .2532+04 .2313+04 .1963+04 .1299+04 .9538+03 
.6215+03 .5774+03 .5570+03 .5476+03 .5437+03 .5419+03 .5409+03 .5404+03 .5402+03 
TEMPLRATUPE DISTRIRIITION  LT 90C.00 SECONOS 
.54nn+03 .5roo+o3 .5400+03  .s(roo+o3 .5400+03 
.3Y615-UU 
Table 4.19 Case T4 In i t ia l   Poin t  
DATA  FOR  THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT VALIIF OF R IS .10000-05 
THE CURWENT VAL(JF OF T I5 .10U00-02 
DESIGN  POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
XMIN X XMAX 
. l O O O U  
. U O l O O  










SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .9779R+01 LfEJSQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FIJNCTION VALUE= .9792n+ol  
REHAVIOR CONSTQAINT INFORMATION 
NIIMHEW TYPE OF REHAVIOQ~UNITS  CRITICAL VALUE L I M I T I N G  VALUE TIME 4T CHIT.VALUE NOHHALILLD  VA Ut 
1 TEMP. AT APL.-STR. INTERFACE I R )  .6U370+03 .12un0+04  ynu.ou 5tc .  .YYbYZ'UU 
z TEMP.  AT RACK OF INSLJLATION (HI .54457+03 .66000+03  900.  SEC. .1 IYYU'UU 
3 DISPLACEMFNT AT PANEL CENTER (FT)  "16522-01 .2ouoo-01  849.11 SEC. .I I J Y Y - U U  
r )  YIELD STRFSS-STRUCTURE ( K S I )  -.206132*02 .r(suno+o2 
-.35471+02 
1.00 SEC. 





7 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR .43674-02  ,14700-01  140.26 SEC. . Il lzYu-uu 
b COMPRFSSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.17873-01  .20u00-00  849.11 SEC. .YIUbY'UU 
TOTAL ARLATED DISTANCE IS ~ 0 5 8 4 7  FT. 
TEMPERATURE nISTRIRI ITION AT 900.0u' SECONnS 
.217q+114 .2462+04 .2593+04  .?631+04  .2597+fl4  .2496+04  .2327+04  .2083+04  .1742+04  -1ZJU+U4 
.951q+fl3  .7h91+03 .h7U7+03  .6221+U3  .6037+03 .588O+U3  .5757+03 .5663+03 .5S92+03  -S54U+UJ 
.55fl3+fl3  .5476+113 .5458+03 .544Y+03  .5446+03 
Table 4.19 (Concluded) Case T4 Fina l  P o i n t  
THE CURRENT VALUE OF R IS .10000-U3 
THE CURRENT VALllE OF T IS . l O O f l O - O l  
UATA FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
DESIGN  POINT COORDINATES (FEET1 
XMIN X XMAX 








1.19999999  3.ooonu 
SYSTEM UEIC.HT= .11333+@2 LBS/SQ-FT 
FIPCCO MC-COWMICK FIIIKTION VALUE= .15458+02 





TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUF L I M I T  
TEMP. 4T AHLm-STR. INTERFACE ( R I  
TEMP. A T  RACK  OF INSULATION ( H )  
DISPLPCEMFNT 4 T  PANtL CENTER ( F T )  
YIELD STRESS-STRUCTURE ( K S I I  
YIELD STRESS-ARLATOR IKSI) 
TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR 
COMPRESSIVF  STRAIN-ARLATOW 










ING VI\LUE TIME A 
.12uno+ou 2~tnu.011 SEC. 
.66uno+o3 24nu. 00 SEC. 
.2ouno-o1 1U48.05 SEC. 
.16UOO+O2 1.00 SEC. 
.1116U+U1  1220.42 SEC. 
.39URU+01 
.147OO-U1 1.00 SEC. 




. f l8.IJ-tJU 
Table 4.20 Case T5 I n i t i a l  Point  
NllMHER 
1 






THE CURRENT VALIIE OF R IS .10000-07 
THE CURdENT VALUE OF T IS .20000-02 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
XMIN 
DESIGN  POINT COOHDINATES (FEET) 
X XMAX 









.98000848  3. oono 
SYSTEM HEIGHT= *1093?+02  LbS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORHICK FIINCTION VALUE= .10933+02 
REfiAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
TYPE O F  REHAVIORIUNITS 
TEMP. AT ARL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  
TEMP. A T  RACK OF INSIILATION ( R )  
DISPLACEMFMT AT PANEL CENTER ( F l )  
YIELD STRESS-STRUCTURE ( K S I )  
YIELD STRESS-ASLATOR ( K S I )  
TENSILE STRAIN-AALATOR 
COMPRESSIVE STSAIN-ARLATOR 
TUTAL AHLATED DISTANCE IS -039131  FT.









- . u ~ z Y ~ - o ~  
.12ono+o4 z4n0.00 bfx. 
.66ono+o3 2400.uo S t C .  
.20O00-01 1127.05 SEC. 
.16uno+oz 1.00 SEC. 
. l l l h 1 + 0 1  1UY2.11 SEC. 
.390QO+O1 
.14700-01  1.00 SEC. 
.73259-01 1.00 StC. 
Table 4.20 (Concluded) Case TS Final Point  
DATA FOR THE rUARENT OESIGtd SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT VIL l lF  OF R 15 .lOUflO+US 
THE CllRREItT VALIJF  OF T IS .5flOfl0-02 
XHIN 
UESIGN  POINT COORDIF!ATES (FEET1 




.U lOr IU -14999999 










SISJEM YFIC.HT= .145211+02  LRS/SQ-FT 
FIATCO MC-CORMICK FllNCTION VALUE= .12qu?+O9 
REHAVIOR CONSTRAINT INFOAMPTION 
NlJuHEU TYPF OF REHAVIOP~UNITS 
1 TEMP.  AT  AFIL.-STR INTERFACE ( R I  
2 TCMP.  AT RA K OF INSIILATIOY ( H I  
3  DISPLICEMFNT AT  PANE1  CENTEH (FT)  
4 YIELD STRFSS-bRLITlW I K S I )  
CQITICAL VALUF L IMIT ING VALUE TIME AT CRIT.VhLUE 
.55u3tI+n3  12090 04 9ll0.00 5EC. 
.5uno0+03 .660flO+O3 9fl0.00 5EC. 







.160no+oz 5.30 SEC. 
h IhlTFRCELL FACF RUCKLlhG STQESS I K S I I  -.7Y928-00  .BR913+OU .on SEC. 
? YIELD STRFSS-Ir)*ER SAND. FLCS (KSII .4202Ptr l l   .16U00+02 5.30 SEC. 
- . 2 u l o 9 + o l  
8 TFNSI IE  STUAIN-ARLATOP -61297-02 .1UB53-U 1 664.38 SEC. 
(I COMPPFSSIVF STRAIN-AWATOH -.11321-@1 .2nono-oo 5.30 SEC. 
TOTAL ARLATEr) DISTANCE I S  all5R75  FT. 
TEMPERPTURF T)ISTRIHIITIOhl AT qO'1.00 SECOwnS 
.72;?7+nu .2s1~1+nu . 7 a 7 r o u  . X S ~ + U U  .2603+nu .2rr74+UU .z26z+n4 . 1 9 u + u u  .1355+04 
. sml+n3  .~unn+n3  .suoo+o3 .~1uno+o5 .5uon+n3 .54no+o3 
.RZ?R+fl5 .hQ(i5+113 .h11)1+03  .5789+U5 .5544+?3 .5U20+03 .541O+fl3  .5405+U3 .5*03+03 
Table 4.21 Case S1 I n i t i a l   P o i n t  
.lUUUU+Ul 
.anZ22-llu 
OAT4 FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CLJRRENT VALIIE OF R IS .1000U-U7 
THE CIIRWENT VALllE OF T IS .15OOU-O1 
X M I N  
UESIGN DOINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
X XMAX 
. l n u o u  
. u o ~ n u  
.uo1nu .005362P1 
.u1uno 
-166Y7888  .4ouou 
.0U5362A1 .040ou 
.031373UJ 
-06082772  .2ouoo 
1.06361239  3.000nU 
.03125 .3nuno 
. o ~ o n o  
.50000 
SYSTEM WEI(rHT= -8bA115+01  LtjS/Sb-FT 
FIACCO YC-COHMICK FIJNCTION VALUE= . w w 6 + n 1  
REHAVIOR CONSTR4INT INFOI.”ATION 
NIIMoEH TYPE OF HEtiAVIOR,llNITS 
1 TEMP.  PT  AnL.-STH. INTEHFACL ( I?)  
1 TEMP.  AT RACK OF INSIJLATION (2.) 
J DISPL4CEME’JT AT PANLL CENTER ( F T )  
L) YIELD STRFS5-ARLATOH ( K S I I  
5 YIELD STRESS-LIPPFR SAND. FPCE ( K S I )  
CRITICAL VALUF L I M I T I N G  VALUE T I M E  A T  GRIT-VALUt 
.11090+04   .12uno+o~  w o . o o  SEC. 
.63n14+03 .66Ufl0+03 YOO.00 StC. 
-.19091-01 .20un0-01 844.92 5EC. 
-92516-00 




355. 88 SEC 
.16ono+o2 1.00 SEC. 
0 INTERCELL FACE RUCKLING  STQESS (KSI I   - .12430+01  .49151+03 844.132  SEC. 
7 YIELD STRFSS-LOWER SAND. FACE (ItsI) .~b837+01  .14911+U2  844.82 SEC. 
.Uu5&8+nl 
b TENSILE STRAIh-ARLATOH -57511-02  .15u21-0  355.88  StC. 
Table 4.21 (Concluded) Case S1 Final  Point 
. I s 7 u Y - u u  
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT VALllE DF R IS .10000+05 
THE CURRENT VALIIE OF T IS .50000-02 
DESIGN POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
X M I N  X XMAX 














SYSTEM  WEIGHT= *14520+02 LBS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC"C0RHICK FUNCTION VALUE= .12942+09 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NlluHER  TYPE OF REHAVIORBUNITS  CRITICAL VALUE LIMITING VALUE TIME A T  CRIT-VALUE NOHMALILEU VnLut 
1 TEMP.  AT ARLn-STR. INTEHFACE ( R )  .55438+03  .12000 4  900.  SEC. .5J80Z'UU 
2 TEMP. A T  RACK OF INSULATION ( H )  .54000+03  .66000+03  9 . 0 SEC. ld182-UO 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL  CENTER (FT)  -.48372-02  .20000-01 85.50 SEC. .?381Y-uO 
4 YlELO STRFSS-AALATOH ( K S I )  .95048-00 
.98171-00 
5 YIELD STRESS-IIPPER SAND. FACE (KSI)  -.75483+01 
-.55360+@1 
b INTERCELL FACE BUCKLING STRESS (KSI) "79928-00 
7 YIELD STRES'S-LOWER SAND. FACE ( K S I )  .42022+01 
-.20109+01 
6 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR ,61297-02 
Y COWPRESSIVE  STRAIN-ARLATOR -.11321-01 
TOTAL  ARLATED DISTANCE I S   - 0 5 8 7 5  FT. 
TEMPERATURE OISTRIRUTION AT 900.0U SECONOS 
.2227+fl4 .2515+0U .2637+04 .Pb59+OU .2603+04 .2974+04 
.A22R+n3 .6905+03 .h191+03 .57R9+03 .5544+03 .5420+U3 
.wn1+n3  .5400+03 . w o o + o 3  .5400+03 .54oo+n3 .5400+03 
.39332+01 
.11179+01  65 .42 SEC. 
.16000+02 5.30 SEC. 
.88913+04 - 0 0  SEC. 
.16UOO+O2 5 - 3 0  SEC. 
.14853-01 664.38 SECe 
.20000-00 5.30 SEC. 
.lUUUU+Ul 
. a u z a - u o  
Table 4.22 Case S2 I n i t i a l  P o i n t  
THE CURRENT VALUE OF R IS .1oono-o7 
DAT4 FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT  VALIJE OF T IS -26500-01 
DESIGN  POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
XMIN X XMAX 
. lOOOU -16449440 
.00100  -00625174 










. O ~ O O O  
3.00000 
SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .A5959+01 LHS/SGl-FT 
FIICCO  X-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .85961+01 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NllYHER TYPE OF HEHAVIORoUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L I M I T I N G  VALUE TIME 4 T  CRIT-VALUE  NOHMALILtD  VALUt 
1 TEMP.  AT ARL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  * 11874+04  .120 0+04 9 0. 0 SLC. 
2 TEMP.  AT  RACK  OF INSIILATION ( R )  .65275+03  .66000+03  9 .00 SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMEMT AT PANEL  CENT R ( F T )  -.18697-01  .20000-01  847.12 SEC. 
9 YIELD STRESS-ARLATOk ( K S I )  .90333-00  .11155+01 
.93611-00 .39016+01 
349.91 SEC. 
5 YIELD STRESS-UPPER SAND. FACE (KSI)  - .71113+01  .160(10+02  1.00 SEC. 
-.94556+01 
6 INTERCELL FACE BUCKLING STRESS IKSI)  -.10165+01  .60256+03  8 7.86 SEC. 
7 r I E m  SmEss-Loum SAND. FACE ( K S I )  .1108t3+02  .14819+02 47.1  SEC. 
.45983+01 
8 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR .58614-02  .14992-01 349.91 SEC. 
9 COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.12722-01 .20000-00 59.92 SEC. 
TOTAL ARLATED DISTANCE IS - 0 5 8 8 1  FT. 
-221 1+09 .2439+04 .2575+04  .2650+04  .2682+04 .2680+04 .2647+04  .25R5+04  .2495+04  .23l4+U4 
.22"+04 .2032+04  .178R+04  .1391+04 .1187+04 .9120+03 .8780+03 .8415+03 .8002+03 .1586+U3 
.72*~+(13  .h981+03  .h780+03  .663Y+03  .6555+03  .6528+03 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIRLJTION A T  900.00 SECONDS 
.lU4HP-Ul 
. I U Y  IY'U1 
.63164'U1 






Table 4.22 (Concluded) Case 52 Final   Point  
THE CURRENT VALUE OF R I S  .10000+05 
THE CURRENT VALllF OF T I S  .2000U-01 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
DESIGN  POINT COORDINATES IFEET) 
XMIN X XMAX 
.lOOOU m 24999999 














SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .182UO+O2 LBSISQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUG .13376+09 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NllUHER  TYPE OF REHAVIOR-UNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME 4 1  CRIT-VALUE NOHMALlLtD VMLUt 
1 TCIMP. A T  AqL.-STR. INTE2FACE ( R )  .54154+03  .120 0+04 900.00 StC. .3lltl/i?-uu 
2 TEMP.  AT  FIACK  OF INSULATIOY I R )  .54000+03 .660no+os 1-00 SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANtL CENTER ( F T I  -.49694-02  .2oono-o1 1.00 SEC. 
v YIELD STRESS-ASLATOH ( K S I I  
-99342-00 
.97074-00  .lllA5+01 9flO.00 SEC. 
.39400+01 
5 YIELD STRESS-UPPER  SAND.  FACE I K S I )  -..80226+01 .16000+02 
-.50806+01 
1.00 SEC. 
b INTERCELL FACE AUCKLING STRESS (KSII -.15383+01  .2 0F16+05 a00 SEC. 
7 YIELD STRESS-LOWER  AND. F4CE ( K S I I  .28843+01  .16000+02 1-00 SEC. 
-.18085+01 
B TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR -62644-02 .14800-01 900.00 SEC. 
9 COMPRESSIVE  STRAIN-ARLATOR "58023-02 .20000-00 5.30 SEC. 
TOTAL  ARLATED DISTANCE I S  -05902 FT. 
TEMPERATURE OISTRfR(JTI0N AT 900.00 SECONDS 
.225U+flU .?!i48+0(1 .2h60+OU  .?648+04  .2534+04  .2315+04  .1963+04  .1299+04  .9304+03  .7173+U3 
.6205+03  .5769+03  .5564+03  .5467+03 .5415+(33  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03  .5400+03  .%OU+U.3 











DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT VALIIF OF R IS .10000+U5 
THE CIJRRENT VALUE OF T IS .20000-01 
DESIGN POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 










.5oono 1.73327190 3.ooono 
.ouuno 
.2oono 
SYSTEM WEIGHT= .20417+02  LBS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-COHMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .13357+09 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NiJMHER TYPE OF REHAVIORoUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME PT GRIT-VALUE 
1 TEMP.  AT  PRLm-STR. INTERFACE I R )  .54000+@3 .12ono+o4 900.00 SEC. 
d TEMP. A T  HACK OF INSIILATION  (R) .54OOfl+G3 .66ono+o3 1.00 SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANkL CENTER ( F T )  -.89304-02 .2oono-o1 fl l .94 SEC. 
4 YIELD STRESS-ARLATOR ( K S I )  . ~ 7 0 2 6 - n o  .11zno+o 1 900.00 SEC. 
.94458-00 .39599+01 
5 YIELD STRESS-UPPER SAND. FACE (KSI) - .75~95+n1  .16000+02 1.uu SEC. 
-.54847+01 
6 INTERCELL FACE RUCKLING STQESS (KSI) -.41eun+o1  .22770+05 .UO SEC. 
7  YIELD STRESS-LOWER SAND. FACF (KSI )   . 43401+01   .160 0+02   6 -77  SEC. 
-.17740+01 
n TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR -54342-02 ,14700-01 900.00  SEC- 
9 COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.1U786-01 .20000-00 6.77 SLC. 
TOTAL  ARLATEO DISTANCE IS ~ 0 5 8 M 9  FT. 
TEMPFRATIJRE DISTHIRIJTION AT 90fl .00 SECON~S 






THE CURRENT VALIIF: OF a IS . l o u o u + o ~  
DATA FOR  THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE  CLIRRENT VALllF OF T IS .15U00-01 
DESIGN POINT COOHDINATES (FEET) 
XMIN X X W A X  
.10000 





.00100  .02948921 
-09436294 
1.305Y1150 
. o ~ o n o  
.snonu 
.4olJou . 04uno 
.30000 
. O ~ O O O  
3.000OU 
.2ouoo 
SYSTEM MEI(;HT= .20764+02 LtlS/SO-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .13083+07 
REHAVIOR CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NllMtlER TYPE OF REHLVIORmUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME 4T CRIT-VALUt  NOKHALlLtO  YULUt 
1 TEMP.  AT  ARL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  .54000+03  .12onu+ou  1-00 5EC. 
2 TEMP. A T  RACK  OF INSULATION (HI .5400@+03 .66000+03 1.00 SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTER (FT)  -.61768-02 .2ouoo-o1  13 .67 SEC. 
U YIELD STRFSS-ARLATOA I Y S I I  .84651-00  . l lLOO+Ol 
.92486-00  .3960O+U1 
900.00 SEC. 
5 YIELD STRESS-IJPPER  AND. FACE IKSI I   - .67164+01  .16uno+oz 1.uo SEC. 
-.5665fl+O1 
0 INTERCELL FACE BUCKLING STRESS (KSII -.45734+@1 .19417+U5 .oo SEC. 
7 YIELD STRFSS-LOWER SAND. FACE ( K S I )  .43634*01 .16000+02 Y3.10 SEC. 
8 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR ,52690-02 .147fl0-01 900.00 SEC. 
-.17229+01 
.¶¶UOU-UU 
. l e i a z - u u  
BOYllb-UU 
.J IUYY-UU 
. O I ) l S P U U  
Table 4.23 (Continued) Case 53 k s i q n  P o i n t  a t  end o f  second cycle 
THE  CllRRENT V A L M  OF R I S  .10000+01 
OAT9 FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE PQINT 
THE CURRENT VALIIF OF T IS .1oonu-o1 
XMIN 
OESIGN  POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
X XMAX 
.1oono -36656050 
.00100 -025r t2638 
-03125  .04000790 
. O O l O U  .02542638 
.o1ono ,09332451 







SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .20635+n2 LOWSO-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMlCK FllNCTION VALUE; .12912+05 
HEHhVIOR CONSTRAINT INFOHMATION 
NII"7R TYPE OF REHIVIOR~UNITS CRITICAL VALUE L I M I T I Y G  VALUE T I M E  AT CRIT-VALIIE  NWMALLLLD V P L U t  
1 TEMP.  AT  ARL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  .54000+03 .1zuno+ob  1.00 stc. 
1 TEMP.  AT  RACK OF INSIILATION ( R )  .5'1oon+o3  .6hU00+03 1.OU SEC. 
5 DISPLACEMFNT AT PANEL CENTER (FTI -.37408-D2  ,200n0-01  302.63 SEC. 




5 YIELD STHFSS-UPPER  4ND. F4CE lK5I) -.59986*01  .16000+02  .00 SEC.  .YlZO"UU 
-.60778+01 
D INTERCELL FACF BUCKLING STQESS (KSI )  -.47095+01  .l ' I43 5 .oo SEC. .1IIUUU+U1 
7  YIELD STRFSS-LOWER  AND. F K E  (KSII .29056+01  .16000+02 6.77 SEC. 
-.32907+01 
13 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR .54331-02 .1'I7OO-U1 1.00 sec. 
Y COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.13050-01 .~.oono-oo 6.77 SEC. .YJ'II5-uu 
TOTAL  ARLATEO DISTANCE IS -05969  FT. 
TEMPERATlJRF DISTRIRIJTION AT 900.00 SECONnS 
. 2 2 ~ + n u  . ? S A O + W  .2527+or  .2170+0'1 .IZS~+~'I .7620+03  .6028+n3  .55A6+03  .5S5 +03  .5bl4+UJ 
.s+03+r13 .5'101+03 .suoo+n3 .S4flO+O.3 .54U0+03 .5'1no+o3 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .SL)UU+U5 
.smn+n3 .5uoo+o3 . W + O O + O ~  . S U O O + O ~  .suoo+n3 .54oo+u3 




DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURHENT VALIIE OF 1 IS .8000U-02 
THE CURWNT VALIIF OF H IS .10000-01 
DESIGN  POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
XMIN X XMAX 
.1OOOU ,22756072 
.UO100 .00020324 
-03125  .07107190 
.057198U9 





.oo1no .00820324  .04000 
.zoono 
3.ooono 
’ SYSTEM Y E I G t i T =  . l l A 5 1 + 0 2  LBSISQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .14071+03 
AEHAVIUR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
TYPE OF REHAVIOR~UNITS 
TEMP. A T  AHLa-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  
TEMP. A T  HACK OF INSIILITION ( R )  
DISPLACEMFNT A T  PANEL CENTER (FT) 
YIELD STRFSS-ARLATOR ( K S I )  
YIELD STRF~S-UPPER SAND. FACE (KSI) 
INTERCELL  FACE BUCKLING STRESS ( K S I )  
YIELD STRESS-LOWER  SAND. FACE ( K S I )  
TENSILE STRAIN-ARCATOR 
COMPRESSIVE  STRAIN-ARLATOR 
CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE 










-.22320+01  .14951+04 
-.59n67+01 
.29152+n1 .16000+02 
. 5 0 7 5 ~ - n z  .14Y54-01 
-.12051-01 .200n0-00 
TIME AT CRIT-VALUE 
900.00 StC.  
900.00 SEC. 
155.88 SEC. 






Table 4.23 (Continued) Case 53 k s i a n  P o i n t  a t  end o f  fourth cycle 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE  CURRENT  VALUE OF R IS .10000-03 
THE  CURRENT VALIIE OF T IS .60000-02 
XWIN 


















SYSTEM UEIGHTZ  .86256+01  LBS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .10120+02 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRI\INT INFORMATION 
NIJMRER TYPE OF BEHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME AT CRIT-VALUE NORMALILED VALUt 
1 TEMP.  AT  PRL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  .10000+04 . l 2000+04  900.00 SEC. 
2 TEMP.  AT  RACK  OF INSULATION ( R )  .64215+03 .66000+03 900.00 SEC. 




0 YIELD STRESS-ARLATOR ( K S I )  ,86679-00  .11157+01  370.27 SEC. . Jb22i!-UU 
.91337-00  .39039*01 
5 YIELD STRESS-UPPER SAND. FACE ( K S I )  -.94083+01  .16000+02  5.30 SEC- 
-.10912+02 
6  INTERCELL FACE BUCKLING STRESS ( K S I )  -.12213+01 .43063+03 857.47 SEC. 
7 YIELD STRESS-LOVER SAND. FACF ( K S I )  .92075+01 .13288+02 807.17 SEC. 
.39640+01 
M TENSILE STRAIN-ABLATOR -56559-02  -15126-01  386.59 SEC. 
9 COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR "12165-01 .20000-00 5.30 SEC. 
TOTAL ARLATED DISTANCE IS -05874  FT. 
.220h+OV .P444+04 .2579+04  .2650+04  ~2673t04  .2658+04  .26 8+04  .2525+00  .24 6+04  .2251+04 
.2055+04  .1796+00  .1369+00  .1103+04  .1000+00  .7598+03  .7372+03  .7171*03 .6990+03  .6841+03 
.6713+03  .6608+03 .6526+03 .6W68+03  .6433+03 .6422+03 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIRUTION AT 900.00 SECONDS 
.DBbt)M'UO 
Table 4.23 (Contfnued) Case 53 Design Point  a t  end o f  f i f t h  cycle 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT VALIIF: OF R IS .10000-05 
THE CURRENT VALUF: OF T IS .20000-02 
DESIGN  POINT C@OROINATES (FEETI 




sU3125  -05559476 
.01000 










SYSTEM WEIGHT= .R557U+01  LBSISQ-FT 
FIACCO YC-CORHICK FUNCTION VALUE= .85722+01 
REHAVIOR CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NIIMHER TYPE OF PEHAVIORvUNITS  CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME AT CRITmVALUE NOWHRLILED  VMLUC 
1 TEMP.  AT  AqL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R l  1042R+OU .12ooo+ou  900.00 SLC. . IJ lu l -Uu 
1 TEMP.  AT  RACK OF INSULATION (Rl .63141+03  .66000+03 900.00 SEC. " tJ515-Ul  
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTER (FT)  -.17674-01  .2ouoo-01 850.66 SEC. . l l bJZ+UU 
4 YIELD STRESS-ABLATOH ( K S I l  -86245-00 
,90791-00 
5  YIELD STRESS-UPPER  SAND. FACE (KSII -.94759+01 
-.11257+fl2 
6 INTERCELL FACF BUCKLING STRESS (KSIl -.13509+01 
7 YIELD STRESS-LOYER SAND. FDCE ( K S I )  .~EI~~U+OI 
.42003+01 
b TENSILE STRAIN-ABLATOR ,56481-02 
Y COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.12199-01 
TOTAL  ARLATED DISTANCE I S   ~ 0 5 R 8 1  FT. 
.220U+nU .2U42+0U .25r30+04 .2652+0U .267A+O4 .2665+04 
.6691+03 .hS55+03 .hUU9+03 .6374+03 .6329+03 .6314+03 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIPUTION A T  900.00 SECONDS 
.zo~u+nu .1~u2+01r  .1~77+nu  .1193+ou  .1os3+n4  .7862+03 
.11150+01  369.84 SEC.  
.38954+01 
.16000+02 5.30 SEC. 
.35751+03 868.49 SEC. 
.13618+02 8U2.95 SEC. 
.15200-01 386.95 SEC. 
.20000-00 15.85 SEC. 
.2619+04  .2539+04 .2 24+04 
.7559+n3  .7292+03 .7059+03 
.Jo83J-UU 
.oU5b5-Uu 
Table 4.23 (Concluded) Case 53 Design Point  a t  end of  s i x t h  cvcle  (Final  Oesian P o i n t )  
THE  CURRENT  VALUE OF R I S  .10000+01 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF T IS .1oono-o1 
DESIGN POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
XMIN X XHAX 







. o o ~ n o  .03000000 







SYSTEM THICKNESS= .66i l00-00 FT. 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FlJNCTION VALUE= .13376+05 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NOMHER TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE LIWITIPIG VALUE TIME I T  CRIT-VALUE NOHHALILkD VALUt 
1 TEMP.  AT ARLn-STR. INTERFACE ( R l  .54154+03 .12uno+o4 9no.00 SEC. -39872-UU 
1 TEYP. AT  RACK OF INSIJLATION  (R) .54000+03 .66000+03 1.00 SEC. . l t$ l f lZ-UU 
3 OISPLACEMENT PT PANtL CENTER ( F T I  -.49694-02 .20000-01 1.00 SEC. 
4 YIELD STRESS-ABLATOR (KSII .97074-00  .111 5+01 
-99342-00 .39400+01 
900.00 SEC. 
5 YIELD STRESS-UPPER SAND. FACE (KSI )  - .ao226+nl  .16uno+o2 1.00 SEC. 
-.50806+01 
.d>l43-UU 
6  INTERCELL FACE RUCKLING STRESS (KSII -.15383+01  .200A6+05 -00 SEC. . l U U U U + U l  
tl TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR a62644-02 .14800-01 900.00 SEC. -3 16 IZ'UU 
9 COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.58023-02 .2oon0-00 5.30 SEC. .YIUYY'UU 
TOTAL  ARLATEO DISTANCE IS -05902  FT. 
TEMPERATURE OISTRIRUTION A T  9on.00 sEcr)Nns 
. s + o n + n ~  .5uoo+o3 .=~on+n3 . 5 4 0 0 + 0 3   . S ~ L J O + O ~   . 5 4 0 0 + 0 3  
Table 4 . 2 4  Case S4 I n i t i a l  Point  
ThE CUWHENT  VALIIF: OF R IS .10000-07 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE  CURRENT  VALIJE OF T IS .10000-02 
XHIN 
DESIGN POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
X X M A X  














SYSTEM THICKNESS= m95600-00 F T .  
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .25615-00 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFOHMATIDN 
NIIMHEH  TYPE OF REHAVIOR~Ui~ITS  CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME AT CHIT.VALUE NORMALlLtD VMLUt 
1 TEMP.  AT ARLa-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  .93752+03 .12000+04 900.00  SEC. ' .PlSl3-UU 
1 TEMP. AT RACK  OF INSIJLATION ( R )  .65225+03  .66ono+o3  900.00 SEC. rn 11 7UZ'Ul 
3 DISPLPCEMENT AT PANEL CENTER ( F T )  e.21306-fl2 .20on0-01 56.50 SEC. .clYJ47'UU 




.11181+01 347.49 SEC. .LY8UJ'UU 
5  YIELD STRESS-UPPER  SAND. F4CE I K S I )  --.74434+01  .16000+02 5.30 SEC. , 
- .59714+@1 
.clYb3b'UU 
b  INTERCELL FACF BUCKLING STRESS (KSI) -.153YO-OU .33204+04 884.62 SEC .YYYsY-uu 
7  YIELD STRFSS-LOVER SAND. FACE ( K S I )  .38861+01 .l6UOO+O2  5.30 SEC. 
-.25725+01 
8 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR .61920-02 .l4894-01 360.18 SEC. .>W+bb-UU 
9 COMPRESSIVE  STRAIN-ARLATOR -.11753-01 .20u00-00 5.30 SEC. .YI)12Y-UU 
TOTAL  ARLATED DISTANCE IS s O 5 R b 5  FT. 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIRUTION AT 900.00 SECONnS 
.21w+nu . w 1 n + n u  .2558+04 .2636+0u  .2669+04  .2665+04  .2629+04  .2563+04  .2 6S+U4  .2334+U4 
. 6 6 n + 0 3   . m w + 0 3  .hs60+m .h539+03  .b527+03  .6523+03 
.217fl+O4  .1967+04  .lh9A+O4  .1269+0U  .Y375+fl3  .69 6+03 .6A58+113 . .67A8+U3 . .6726+U3  .6bl3+UJ 
Table 4.24 (Concluded) Case 54  Final P o i n t  
THE  CURRENT VALllF OF R IS .10000-03 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
THE  CUHWENT VALUE OF T I S  .50000-02 
XHIN 




e03125  .05000000 










. o ~ o n o  
SYSTkH WEIGHT: .1054A+02 LBSISO-FT 
FIPCCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .14700+02 
HEHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFOHMATION 
NllMHER TYPE OF REHAVIORoUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME AT CRIT.VALUE NOHMALILkO  VMLUt 
1 TEMP.  AT PRL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  .11132+OY  .12000+04 2~00.00 SEC. 
I TEWP. AT R&CK OF INSIILATION ( H I  .58558+03 .66000+03 2400.00 SEC. 
3 OISPLACEME>JT AT PANEL CENTER (FT)  -.18116-@1  .2ouoo-o1  867.58 SEC. 
I) YIELO STRESS-ARLATOH ( K S I )  .78063-00  11132+Ul
.813YR-OU  .38714+01 
121l8.75 SEC. 
5 YIELD STRFSS-OPPER  5ANO. FACE ( K S I )  -.10158+02  .160no+oz 1-00 5EC. 
-.15'+10+02 
.zY7/7-uu 
6 INTERCELL F A C F  HUCKLING STRESS ( K S I )  -.16650-00 .15300+03 2158.00 SEC. .YYbYl-Uo 
? YIELD STRFSS-LOWER  SAND. FACE ( K S I )  -.26460+01 .16000+02 1.00 SEC. 
-.13156+02 
.*JP3P-uu 
b TENS1I.E STRAIN-ABLATOR .50108-02 .1~7no-o1 1.00 SEC. .b3YlJ-Uu 




THE CURRENT VALIIC OF R I S  .10000-05 
THE CURRENT VALIIE OF T I S  .30000-02 
DATA FOR THE  CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POIN1 
UESIGN POINT COORDINATES IFEETI 
XMIN X XMAX 
.lOOOU -22291979 
.0010u  .00260099 










SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .10227+02 LBS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-COWMICK FIJNCTION VALUE= .10273+02 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NllWER TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE LIMITING VALUE TIME AT CRIT-VALUE NORMALILCD VMLUt 
1 TEMP. AT  AAL.-STR. INTERFACE IP) . l lR74+04  .12OOO+OY 2900.00 SEC. .1u51z-u1 
1 TEMP. AT  RACKOF INSIJLATION ( R )  .61658+03 .66000+03 2900.0~ SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTER (FT)  -.17326-01 .2ouoo-01 668.71 SEC. 





5 YIELD STRESS-IIPPER SAND. FACE (KSII -.10749+02 . m ~ n o + o 2  1.00 SEC.  .ZYPIJ -UU
-.16171+02 
0 INTERCELL FACE BUCKLING STRESS (KSI) -.17501-00 .lOY30+03 2018.97 SEC. 
7  YIELD STRESS-LOJER SAND. FACE I K S I I  - .30680+01 .16U(10+02 1.00 SEC. 
tr TENSILE STRAIN-ABLATOR “48998-02  .14700-01 1.00 SEC. 
9 COUPRESSIVF  STRAIN-ARLATOR -.11515-01  .2ouoo-00  120.55 SEC. 
-.13808+02 
TOTAL  ARLATEO DISTANCE IS ~ 0 3 9 7 5  FT. 
TEMPERATURE DISTk2IRUTION A T  2400.00 SECONnS 
.1813+flU  .1689+U4 .IS15+Oc(  .1260+04  .1187+04  .1013+U4 .9718+03  .9291+U3 .8822+03 .8L7Y+UJ 
.7637+03  .7Il74+03 .hAbO+O3 .h38U+03  .6218+n3 .616b+U3 
.15ul+ne .1779+04  .1917+ou . ? O O ~ + O U  .2os7+11r .2065+04 .2058+w .2029+0u  .1Y7Y*09 .i ut)+ur 
Table 4.25 (Concluded) Case S5 Final Point 
THE CIJRUENT VALUE OF R I S  .1(1000-01 
THE CURKENT VALIIF: QF 1 IS .60000-02 
DATA FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
OESIGN  POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 









.50000 2.00000000 3.00000 
.zoono 
.oolno .0300nooo 
. ~ 0 0 0 0  
SYSTEM UEIGHT= .18n8fl+OZ LBS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .15180+03 
REHAVIOR COWSTRAIN1 INFORMATION 
NllMkER  TYPE OF REHAVIOReUNITS CRITICAL VALUE LIMITIPJG VALUE TIME AT CRIr.VALUt  NOHMALILtD  VfiLUL 
1 TEMP.  AT ARLa-STR. INTERFACE IR) .54153+03 .12ono+o4 900.00  SEC. .3YuIP-uu 
2 TEMP. AT RACK OF IFIStILATION ( R )  .5ctOOO+O3 .66000+03 1.00 SEC. . lml8z-uU 
5 DISPLACEMEYT AT PANEL  CENTER I F T I  -.53928-02 .2ouoo-o1 1.ou SEC. 




5 YIELD STRFSS-IIPPEH SAND. FACE (KSI )   - .80470+01 .16UOO+O2 1.00 SEC. 
-.50879+01 
.633Yb'UU 
b INTERCELL FACE BUCKLING STRESS IKSI) -.15535+01  .20086+05 - 0 0  SEC. . l U U U U + U 1  
7  YIELD STRESS-LOWER  SAND. FACE (KSI)  .3U261+01  .16000+02  .00 SEC. .Y311PUU 
-.17660+01 
6 TENSILE STRAIIU-ARLATOR 
Y COVPRESSIVE STRAIN-kRLATOR 
-62568-02  .14800-01  9no.00 stc. .31723-uu 
-.60266-@2 .zoonu-oo 5.30 SEC. .YbY87-UU 
Table 4.26 Case 56 I n i t i a l  P o i n t  
OATA FOR THE CURRENT OESiGN SPACE POINT 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF R IS .lOOOU-O9 
THE CilRRENT VALIIE OF T IS .1000U-02 
DESIGN  POINT COOROINATES (FEET) 










.04100000 . o ~ o n o  





SYSTEM UEIGHTZ  .R607R+01  LBS/SQ-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORYICK FUNCTION VALUE: .86074+01 
REHAVIOR  COtdSTRAINT INFORMATION 
N(IYMR TYPE  OF REHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TINE AT CRIT.UALUE NOHMALILUJ  VMLUt 
1 TEMP. A T  ARL.-STR. INTERFACE I R I  .112U0+04  .120n 9no.00 SEC. .OobJJ-Ul 
2 TEMP.  AT  RACK OF INSULATION ( R l  .65433+03  .66ono+o3 900.00 SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTER ( F T I  -.R7754-02  .200 0-01 , 132.14 SEC. 




5 YIELD STRESS-UPPER  AND. FACE ( K S I I  -.14581+02  . lh000+02 5.30 SEC. 
-.15399+02 
.14*01-uu 
0 INTERCELL FACE RUCKLING STRESS IKSI)  - .10224+01  .12102+03  84 .51  StC. ' mY31Ub'UU 
7  YIELD STRESS-LOWER  AND. FACE (KSI)   .28941+01  .16uno+o2 5.30 SEC. 
-.10156+02 
.*YY33'UU 
6 TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR .52494-02 .15293-01 398.44 SEC. .O3bl3'UU 
Y COMPRESSIVE  STRAIN-AOLATOR 
TOTAL  ARLATED DISTANCE IS -05886 FT. 
-.10627-01 .20000-00 5.30 SEC. r Y Y O t l b - U U  
TEMPER4TURE DISTRIRUTION 4T 900.00 SECONnS 
. .. 
.22111+ou  .?41+n+ou  .2577+04 .~649+ov   . 2673+04  ' .2660+04  .2612+n4  .2531+04 .2415+04 *2262+04 
.haun+n3 .6733+03 ..~ASO+O~ .6s91+03  .6555+n3  .6543+u~ . .  
.2073+nu .1833+04 . lu73+04  .1198+04 .1121l+04 .775G+03  .7517+03 *7 09+03 .7125+03 *6Y72+UJ 
Tab le  4.26 (Concluded) Case 56 Final Point 
i 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF R IS .10000+03 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF T I S  .10000-01 
DATA FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
DESIGN  POINT COOROINATES (FEETI 

















SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .13436+02 LBS/SO-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .12571+07 
REHAVIOR  CONSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NllMHER TYPE OF HEHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIME AT CRIT.VALUE NONMALILLD  VA Ut 
1 TEMP.  AT  ARL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R )  .54547+03  .1200 +04 900.00 SEC. 
2 TEMP.  A   RACK  OF INSULATION ( R )  .54010+03  .66 00+03 900 -00 SEC 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTEH (FT)  -.85585-02  .2000 -01  5.30 SEC. 
4 YIELD STRESS-ARLATOR ( K S I )  .71778-00 
,72836-00 
. l l l R 9 + 0 1  
.39457+01 
697.77 SEC. 
5 YIELD STRESS-LIPPER SAND. FACE ( K S I )  -.15586+02  .45ono+o2 5.30 SEC. 
-.96507+01 
0 INTERCELL FACE BUCKLING STRESS ( K S I )  -.16295+01 .71232+04 .ou SEC. 
7  YIELD STRESS-LOWER  SAND. FACE ( K S I )  .76016+01 .45000+02 5.30 SEC. 
a TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR . ~ ) ~ L ) I ~ - o z  .l4771-01 697.77 SEC. 
-.28705+01 
Y COMPRESSIVE STRAIN-ARLATOR -.84081-02  .2oono-oo  5.30 SEC. .Y57Yb-UU 
TOTAL  ARLATED DISTANCE IS -05885  FT. 
TEMPFRATlJRE DISTRIRUTION 4 T  900.00 SECONCIS 
.71oci+n3 .wan+o3 . S R U ~ + O ~  .s602+03 .s455+03 . s ~ ) w + o ~  . 5 r r ~ 2 + n 3   . s 4 2 1 + u 3   . 5 ~ 1 4 + 0 3   . 5 4 9 + U J  
.2219+nU .2511+OU .2A21+04 .2621+04  .2531+04 .2349+U4 .2059+n4 .1595+04  .1148+U4  .8bYU+U5 
.540A+n3 .5404+03 .51102+03  .511 1+03  .5401+03  .5401+03 




THE CURRENT VALllF DF R IS .10000-05 
DATA FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
ThE CIIRRENT  VALIJE OF T IS .lOUOO-Ol 
X M I N  
DESIGN  POINT COORDINATES (FEET) 
X XMAX 
.10000 ~ 1 7 3 5 6 7 2 1  
.001ou  -00150267 
-03125 .04992186 




SYSTEM  WEIGHT= .R3565+01 LBS/SP-FT 
FIACCO MC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .83708+01 







NIIMdEU  TYPE OF REHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMITING VALUE TIME 4 1  CRI1.VALUE NUHMALlLtO YMLUC 
1 TEMP.  AT  ARL.-STR. INTERFACE ( R l  .10028+04 . 1 2 0 0 0 + 0 ~  900.00 SEC. . lOU2Y'UU 
2 TEMP. A T  RACK  OF INStILATION ( R )  .61735+03 .66000+03 900.00 SEC. .b'tbll)'Ul 
3 DISPLACEMFNT A T  PANEL CENTER (FT)  -.18500-01 .20000-01 642.61 SEC. 




5 YIELD STRESS-UPPER  SAND. FACE ( K S I )  -.28123+02  . 6220+02 8S2.53 SEC. 
-.86953+01 
0 INTERCELL FACE  HUCKLING  STRESS (KSI) -.42047*01  .12519+03 M42.61 SEC. 
7 YIELD STRESS-LOJER SAND. FACE ( K S I )  .28100+02  .26656+U2 852.53 SEC. 
.86695+01 
d TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOK .4362R-02  .15115-01 
Y COMPRESSIVE  STRAIN-ARLATOR -.11211-01 .zouno-oo 15.79 SEC. 
TOTAL ARLATFn  DISTANCE I S  .OS886 F T .  
TEMPERATURE nISTRIRIlTION A T  900.00 SECONOS 
.22f lV+O~ .?445+OU .2593+04 .2653+04  .2676+04 .2659+04 .26U8+04  .2522+04 .2 U1+04  -2242tU4 
.2043+flY .1782+04  .1354+n4 .113tl+U4 .1003+04 ,9965tU3  .9511+03  .9034+03  .8513+03 .7YU9+US 
.73ln+03  .hA7 +03 .h553+03 .h338+03 .6214+03  .6174+03 
. IYYYU-UU 
T a b l e  4.27 (Concluded) Case 57 E i n a l  Point 
CHAPTER v 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A, Conclusions 
1, A -synthesis capability for ab1 ating thermostmctural 
heat  shield  panels has been successfully completed, This capabil- 
i t y  u t i l i z e s  a penalty function method i n  which the behavior func- 
tions are integrated over the time period of the trajectory and 
over the in t e r io r  of the structure, thereby enabling the complete 
behavior response of the structure to influence the design path t o  
be traversed. While the idea  of  incorporating  into  the  penalty 
function the. integral o f  -a behavior function over the range of a 
parameter upon which i t  depends has been reported6 i n  the  l i terature  
of mathematical programing ( i n  the form of a s ingle  integrat ion) ,  
the..present study is  apparently the f irst  applicdtion of the 
technique t o  a significant.structura1 problem, 
~~ 
The technique does have one undesirable characteristic, which 
i s  the -smoothing o f  the penalty function i n  the interior of the 
acceptable region..' T h a t -  i s ,  the integrations cause i n  the behavior 
- functions, 'a  cer tain insensi t ivt ty  t o  change-s i n  the  design  variables. 
Thjs is overcome t o  some extent by us ing  large init ial  values o f  the 
'parameter y . i n  the Fiacco and McCormick Function and  by changing 
r drast ical ly  between design cycles, as is  evidenced- by the c. value 
o f  ,100 which is  used i n  a1 1 documented test cases, Sensitivity 
-could be increased by us ing  penalty functions such as 
114 
- . . - . ... - . . . . . . . . .. 
o r  
w i t h  q an even integer,  Several  studies were made w i t h  t h e  f i r s t  
Of these, bu t  it proved t o  be too  sens i t i ve  when a cons t ra in t  was 
approached. Further  studies  could be made with  various  values  'of 
q i n  the second f o r m u l a  t o  determine a P(2,r) func t ion  w i th  be t te r .  
s e n s i t i v i t y   p r o p e r t i e s  , . .  
2. The the rma l   ana lys i s   u t i l i zes   t he   imp l i c i t ' '   f i n i t e   d i f f e r -  
ence method. As i s  discussed i n  Appendix C,. no s ign i f i can t  d i f f e rence  
i n  accuracy was found t o  e x i s t  between t h e  i m p l i c i t  and e x p l i c i t  
methods f o r  those cases whi ch were tested,, For T r a j ,  I t h e  i m p l i c i t  
.method run time was 1/3 t h a t  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  e x p l i c i t  a n a l y s i s ,  25 - 
seconds vs. 75 seconds, respec t ive ly ,  fo r  the  900 sec, heating. period, 
S ince  the  exp l i c i t  method i s  n o t  s e n s i t i v e  t o . t h e  exte.rma1 heat ing , 
ra te ,  but  i s  ra the r  con t ro l l ed  by  the  ma te r ia l  p roper t i es  i n  the  
i n t e r i o r  o f  the panel and tt ie dif ference increments for space and 
time,  it i s   t o  be expected tha t  t he  run, times required f o r  t h i s  method 
are d i r e c t l y  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  t o t a l  h e a t i n g  ( o r  t r a j e c t q r y )  p e r i o d ,  
Thus, f o r  T ra j .  11, whi le  the  imp l . i c i t  method still has run times 
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I 
around 25 seconds e the run time for the explicit  method w i  11 be 
about 200 seconds e o r  8 times greater than that  for  the imp1 i c i t  
method, I t  can  be concluded, based on accuracy  obtained and on 
r u n  time, t h a t  the implicit method i s  manifestly superior to the 
expl i ci t method, 
3. From the test  case results o f  Chapter IV the following 
con cl us ions can  be made : 
a, The design  space  exhibits re1 ative minima, Several 
d i f fe ren t  in i t ia l  design po in t s  should be used i f  i t  
is suspected t h a t  the f i rs t  optimum design obtained 
can  be significantly improved, 
b. Even though fiberglass has be t te r  h i g h  temperature 
properties t h a n  aluminum, aluminum  can yield the 
1 i ghter weight structure,  
c. I t  i s  n o t  always true that the best design i s  the one i n  
which the structural  layer (or ablator structure 
interface) operates a t  i t s  maximum permitted 
temperature, I t  i s  customary, i n  current thermo- 
structural  design studies 25926, t o  assume t h a t  the 
structural  layer operates at  maximum temperature, 
d e  In si tuations where m i n i m u m  wall thickness is of  primary 
concern, a t h i n  sheet structural layer can  be superior 
t o  a sandwich structural  layer,  
e. No significant reduction i n  weight was observed when sand- 
wich faces of different thicknesses were permitted, 
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4, Because o f  t h e  g e n e r a l i t y  b u i l t  i n t o  t h e  computer  programs, 
which allows any mater ia ls  o f  known the.rmophysica1 proper t ies t o  be 
used i n  the var ious layers,  they represent a usefu l  too l  for  the 
e v a l u a t i o n  o f  m a t e r i a l s  t o  be used i n  t h i s .  a p p l i c a t i o n ,  
B, Recommendations 
1, F u r t h e r  e f f o r t  s h o u l d  be directed toward inproving the 
sens i t i v j t y  o f  t he  i n teg ra ted  cons t ra in t  pena l t y  func t i on  a long  
the  l ines  suggested  ear l ie r  i n  t h i s  c h a p t e r  o r  i n  some o the r  more 
su i tab le  way. 
2, Options  could  easi ly be b u i l t  i n t o  t h e  thermal  analysis 
p a r t  o f  t h e  program t o  a l l o w  non ablat ing heat shieldspsuch as those 
made o f  ceramics ,to be studied, 
3, The synthesis programs should be modif ied so t h a t  two o r  
more t r a j e c t o r i e s  can be treated simultaneously, 
4, The structural   analysis  should be extended so t h a t  
boundary condit ions other than the simple support condit ions 
presently considered would be avai lab le as  an option, . Other 
support conditions would be the  f i xed  cond i t i on ,  t he  e las t i ca l l y  
rest ra ined condi t ion,  and non-uniform support conditions such as 
comer  post  supports a 
5, The p resen t   s t ruc tu ra l   ana lys i s   i s   l im i ted   t o   rec tangu la r  
panels o f  aspect ra t io  g rea ter  than about 3 ,  because an i n f i n i t e  
s t r i p  model i s  used, A rectangular   p la te model should  be  used so  
t h a t  low  aspect r a t i o  p l a t e s  can be  studied,  Also,  non-flat  panels 
such as pa r t s  o f  cy l i nde rs  and  cones could be used, 
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6, I t  is  unreal is t ic  t o  assume l i n e a r  e l a s t i c  behavior i n  
the plastic ablator materials (LDPN) from the cure temperature of 
350°F to  the cold soak temperature of -lOO°Fo Some studies  of 
creep and stress relaxation i n  the ablator should be made and an 
analysis  should be based on these results, As an al ternat ive  to  
this,  the pretensioning process postulated i n  Chapter IV could be 
t r ied  i n  order to reduce the residual (manufacturing) stress caused 
by the thermal expansion incompatibility of the ablator and strue- 
tural layer materi a l so  
7, The  new composite materials30s31 i n  which the fiber moduli e 
number of individual oriented layers i n  the lay-up, and layer 
orientation are variables, offer the designer a wide range  of thermo 
physical  properties. They  make i t  possible  tothink i n  terms o f  
simultaneous design o f  structural configuration and structural  
material?* I t  may be possible  to  design a composite structural  
material for use i n  the structural layer o f  the panel (as a t h i n  
sheet  alone o r  as the Paces o f  a sandwich p la te )  which eliminates 
the thermal incompatibility probiem i n  the thermstructural panel 
A useful extension o f  the present study would be the development o f  
a capability to u t i 1  ize these composite materials in the structural 
1 ayer, The dimensionality of the  design  space would  thereby be 
increased by using as design variables those properties (fiber moduli, 
f iber orientation i n  each layer, number o f  layers i n  the finished 
sheet) o f  the composite which are not preassigned, 
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8 ,  The e f f e c t  o f  panel size on the overal l  expansion and 
contract ion o f  the panel and thus on the s ize o f  expansion j o i n t s  
required between panels  should be considered,  Also  the  interact ion 
o f  the heat  sh ie ld  s t ructure wi th  the pr imary vehic le  s t ructure should 
be considered,, These would  introduce new behavior  functions such as 
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APPENDIX A 
SIMPLIFIED  ABLATION  ANALYSIS 
This append ix  contains the simplified ablation analysis 
formulated by R. T. Swann and C. M. Pittman of NASA Langley. The 
following is essent ia l ly  a reproduction o f  a private communication 
from the above mentioned persons. 
Simplified Ablation Analysis: 
The simplification consists of neglecting all mass t ransfer  
and chemical processes which occur w i t h i n  the  material,  Certain 
changes i n  materi a1 properties which occur as a result o f  chemical 
chanqes can  be considered. The temperature  distribution  within 
the ablator is  calculated from the usual one-dimensional  conduction 
equation, 
where the coordinate system i s  fixed and the terms have the usual 
physical si  qnifi cance. 
Ablation a t  the heated surface of the material i s  considered 
i n  detai l .  
Con vect i ve 
Heating 
The energy balance a t  this surface is  as follows: 
e 
4 + M1 Ahc = u E Tw - 'kw a x 1  a T  + 
I W 
Combustive r e rad ia -  con du c t  i on 
Heating t i  on 
I 








= convective  heating 
= stream enthalpy  at wall  'temperature 
= enthalpy  of  stream  external  to boundary layer   (a t  
outer edge o f  b.1.) 
= ra te  a t  which material is removed from the  surface by 
physical removal process  under  consideration 
(discussed more fu l ly  l a t e r ) .  
Ah C = heat  of combustion of  material a t  surface  temperature, 
per u n i t  weight of surface material ; equal to  
approximately 5000 BW/1 b. for oxidation of carbon; 





= Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
= surface  emissivity 
= surface  temperature 
= thermal conductivity  of  ablative  material  at  surface 
temperature 
= temperature  gradient a t  surface (on a b l a t i v e  material 
s ide)  . 
M2 = r a t e  a t  which material , which  would actually have  been 
removed w i t h i n  the ablator, i s  assumed t o  be  removed 
a t  surface. 
HA ,1 
Ah = heat  of  vaporization  or  fusion 
= heat  of  ablation  of M1 ; HA,1  = Ahl + q1 (he  - hw)  





= heat o f  ab1 a t i o n  o f  M 2 ,  HA,2  = o2 (he - hw) 
= blocking  effect iveness  parameter 
Mass Loss Rate: The c r i t i c a l  problem i n  determin ing  ab lat ive 
performance i s  the  ca l cu la t i on  o f  su r face  recess ion  ra te .  Two 
mechanisms o f  su r face  recess ion  a re  o f  pa r t i cu la r  i n te res t :  
ox ida t ion  o f  a carbonaceous surface, and mel t ing  and vapor izat ion 
o f  a glassy  surface, These  mechanism apply   respect ive ly   to  
phenol i c-base and s i  1 i cone  base materi  a1 s .  
Oxidation - The r a t e  o f  removal o f  materi  a1  as a r e s u l t  
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o f  ox ida t ion  i s  determined from the fol lowing equation 
ti, = 1 2 (he-hw) K 2 P, (hc-hw) K P, 6 C ] + 4K2 Pw Ce - 
qc ,net' 
where X .  = mass o f   m a t e r i a l  removed/uni t mass o f  oxygen 
NLe = Lewis number 
qc ,net = Hat w a l l  convect ive  heat ing  rate  corrected  for  
b locking: 
hw . . 
qc  ,net = qc (1 - si-) - (M  1 H A, l  + M2 " A , Z )  e 
Ce = Oxygen concen t ra t i on   ex te r io r   t o  boundary 1 ayer 
11 pw = Pressure a t  wa l l  = p p, V: (Tru i  tt34). 
K = reac t ion   ra te   cons tan t   fo r  carbon-oxygen react ion,  
K = Ae -B/T A = 6.73 x lo8 
B = 4.0 x 1 0 ~ 0 ~  
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h1 - NLb6 "e qc ,net 
Me1 t i n g  - For a materi a1 which produces a surface melt 
layer, the surface temperature i s  assumed to have a known upper 
bound TA. !,+fhen this temperature i s  reached, Eq. (A.2) i s  solved 
fo r  M1. The  known surface  temperature TA provides  the boundary 
condition ( a t  the  heated surface) which i s  required for solution 
of equation A. l .  . 
l l l i th the present simplified approach, M2 is  calculated from 
the following equation, for both oxidation and melting. 
h2 - i=T M1 - f '  
where f i s  the volati le fraction ( t h a t  i s ,  the fraction of the 
material which dctually vaporizes o r  degrades w i t h i n  the ablator, 
rather than a t  the surface). 
Surface  Recession: As a resu l t  of the  ablation which 
occurs a t  the heated surface, t h a t  surface recedes a t  a ra te  . . . M1 + M2 
s = "
p1 
The surface recession must, of course, be considered i n  solving Eq, 
(A.1). This i s  best accomplished by transforming t o  a coordinate 
system which is fixed a t  both boundaries, fo r  example 
5 =  
x - 5  
x1 = s 
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where 5 = transformed  coordinate 
x = distance  from i n i t i a l  l o c a t i o n  o f  heated  surface 
s = total   surface  recession 
*1 - i n i t i a l  t h i c k n e s s  o f  ablat ive  mater ia l .  
Back Surface Boundary Condition: The boundary cond i t i on   a t  
t h e  back surface o f  an a b l a t o r  depends on the conf igurat ion,  Formu- 
l a t i o n  o f  t h i s  c o n d i t i o n  i s  not inf luenced by the occurance of  
ablat ion  at   the  heated  surface.  Usual ly,   cont inui ty  of   temperature 
and hea t  f l ux  between the ab1 a t o r  and support ing material wil be 
imposed. The boundary conditions  considered in   the   p resent   ana lys is  




SANDWICH PLATE  ANALYSIS 
The no ta t i on  used in  the  fo l l ow ing  ana lys i s  fo l l ows  tha t  of 
10 
Ebcioglu. The bending r i g i d i t y  of the faces i s  retaimed and the 
fo l l ow ing  assumptions are used: 
1. Face t o  core bond f a i l u r e  does not occur 
2, Core i s  homogeneous and c e l l  s i z e  i s  much smal ler  
than  panel  size I 
3, Transverse  shear  deformation o f  t h e  faces and the 
a b l a t o r  i s  n e g l i g i b l e  
4, Po isson ' s  ra t i os  fo r  a l l  ma te r ia l s  a re  the  same 
5, Only transverse shear stress exists i n  t h e  core 
6, Transverse  normal  strains i n  the  core  are  negl ig ib le  
7, There i s  no thermal  gradient i n  t h e  sandwich  faces, 
There i s  a g rad ien t  i n  the  ab la to r ,  
8, There i s  no sl ippage or bond f a i l u r e  between the upper 
face and the ablator.  
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Flgure B-1 shows some of the 
pertinent geometrfcal quantfties. 
Primed quantities refer t o  the 
u p p t r  composite face while double 
primed quant i  ties  refer t o  the 
lower face, The coordinate z '  
i s  measured from the neutral 
axis of the upper face, z" i s  
measured from the centroidal 
axfs of the lower face (since 
the lower face has no thermal 
gradient, this corresponds t o  
the neutral axis), and z i s  
measured from the neutral  axis Figure B-1 
Of the  entire cross  section, These coordinate  reference  planes 
are determined by evaluating the following integrals: 
I 
For z' : 




where A '  i s  the cross-sectional area of the upper composite face 
(un i t  leng th  i n  the y d i rec t i on ) ,  A" i s  t h e  a r e a  o f  the lower face, 
and A i s   t h e  area o f  t h e  e n t i r e  c r o s s - s e c t i o n c  
The distance "d" locates the neutral  p lane of  the ent i re cross- 
sec t ion  w i th  respec t  to  the  geomet r ic  center  o f  the  core, and ''all 
i s  the distance between the neutral plane of the topface-ablator 
system and the midplane of the topface. 
Figure B-2 shows the  
deformation o f  t h e  composite 
panel. u '  and u"   are  the  in-  
plane displacements a t  t h e  
neut ra l  p lanes  o f  the  top  and 
bottom faces , respect ively.  
The d i  spl acemen t v a r i   a t i on - X  
through  the  upper  face i s  Figure B-2 
given by 
u(x,z ' )  = U y x )  - z l y x ( x )  (B-4) 
wh i le  fo r  the  lower  face  
The s t ress-st ra in  equat ions for  each face are the same  as those 
given hy Eqs. (2.13) o f  the  th in  shee t  ana lys i s  and force and moment 
resu l tan ts  can be defined, as 
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13 1 
sheet analysis of Chapter 11. 
The s h e a r  s t r a i n  i n  t h e  c o r e  i s  g i v e n  by 




so t h a t  
o r  
where 
i = (  
(B-9) 
(B-10) 
The shear  s t ress -s t ra in  re la t i onsh ip  i s  
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( B - 1 1 )  
Def in ing  a shear stress resul tant  as 
- " 
Qzx = %X 





M +MI' dx xx  X X I X  





Equi l ib r ium 07 the faces and the core i s  descr ibed by the fo l lowing 
equations  which  involve  the  forces shown i n  Fig, B-3. Barred 
q u a n t i t i e s  r e f e r  t o  t h e  core. Equi l ibr ium  equat ions  are  wr i t ten 
for each o f  t h e  faces, and the core, separately, 
For the upper face: 
I -1 
Nxx ,x - uzx = o  
- 8  - 8  - OZX ",x - I + Q,x = 0 
For the lower face 
I1 
Nxx ,x + Tz; = o  
(B-14) 
(B-15) 





a -  aa zz  
ax zx az - a  + "0 
Equation(B-16a) implies that yzx i s   n o t  a function of 2, o r  t h a t  
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(B-17) 
Equation (B-36b) can now 
J 
and from the d e f i n i t i o n ,  
be i n t e g r a t e d  o v e r  the core 
(B-18) 
Adding equat ions  (B-14b) and B-15b) and using (B-17) and (B-18) the 
fol lowing equat ion i s  obtained 
p '  + p" - 
+ Q z x , x  + QiX + dlx - 0  (B-19) 




and Q,, , r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  these q u a n t i t i e s  c a n  be e l imina ted  
I I I1 II 
p' + p" t Qzx,x + MXX,XX + MXX,XX +m;, + Nxx) W I X l  




and  s ince,   f rom  equat ions (B-14a) and  (B-15a), Nix,x  + = o  
A I I1 I I1 
p'  + p" + Q z x , x  + MXX,XX + MXX,XX (Nxx + Nxx) wIXx= 0 (B-20) 
F i n a l l y ,  the equilibrium equations (B-14),  (B-15) and 




I II c) I I1 
0 MXX,XX xx,xx - M  - Qzx,x = p' + p" + (Nxx + Nxx) wlxx 
A t  t h i s  p o i n t ,  some  new quan t i  t i es  a re  defined,,  These will  
s imp l i f y   t he  subsequent resu l ts ,   Def ine   the   to ta l   ax ia l   fo rce  
i n  the  x d i r e c t i o n  as 
I II 
Nxx - Nxx + Nxx - 
and i n   t h e  y d i r e c t i o n  
I 





These forces act  on the 
neutra l  p lane o f  the  
composite sec t ion  as 
i n  F i g u r e  B,4. 
"- 




Figure 8-4 "xx 
The t o t a l  moment a c t i n g  on the x cross sect ion 5s 
I II I II 
Mxx = Mxx + Mxx + h '  Nxx - h" Nx, (B-24) 
and a s imi lar  expression can be w r i t t e n  f o r  a y cross section, h' 
and h" can be w r i t t e n  i n  terms of the propertfes of the composite 
c ross-sec t ion  by  eva lua t ing  the  in tegra l  fn  equat ion  (B-3),, Per- 
forming the operat ions to  do th is ,  i t  can be shown t h a t  
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(B-25) 
h" = fi (B-26) 
(8-27) 
where llmll is the axial stiffness ra t io  of the faces, Equation 
(B-24) can now be written as 
M~~ - + + l+m t t ( N ; ~  - m 1 (B-28) 
As i n  the case of the t h i n  sheet structure,  the panel i s  
allowed t o  expand freely i n  the x and y coordinate directions and 
curvature i n  the y direction i s  suppressed, T h u s  the  total  axial 
force i n  the x and y directions must vanish, or 
- 
Nxx - Nyy = o  (B-29) 
I f  the panel i s  simply supported on the x edges, then 
w(+ E )  = 0 (B-30) 
and 
(8-31 ) 
An additional boundary condition i s  tha t  the shear i n  the core a t  
the edges is  zero, or 
- + E )  = 0 yzx (- ( B- 32) 
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A displacement formulation wil be used t o  e f f e c t  t h e  
so lu t i on  t o  t h i s  problem,  Using  the  force and moment resu l tan t -  
displacement equations (B-6), and (B-13) @ the forces can be 
el iminated from the equi l ibr ium equat ions (8-21) and the boundary 
and a u x i l i a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  as given by equations (B-29), (B-30)  (B-31) 
and (B-32). Thus t h e  f i e 1  d equations can  be w r i t t e n  as 
(B-33) - 
L K '  u 'I + - GZX [F i w + (u '  - u")] = 0 
m ,XX - t ,x 
= p '  + p" 
+ Nxx w,xx 
wh i le  
and 
where 
1 I' Nxx 3 K '  [u; + ;;; u,~ + v (T) T] N (B134) 
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I f  t h e  first. two o f  equations (B-33) a r e  added, the r e s u l t  i s  
I + ". 1 'I ) = . o  
K 1  (u,xx m ,xx (B-39) 
wh i le  i f  the  second o f  eq. (B-33) i s   m u l t i p l i e d  by m and then i s  
subtracted from the f i r s t  o f  Eq.(B-33) e - 
c 
(B-40) 
Summarizing, t he  f i e ld  equa t ions  can be w r i t t e n  as 
K '  (u' + -  u ) = 0 1 ,xx m ,xx 
(B-41) 
+ Nxx w,xx 
wh i le  the  fo rce  resu l tan ts  a r e  given  by 
NYY 
31 K '  [('+m' + v (u' + - 1 u" ) ]  N m ,x m ,x 




and the shear i n  the  case i s  
(8-44) 
Equations (B-41),  (B-42),  (B-43) and (B-44) are  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  
determine completely the stress and displacement state i n  the 
composite  panel. It wi l l  be not iced  that   hese  equat ions depend 
on u '  and u" only through the quant i t ies  u '  + ; u", u '  - u", and 
the i r   de r i va t i ves .  Hence, i f  the  fol lowing  variables  are  defined, 
1 




t t K '  
Mxx = - (Dl + Dl') W,xx + u,x - M - (M'  + M") 
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I 
After equat ions (B-46), and (8-47) a re  so lved fo r  u,  r, and w, u '  
and u" can be obta ined by inver t ing eqs. (8-45) t o  y i e l d  
( B-4 8) 
Equations  (B-46) and (B-47)  can be separated i n t o  two 
d i s t i n c t   s e t s  when Nxx - N = 0, Thus, t h e   f i r s t   s e t  i s  
YY 
= K ' [ G  + u ( - ) c ] - N = O  l + m  - 
XX ,x m X = + R  I (B-49) 
Nyy = K' [(r) c + v T; ] - N = 0 l+m - a l l  y * x  
Equations (B-49) can  be so lved for  li and C, as 
This  so lu t ion  fo r  ;(x) r e s u l t s  i n  Nxx I 0 f o r  a l l  x, With p '  = p, 
and p" = 0, and Nxx 0, the  second s e t  o f  e q u a t i o n s  i s  
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Mxx - - w,xx + k4 .",x - M - (M' +MI') 0 
w = o  
I -  - 
yzx  = . Gzx [Fiw ,x + u] = 0 
kz - - LO'. +. Dl'). A -  
t Gzx 
1 '  X = 11 (B-53) 
(B-54) 
A 
f t  K'  
k4 = 
The complementary so lu t ion  to  equat ions  B-52 i s  of the form 
wc(x) = A e 




which y ie lds,  upon s u b s t i t u t i o n  i n t o  8-52, the fo l lowing character-  
i s t i c  e q u a t i o n  f o r  X: 
[kl k2 A' - (7 kl + k 2 ) ]  A4 - 0 
so t h a t  
d 
t kl + k2 
X = +  - 1 ,2 - kl k2 + r  I 
(B-56) 
'3,4,5,6 = o  
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Hence 
2 3 wC(x) = Al e rx + A2 + A3 + A4 X + . A 5  X +As X 
(B-57) 
U,(X) = B~ erx + B~ e - r x  + 
The o r i g i n  o f  the  x coordinate 
2 3 B3 + B4 x + B5 x + B 6 x  
was chosen a t  t h e  c e n t e r  o f  t h e  span, 
The s t ruc tu re  and the loading are each 
a ve r t i ca l  ax i s  th rough ' th i s  o r i g in ,  
must be symmetric (an even f u n c t i o n  o f  
symmetric wi th  respect  t o  
Hence, the response, wc, 
x )  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h i s  
ve r t i ca l  ax i s ,  and the  response,  uc,  must be antisymmetric (an odd 
func t ion  o f  x )  w i th  respec t  t o  the  ve r t i ca l  ax i s  I Thus 
wc(x) = w,(-x) 
uc(x)  = -uc(-x) 
(8-58) 
Replacing the exponentials i n  Eqs. 8-57 by the corresponding hyper- 
bo1 i c funct ions 
uc(x )  = (A1+$) cosh r x  + (Al-Az) s i n h  r x  + A j  + A4x +,A5x2 + A6x 3 
uc(x )  = (B1+B2)  cosh r x  + (B1-B2) s i n h  r x  + B3 + B4x + B5x + B6x 2 3 
I 
and u t i l i z i n g  e q u a t i o n  B-58, t h e  s o l u t i o n  i s  
wc(x) = A1 cosh r x  + $ + A3 x 2 
3 uc(x )  = B1 s inh r x  + B2 x + B3 X 
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where the constants have  been sub jec ted  to  obv ious  redef in i t ion ,  
Subs t i tu t ion  o f  (B.57') i n t o  (B-52) y i e l d s  
B3 = 0 
B2 = -2 f A3 
k2 
kl 
B1 = r(-) A1 E a A1 
so t ha t  t he  complementary s o l u t i o n  i s  o f  t h e  form 
wc(x) = A1 cosh r x  + + A3 x 2 
uc(x)  = a A, s i n h   r x  - 2 i A3 x 
(B-59) 
The complete so lu t i on  cons is t s  o f  t he  complementary so lu t i on  
(B-60) o f  the homogeneous se t  o f  d i f f e ren t i a l  equa t ions ,  p lus  a 
p a r t i c u l a r  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  non-homogeneous set,  The form o f  
equations (B-52) i s  such t h a t  i f  the load term were  expanded i n  a 
Fourier cosine series, then a s imi la r  cos ine  ser ies  fo r  w ( x )  and a 
s ine  ser ies  fo r  u (x)  would be a par t i cu la r  so lu t ion , ,  The load pw, 




w i t h  
Now, w ( x )  and u ( x )  can be 
P P 
n=l  (B-61) 
(B-62 ) 
w r i t t e n  symbol i cal  l y  as 
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up(x) = 1 un s i n  nn x 
n= l  
W 
wp(x)  = 1 wn cos nn x 
n= l  





t t on Pn 
Dn 
un - " - (B-65) 
= kl k2 an6 + (7 kl + k 2 )  an 4 Dn 
The complete solut ion i s  
w ( x )  = A1 cosh rx + $ + A3 x 2 + wp(x)  (B-66) 
u(x)  = a A1 s i n h  r x  - 2 3: A3 x + u ( x )  P 
The three unknown coeff ic i 'ents A1, and A3 are  determined  from 
t h e  boundary condi t ions (B-53) appl ied x = Lt, The r e s u l t i n g  
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coe f f i c i en ts  a re  
- 1 MT' 
A3 - -.7! 




A1 - - - 
s inh r R  (a + f i r) (B-70) 
= - (Al cosh rg + A3) 2 (B-71) 
Note t h a t  i n  t h e  s p e c i a l  case when the bending r i g i d i t y  o f  t h e  
faces  vanishes,  i.e. k2 + 0, t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t  A1 -+ 0. The remaining 
c o e f f i c i e n t s  /$ and A3 are dqtermined so t h a t  t h e  f i r s t  two boundary 
-cond i t ions  in  equat ion  (B-53) a r e  s a t i s f i e d  as i n  equation (B-67) 
. and (B-71). The shear  condit ion  .at  the edges i s  n o t  s a t i s f i e d .  
F r o m  w(x) and u(x) the stresses can be computed through the 
use o f  the.  s t ress-s t ra in  and strain displacement equations, as 
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Fai 1 ure due t o  y i e l   d i n g  w i  11 be based on the Von M i  ses y i e l d  
c r i t e r i o n .  
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APPEND1 X C 
FINITE DIFFERENCE  FORMULATION  OF HEATING PROBLEM 
I .  Thin  Sheet  Structural  Layer 
An i m p l i c i t  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  f o r m u l a t i o n  i s  used t o  s o l v e  
the  thermal  problem, The basic  equations have  been s e t  down i n  
Appendix A. 
Central  d i f ferences o f  o(h ) are  used f o r  space der iva t ives  2 
i n  a1 1 equations except the interface condit ion which i s  c o r r e c t '  
t o  O(h), The reason f o r  t h i s  wil be exp la ined  in   the   seque l ,  
The "whole s ta t ion ' '  method  has  been  used. 
F ie ld  Equat ion  fo r  the  Ab la to r :  
This i s  equation (2.3): 
The der iva t ives  a r e  approximated by 
aT - = :  j 
ag: 2hl 
-Ti -1 ,t+k . + Ti+l ,t+k 
where k j  i s  the present increment of time and h l  i s  t h e  increment i n c .  
Ti t 
The f i r s t  s u b s c r i p t  on T denotes t h e  s p a t i a l  p o i n t  o f  i n te res t ,  
whi le ' the second subscr ip t  
denotes the  ti me, The 
s i g n i f i c a n c e  o f  t + k .  i s  





The system i s  i d e a l i z e d  as  hown i n  Figure (C,2). The s t r u c t u r a l  
1 ayer i s  t r e a t e d  as though i t  0 
were a film o f  n e g l i g i b l e  
i =O 
i = l  e=O 1 
- 
0 
thickness, which has a 
heat capaci ty but no 
I 0 
thermal  gradient. There 
a r e  m-2 s t a t i o n s  i n  t h e  
ab la to r  and n-m-1 s ta t ions  0 
i n  t he  i nsu la to r ,  p lus  th ree  
boundary s t a t i o n s ,  f o r  a t o t a l  
o f  n-m-1 + m-2+3 = n s ta t ions .  
i =m 
n 
The spatial  increments i n  
ablator,  and i n  t h e  i n s u l a t o r  
0 
n= 1 - i =n 
0 i =m+l 
a r e  
hl = l/(m-l) 
h2 = l/(n-m) 
Figure C.2 
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S u b s t i t u t i o n  o f  (C.2) ,  (C.3) and (C.4) i n t o  ( C . 1 )  y i e l d s  
[-x f + l h  x 
' i , t+kj  1 1 j  '+,t+k j Ti-l ,t+k J . 
+[1+2 x1 j f l  Ti ,t+k + [-x, j fl 
i ,t+k j j i ,t+k j 
where 
x 13 = - $  




1 - akl 
x 
t+kjol i ,t+k j "1 i ,t+k, i ,t+k j 
J 
(c.10) 
i s  approximated by a backward, forward, or central  
of O(h ) ; (h = max ( h l  ,hp)), depending on 2 
whether i t  i s  app l i ed  a t  a boundary p o i n t   o r  a t  a f i e l d  p o i n t .  





( C d l l )  
. . 
M1 and M2 a t  t = t+k. are computed from formulas given i n  Appendix 
A. Equation C.11 can be w r i t t e n  
J 
where the bar  on To,t+k denotes a f i c t i t i o u s  q u a n t i t y .  
- 
i 




To e l iminate To,t+k , the   f i e ld   equa t ion ,  (C.7), i s  app l i 3d   a t  
5 = 0. Note tha t   he   de r i va t i ve  - which  appears i n  the 
second term  of g1 i n  (C.10) i s  represented  by a forward 




i , t + k j  2 
and (C.7) a p p l i e d  a t  5 = 0, we have the  fo l low ing  boundary condi t ion 
a t  6 = 0; 
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[1+2 x1 fl ' T1 ,t+kj + [-2 hl j fl 
1 ,t+kj 1 ,t+kj  T2,t+kj 
= Tl,t + 2 h l  x1 j Cf, 1 ,t+kj -2- l h  1 9 1 1 ,t+kj  Qt+k j 
The f i e l d  e q u a t i o n  f o r  t h e  i n s u l a t o r :  
This i s  equation 2,lO. Def in ing 
A2j = kj/h2 2 
i ,t+k, 
f5 





- 1 ak5 









(C, 1 7 )  
(C, 18) 
t h e  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  f i e l d  e q u a t i o n  becomes 
[-A f + - h  A 1 
2j 5i ,t+k 2 2 2 j  g5i ,t+k Ti-l ,t+k j i ,t+k 
+ [1+2 A2j f 5  ITi ,t+k 
j j j j 
( c ,  19) 
Interface  Condit ion, i-m. ( t he   s t ruc tu re   i s   t he   i n te r face )  
This  equation was p u t  i n  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  f o r m  i n  t h r e e  
ways : 
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1) forward-backward di fferences of O(h); 
2) forward-backward differences of O(h 2); 
3) central differences of O(h2). 
The first fonnulation is the silll>lest. and results using it were 
found to agree closely with results using the second formulation. 
The third formulation was found to be unstable at certain 
structural temperatures and thennal gradients at the interface. 
Fo rrru 1 ati on 1: 
[-h l A1J· g12 ] T 1 k + [1+ hl A1J· 912 + h2A2· g25 ]T t k t+k. m- ,t+ j t+k. J t+k. m, + j 
J J J 





Formu1 ati on 2: 
3 3 




- [2h A g 
'j 25t+kj ' Tm+l ,t kj + [k h2 ' 2 j  g25 t+k j  ' Tmc2,t+kj * Tm,t  
Equation (C.23) can be reduced t o  a t r i d i a g o n a l  f o r m  p r i o r  t o  
inversion by elementary r o w  opera t ions  app l ied  to  it and t o  t h e  f i e l d  
equations applied on e i t h e r  s i d e  o f  it, i.e., a t  i = wl  , i=mt l ,  
Formulation 3: 
Th is  fo rnu la t i on  i s  more consis tent  wi th  the boundary  condi- 
t i o n  a t  6 = 0, than Formulations 1 and 2, s ince i t  u t i l i z e s  t h e  t w o  
f i e l d  equations, and the  in te r face  cond i t ion ,  a t  the  in te r face ,  
Hence, apply ing eqs. ( 2 . 3 ) ,  (2.5), and (2.10) a t  5 = 1 , TI = 0, and 
e l im ina t ing  the  two f i c t i t i o u s  values o f  temperature, the result i s  
h A  f 
' j  'm,t+k g12t+kj 
c- j Tm,l,t+k 
fl + l h  g 
j 
m, t+k ' 'm,t+k 
j j 
1 + 2 A,, f, 
I J  'm,t+k. 
+ [ l + l h  g f 1 ' 12t+kj fl + l h  4 




1 + 2 A Z j  f5 
1 m,t+k. 
' 5m,t+k m,t+k + ; r h  9 { . 25t+kj  f5 - l h  9 Tm,t+k j 
j j 
h A  f 
'j 5m,t+k, g25t+k2 
J - 
f5 - ' h  g 
' Tm+l ,t+kj - 
m,t+k 
j ' 5m,t+k 
(C.24) 
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h .  g ' 1 ,  12t+k. 2 5 t + k .  ' l h  9 
c1 + - +  
f l  + l h  9 f5 - ' h  g 
Tm, t+kj  
m,t+k ' l m , t + k  m, t+k  ' 5m,t+k 
j j j j 
where the quantit ies f g i  , t + k  and ,t+k are defined by relations 
s imi la r  to  (C.9.)  and (C.10). I 
j j 
This formulation has the disadvantage that,  for certain temperatures,  
+ one o r  more of the quant i t ies  flm,t+kj - 1 h l  glm,t+kj , 
1 
f5m,t+kj f h 2  g5m,t+k become small enough tha t  C,24 exhibits 
instability,  Several  cases were r u n  u s i n g  these three formulations 
w i t h  the result t h a t  (1 ) and (2)  gave results which  were i n  good 
agreement. (See Table C . l .  The first two entries i n  this table  
represent results obtained at Langley u s i n g  the Langley computer 
program. "Langley Exact'' refers  to an analysis, documented i n  
Ref. 33,  which includes the consideration of the char layer thick- 
ness and the pyrolysis zone location. "Langley Sub" corresponds t o  
an approximate analysis done a t  Langley which is s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  
programed a t  Case). Since formulation (1) is  the simpler of the 
j 
two, i t  was chosen t o  b e  used i n  subsequent analyses, 
Insulator Field Equation: 
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Run a t  Langle, 















I t ion  I 
1 Lana1ey I Example .1875  .0104 .09375 O(h ) back-forward 
O(h)   back-foward 
2 Case  run 
I /  
i l  
L I' .1875 .0104 .09375 
L " .1875 .01 ,09375 
7 .15 .o 1 ,09375 
7  .15 .01  .09375 
7  .15 .o 1 .09375 
0 ( h L  ) cent ra l  
O(h)   back-fomard 
o (ti2 ) central 











O(h)  back-forward 






29  75 
.01 ,09375 
.Ol .09375 . .  
O(h)  back-fordard 














.005  .05 
O ( h )  back-fonvard 
O(h2)  back-fonvard 
O(h2)  central  
O(h2)  back-forward 
O(h3 back-foward  
O(h2)   cen t ra l  
4  .15 .03  .15 
4  .15 .03  .15 
4  .15 .03  .15 
1 .1125 .01 .09375 
1  .1125 .01  ,09375 















.05  85 
befores  t ' =  900 sec.  is  r e i  led. 
TABLE C.l 
(C, 25) 
+[1+2 x2j f 5  1 'i , t+k  .+ [-A f 
i , t + k j  J 23 5i , t + k  j 
Backwall  Boundary  Condi t i  on : 
c-2 x2j  f g  'n-1 , t + k j  + [1+2 x f Tn , t + k j  = T  
n , t + k  * j  5 n , t + k  n ,t 
j j (C026)  
11. Sandwich Sheet  Structural Layer 
The sandwich structure requires one f ini te  difference s ta t ion 
more than the t h i n  sheet  structure. The upper (outer) sandwich face 
i s  s ta t ion m ,  and the lower (inner) sandwich face i s  s ta t ion mtl. 
The f i r s t  s ta t ion i n  the insulator is  s t a t i o n  mt-2. T h u s  i f  the 
panel incorporating a t h i n  sheet structure requires a total of n 
stations,  that  incorporating a sandwich structure requires n+l  
s t a t i o n s ,  i f  both systems are t o  have equal numbers of s ta t ions i n  
their  ablator layers and i n  their  insulation layers.  
As i n  the case of t h i n  sheet,  the accuracy of t he  f in i t e  





912 t +k . 
= 
J 






k 1 ,m, t+k . 





























(C . 28) 
(C.29) 
Summary  and Computer Implementation 
The programed thermal analysis equations are C.15, C87, 
C,20 (or C.27 and .C.28) J.19, and C.26, These can 'be grouped 
together i n  matrix form as 
where C i s  a tri-diagonal matrix which i s  a function of heating rate, 
material  properties, and ablat ion  ra te   a t  time = t + k j ,  In vector 
form 
&+kj  = T +  ( C ,  30a) I 
THE METHOD OF SOLUTION: The thermal d is t r ibu t ion  a t  t = 0 i s  assumed 
known, The next one is  obtained by i terat ion,  based on a guessed 
d is t r ibu t ion ,  a t  t = k l .  A t  this point,  the two  known thermal 
distributions are used i n  a linear extrapolation to get an approxima- 
t i on  fo r  the next one, a t  t = kl + kp. From this point, the program 
works as follows : 
A t  time t ,  k .  and kjm1 are known, as we1 1 as & and T 
Using this  data, compute. 
J - t - k j  - 1 
Now the C matrix is  f i l l ed  w i t h  approxi mate values , as 
I 
C = C {function of (Tt+k ) }  . (C.  32) 
j 
Then the solution to equation C.30a,  which is  obtained by elimination 
and back subst i tut ion,  is  written symbolically as 
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T --t+k: 
1 = c- T+ ( c o  33) 
J 
and a comparison is  made, as 
When t > tfinal , the procedure terminates. 
The C matrix i n  this analysis was taken as a 25 x 25 matrix 
i n  all  cases w i t h  a t h i n  s t ruc tura l  l ayer ,  I t  is a 26 x 26 matrix 
w i t h  a sandwich substructure. This is made up  o f  13 s ta t ions i n  
the ablator, and 9 s ta t ions i n  the insulator,  2 exter ior  boundary 
s ta t ions,  and 1 o r  2 interface stations. 
As demonstrated i n  the flow chart, the time increments are 
completely variable. The s i z e  of k j  = ( A t ) t  i s  chosen such tha t  
succeeding thermal distributions are obtained w i t h  a minimum o f  
i terat ion,  This is  contrasted w i t h  the  behavior of ( A t ) ,  f o r  an 
explicit  analysis,  where (At)t i s  chosen by a s tab i l i ty  c r i te r ion ,  
To t e s t  the run times of  the implicit analysis, an expl ic i t  
analysis was programed a t  Case. The ra t io  of  expl ic i t  r u n  time to 
imp1 i c i  t r u n  time was  found t o  be approximately 3 w i t h  TraS I 
F i g u r e  C.4 demonstrates the result of allowing k E A t  t o  be 
chosen i n  a  dynamic  way, as i n  the implicit analysis, For comparison, 
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Figure C.3 Flow Chart  o f  Thermal Analysis Loop 
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the At 's used i n  the  exp l i c i t  ana lys is  ( fo r  the  exac t  same t e s t  case) 
are shown. Also, the  heat ing  rate of Ref, 15 (Tra jectory  I) 
i s  shown i n  order t o  show  how the heat  input  cont ro ls  the ( A t )  s i ze  
i n  t h e  i m p l i c i t  case, whereas i n  t h e  e x p l i c i t  case, t h e   s t a b i l i t y  
c r i te r ion  exerc ises  s t r ingent  cont ro l .  
f j  
k ( i m p l i c i t   m t h o d )  
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 






































Run times f o r  the thermal analysis vary w i t h  the . l ayer  t h i c k -  
nesses and aemdynamic  heating. For the 900 seco re-entry traject- 
ory (Traj. I )  , and 25 spat ia l  s ta t ions,  r u n  tit& i n  1107 Fortran 
IV average  about 22-26 sec. o r  roughly  1/40. real time. [Sl'nce i t  i s  
known t h a t  a Fortran IV program will be executed on an. IBM 7094 i n  ' 
about one-half the time i t  would r e q u i r e  on a Univac 1107, i t  is  t o  
be expected t h a t  the thermal ana.lysis will be executed i n  1/80 o f .  , 
real time f o r  this case.] For the 2400 sec, re-entry  path  of 
Traj, 11, and  25 spa t ia l  s ta t ions ,  1107 Fortran IV run  times 
average about 27 sec., roughly 1/90 real time. 
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APPENDIX D 
OPERATION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Two separate b u t  highly similar computer programs have been 
writ ten; one for  the t h i n  sheet structural  layer,  and one f o r  the 
sanbrich  structural  ayer. Both are  written i n  the FORTRAN IV 
language f o r  use on the Case Univac 1107 computer, Each program 
requires a core storage capacity of approximately 25,000 words, 
Run time for  a complete synthesis is  usually between 1/2 and  3 hours 
on the Univac 1107. The r u n  time depends on the  distance between 
the ini t ia l  point  and the f i n a l  optimum point,  and upon  how close 
the  actual optimum point must  be approached. Generally,  the  closer 
the optimum i s  approached, the smaller is the weight (thickness) 
reduction  achieved  per u n i t  run time. Hence a trade cjff of  cost 
of computer time versus desirability of further weight (thickness) 
reduction would determine the synthesis cut off point. 
The following pages explain how t o  prepare the i n p u t  data 
for the programs, and how t o  interpret  the response  output, I t  i s  
assumed t h a t  the reader has access to the object programs, e i t he r  
as card decks or  as  magnetic tapes. 
1. Data i n p u t  and output 
Table D. l  contains an alphabetical l ist ing of i n p u t  and 
output code names together w i t h  explanations and/or reference to the 
corresponding  report name i f  t he  l a t t e r  ex i s t s .  Most of  the i n p u t  
data for a particular case is  contained i n  the arrays which have 
names ending w i t h  "REF". 
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All o f  the data which is read into the machine for  a parti-  
cular case i s  printed out prior to execution o f  the therm structural  
synthesis program. Table D.2 contains a sample d a t a  printout for 
a t h i n  sheet substructure case, .consisting of low density phenolic 
nylon ab1 ator  material, aluminum substnicture , and microquartz 
insulation, subjected to trajectory11 (see Chapter 4 fo r  a descrip- 
tion  of  the  reentry  trajectories  used). Table D, 3 shows a 
sample data printout for a sandwich substructure case, w i t h  low 
density  phenolic nylon ab1 a to r ,   f i  berg1 ass sandwi ch , and m i  croquartz 
insulation)  subjected  to  trajectory 1. These i n p u t  d a t a  printouts 
a1 low the d a t a  t o  be checked f o r  accuracy before a s ignif icant  amount 
o f  computer time i s  used, I f  errors  are  found,  the run  can  be 
promptly terminated. 
Data, as i t  is  actual ly  punched on cards for i n p u t  to  the  
object program, i s  shown i n  Tables D.4 and  D.5, These tables 
contain  explanatory "COMMENT" cards, each w i t h  a "C" i n  colurm 1 , 
which must be eliminated from the deck before loading time, They are 
used here  only to  c lar i fy  the d a t a  presentation. The d a t a  o f  
Table D.4 corresponds to the same case presented i n  Table D.2, i .e. 
Trajectory  11, LDPN ablator,  aluminum t h i n  sheet substructure, and 
microquartz  insulation. The data of  Table D o 5  corresponds to  tha t  
o f  Table D.3, i.e.;  Trajectory 1,LDPN ablator, fiberglass sandwich 
substructure, and microquartz insulation. 
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2. Interpretation of response  output 
Tables D.6 and D.7 each contain a page of typical response 
output, the f i r s t   f o r  the t h i n  sheet substructure and the second for 
the sandwich sheet  substructure. Each contains  all  the  peytinent 
information about the response of the system under the transient load- 
i n g  a t  the current  design point, &e A page s imi l a r  t o  tha t  i n  e i t he r  
Table D.6 o r  Table D.7 is printed out for the  in i t i a l  design point, 
and at the conclusion of each one-dimensional minimization subsequent- 
l y  completed. I f  the one-dimensional minimization  locates a new 
design point which is more optimm t h a n  the current design point, 
the one-dimensional minimization is  successful and the new design 
point becomes the current design point. In this case, the words 
"XEM" and ' I F E M "  a re  pr inted out  imdiately fol1 owing the page w h i c h  
i s  similar t o  tha t  i n  Table D,6 or  D,7. I f  no  new point o f  improved 
merit is  found v i a  the one dimensional search, the word  "SKIP" i s  
printed out, and the value of R is incremented, When convergence i s  
obtained for a par t icular  value o f  R ,  the words "CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN 
OBTAINED" will be printed out, followed by the R value f o r  which 
convergence was obtained, the value of  the current move s i ze ,  "T", 
and an estimate of the amount by which the current value of P(5,r) 
exceeds i t s  minimum (optimm)  value Pm, When the synthesis i s  
completed, the sentence "THE SYNTHESIS IS COMPLETE" will be printed 
out, When this occurs, the optimum design p o i n t  and associated 
behavior information i s  given i n  the page, s imilar  t o  e i the r  Table 
D,6 o r  Table Do7, which immediately preceeds the las t  occuring p r i n t -  
out of 'IXEM" and 'IFEM" 
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3,  Automatic program stops 
The program will automatically terminate under  certain 
conditions, When this happens, a sentence wil l  be printed out to 
give the operator an idea  of where the trouble i s  located, The 
following are the output captions and their  explanations 
a )  "TEMPERATURE TOO  LARGE, PROGRAM TERMINATED FROM THE PROPERTIES 
SECTION OF SUBROUTINE THRML" 
A temperature somewhere i n  the system has exceeded the 
maximum temperature fo r  which material properties are recorded i n  
the material reference matrices (MAREF, MSREF, e t c , ) ,  
b )  "BB/T(l ,K )"  
This cryptic quan t i ty  i s  the exponent o f  the exponential 
(e )  and will be printed out whenever B B / T ( l , K )  > 88.028, The 
program will not always terminate because the value 88,028 sometimes 
legitimately  occurs, If the program does terminate, look f o r  bad 
d a t a  associated w i t h  the ablation analysis (rate constants for 
carbon oxidation i n  par t icular)  
c )  "THE INITIAL DESIGN POINT IS UNACCEPTABLE" 
Try a.  new start ing point,  A l s o ,  t h i s  sometimes occurs 
after the value of R has been incremented, A t  this point,  the 
design process behaves as though the program  were just s ta r ted ,  
The current design point i s  treated as though i t  were an i n i t i a l  
point (as far as the Fletcher-Powell method i s  concerned i t  is an 
initial point because, w i t h  the change i n  R ,  the character of the 
design space has changed, and the H matr ix  must be re- ini t ia l ized as 
a u n i t  matrix o r  o t h e r  s y m t r i c  p o s i t i v e  definite matrix), Thus ,  
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al though as p a r t  of the previous one-dimensional minimization the 
current design point has been completely analyzed and found t o  be 
acceptable, when i t  is reanalyzed as part of the next R cycle, i t  
is  found unacceptable. This i s  due t o  s l i g h t  variations i n  the 
design variables caused by rmltiplying and d i v i d i n g  them by internal 
scale  factors ,  and  i t  occurs only when one o r  more the behavior 
functions i s  extremely  close to  zero. When th i s  happens, the 
operator has two choices of action: ( 1 )  Change the design variables 
s l ight ly  to  get  an acceptable point, and continue, or ( 2 )  q u i t  and 
either call  the current p o i n t  the optimum, or ,  s ince this point i s  
somewhat  compromised by the fact t h a t  i t  i s  so c r i t i c a l ,  back off 
to  the resul t  of the previous successful one-dimensional minimiza- 
t i on ,  i , e ,  , go back t o  the design just preceeding the next to 'last 
occurrence of IIXEM" and "FEM". 
d )  "THE ARRAY (TSTOR) RESERVED FOR THE THERMAL PROFILE STORAGE I S  
TOO SMALL" ., 
Printout of  t h i s  sentence will be immediately preceeded 
by printout of the integer ITM. The maximum value  of ITM i s  200, 
This is also the number of columns permitted i n  the array TSTOR, 
When ITM > 200, the above sentence will be printed out,, To 
correct  the s i tuat ion,  e i ther  ( 1 )  make DTIM larger ,  which reduces 
the number of profiles which must be s tored,  or  ( 2 )  increase the 
s ize  of the  array TSTOR. This l a t t e r  change requires  alteration 
o f  the  object program, while  the  former change can be accomplished 
by a change i n  i n p u t  d a t a ,  
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TABLE D. 1 
INPUT/OUTPUT CODE NAMES 






DTIM  Mi ni mm time interval between successive 




D X (  7)  * Finite difference increments for design va r i -  
ables used i n  calculation o f  gradient to 
P(L,r) e DX(1) i s  t h e  increment of x ( 1 ) .  D X ( 2 )  
increment o f  x ( 2 ) .  etc.. Refer t o  ~(7). 
EPS E ;  Emissivity of ablator  surface. 





n2; blocking effectiveness coefficient 
This name is associated w i t h  the value attained 
by P(5.r) after the successful completion o f  a 
one-dimensional minimization, 
Program control integer: FIX equal to 0 means x6 
is  not fixed; FIX equal t o  1 means that  X6 has 2: 
value which is  not changed i n  the synthesis, 
HWREF( R2) Reference matrix  of  wall enphalpy  values. 
I TM Number of structural  analyses  executed i n  the 
course  of a single reentry. Must be equal t o  o r  






~ ~ ( 1 0 )  
(Continued) 
Descr ipt ion and/or report  name 
Number o f  separate t ra jector ies considered, 
Gives number o f  f i l e  e n t r i e s  i n  LDREF. (Only 
L = 1 i s  permi t ted i n  current  programs.) 
A ;  ab1 ation  parameter 
Loading  matr ix   a t   current  wn time. The 
ent r ies are:  
LD(1); current  t ime  (sec,) 
LD(2); QC, hot  wal l  convect ive heat ing 
LD(3); QR, r ad ia t i ve  hea t ing  ra te  
LD(4) ; v e l o c i t y  ( f t / s e c )  
LD(5); f ree s t ream densi ty  ( lbs/ f t3)  
LD(6); f ree s t ream pressure ( in ,  o f  hg)  
LD(7); en tha lpy  a t  ou ter  edge o f  boundary 
LD( 8) ; dynami c pressure  (atm) 
-LD(9); free stream pressure (atm) 
LD(l0);enthalpy a t  w a l l  ( B t u / l b )  
(Btu/ f tz-sec).  
(Btu/ftZ-sec) 
(B tu / l   b )  
LDREF( RI ,7 ,L Reference m a t r i x   o f   t r a j e c t o r y  dependent thermal 
and  mechanical loadinas, The column ent r ies   a re :  
1 )  TMREF; time from beginning of  t ra jectory  (sec)  
2 )  QCREF; hot  wal l  convect ive heat ing rate 
3 )  QRREF; rad ia t i ve  heat ing  ra te  (B tu / f t? -sec)  
4) VELREF; vehic le  ve loc i ty  ( f t /sec. )  
5) RHOREF; f ree stream densi ty ( lbs/cu, f t )  
6 )  PREF; free stream pressure ( in ,  o f  hg) 
7 )  i f  PCALC = 0; PDYNREF; dynamic wal l  pressure 
(Btu/ f tZsec) 
( l b s / f t * )  
i f  PCALC = 1 ; ALTITUDE (ft) 
M m; Thermal ana lys i s  f i n i t e  d i f f e rence  s ta t i on  
number corresponding t o  t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  l a y e r  
( t h in  shee t )  o r  t o  the  upper  sandwich face 
(sandwich  case). 
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TABLE D. 1  (Continued) 
Code  Name Description  and/or  report name 
MAREF( R2 ,I 0 )  Reference  matrix of thermal and mechanical 
properties for the ab1 ator,  The  column ent r ies  
are : 
1 ) TREF; ref, temperature ( O R )  
2 )  KA; conductivity  (Btu/ft-sec O R )  
3)  CPA; specific  heat (Btu / lb-OR)  
4 )  ETA; Young's modulus-tension (ksi) 
5 )  ECA; Young's modulus-compression (ksi) 
6 )  STUA; Yield strength-tension (ksi) 
7 )  EPSTUA; Ultimate  strain-tension 
8) SCUA; Yield  strength-compression 
9 )  EPSCUA; Ultimate  strain-compression 
10) ALPHAA; Coefficient of l i nea r  thermal 
expansion C l / " R )  , 
MCREF( R2,6) 
MSREF( R2 (5) 
M4REF( R2 ( 5 )  
Reference matrix of thermal and mechanical 
properties  for  the sandwich core. The  column 
entries are:  
1 )  TREF; ref,  temperature ( O R )  
2 )  KCORE; conductivity  of core material 
3 )  KAIR; conductivity o f  a i r  i n  core ( B t u / f t -  
4 )  EMISSIVITY; emissivity  or  core  material 
5 )  G; shear modulus (Ksi ) 
6 )  SZXU; Yield stress-shear (Ksi) 
(Btu/ft-sec-OR) 
sec-OR) 
Reference matrix of thermal and mechanical 
properties for the structure ( i f  sandwich, this 
matrix applies to the upper face) ,  The  column 
entries  are : 
1 ) TREF; ref.,  temperature ( O R )  
2 )  CPS; specific heat (B tu / lb -OR)  
3)  ES; Young's  modulus (Ksi) 
4 )  SUS; Yield s t r e n g t h  (Ksi) 
5 )  ALPHAS; ceofficient of l inear thermal 
expans  ion (1 / O R )  
Reference matrix of thermal and mechanical 
properties  for  the lower sandwich face. The 




TABLE D, 1 (Continued) 
Code  Name Descrjption  and/or  report name 
MIREF(@ ,3 )  Reference matrix  ofthermal  properties  for the 
insulator,  The  column entr ies   are:  
7 ) TREF; ref,  temperature (OR) 
2 )  KI; conductivity  (Btu/ft-sec,OR) 





n ;  Thermal analysis f inite difference station 
corresponding to  the  back wall  of the insulator., 
Number o f  design vari  ab1 es,  Gives the di mnsl on- 
a1 i ty of the design space. The following values 
are  possi b l  e : 
1 ) Sandwi  ch substructure case; 
a )  N D V  = 6 i f  FIX = 0 and x2 # x4 
b )  N D V  = 5 i f  FIX = 1 and x2 # x4 
c)  N D V  = 5 i f  FIX = 0 and x2 = x4 
d )  N D V  = 4 i f  FIX = 1 and x2 = x4  
a )  NDV = 4 i f  FIX = 0 
b )  N D V  = 3 i f  FIX = 1 
2 )  T h i n  sheet  substructure  case; 
Program control integer: PCALC = 0 means t h a t  
the values for dynamic wall pressure (pw) enter  
the program as i n p u t  data, For t h i s  purpose 
the 1 ast column of LDREF i s  used., PCALC = 1 
means t h a t  the dynamic wall pressure is  calcul-  
ated internal to the program u s i n g  the vehicle 
velocity and atmospheric density information, 
In th i s  case the last column of LDREF i s  f i l l e d  
w i t h  ALTITUDE val ues 
Ratio of dynamic wall pressure a t  a vehicle 
location other than the stagnation point to the 
dynamic wall pressure at the stagnation point, 
Ratio of heatinq rate a t  a vehicle locatiop 
other t h a n  the stagnation point to the heating 
rate at  the stagnation point,  
Nurrber of discrete trajectory times required t o  
define  adequately  the  trajectory., Gives number 
of row entr ies  for  LDREF, 
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TABLE D, 1 (Continued) 
















TINT( N )  
TPLAS 
Number o f  d iscrete temperature leve ls  requi red 
t o  describe adequately the mate'rial properties. 
Gives the number o f  row e n t r i e s   f o r  MAREF, 
MSREF,  MCREF,  M4REF,  MIREF, and HWREF. 
r: I n i  ti a1 v a l u e  o f  r f o r  t h e  F i  acco-McConnick 
funct ion.  
p3:  core  densi ty  ( lbs/Tt3) 
p 5 :  i n s u l a t o r   d e n s i t y   ( l b s / f t  ) 
p2: s t ruc tu ra l  dens i t y  o r  upper  sandwich face 
p 4 :  lower sandwich  face d e n s i t y   ( l b / f t 3 )  
densi ty o f  char. ( l b s / f t 3 )  
pl: d e n s i t y  o f  v i r g i n  a b l a t o r  m a t e r i a l '  ( l b s / f t  ) 
a: Stephan-Boltzman constant 
3 
dens i ty (1   bs / f   t 3 )  
3 
AA/A: c o r e   s o l i d i t y   r a t i o  
Estimated distance t o  t h e  minimum along the 
cur ren t  t rave l  d i  rec t ion  f rom cur ren t  des ign  
p o i n t  
TB: maximum backwall  temperature ( O R )  
Ts: maximum structural  ' temperature ( O R )  
To: panel  cure  temperature ( O R )  
Maxi n u m  allowable  panel  thickness (ft), By 
choosing an upper limit o f  TDMAX which i s  
smaller than the thickness obtained from weight 
minimization, and then again minimizing weight 
s u b j e c t  t o  TDMAX  as an addi t ional  s ide const ra in t ,  
we igh t - th i  ckness t r a d e  o f f  s t u d i e s  can be made, 
i n i t i a l  tempera ture  pro f i le  ( O R )  
- 
- 
temperature above which the ab1 a t o r  mechanical 
strength vanishes ( O R )  
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TABLE D. 1 (Continued) 
Code Name 
WGT 
, :scription and/or report 
Progr;.!.; :.- ' 8  ;rol integer. WGT = 1 means t h a t  
rniniml;-: ..!': :ht i s  the objective; WGT = 0 mans 





XMAX( 7 )  
XMIN(7) 
cc 
w ;  max4:;:.I:. . lowable  panel  midpoint deflection 
- 
(ft  1 
wsu vi..:' .. . ' e r  u n i t  panel perimeter of the pan&! s :s; r,ys tern 
- x; vecto: ' . l  - , s i g n  variables ( f t ) .  The entr ies  
a r e :  
Sandwi ch c:- 
1 )  x1 
2 )  x2 
3 )  x3 
4 )  x4 
5 )  x5 
7 )  0 
6 )  x6 
T h i n  Case 
1 ) .  x1 
2 )  x2 
3 )  x5 
4 )  x6 
5 )  0 
6 )  0 
7 )  0 
Note t h a t  the above entries pertain even when 
x2 = x4 i n  the sandwich case, and when x6 is  a 
constant. The rearrangement t o  account for  
these various s i tuat ions is accomplished 
internal ly ,  
Gives the  scaled  design  point now occupied as 
the result  of a successfully completed one- 
dimensional  minimization. 
Upper side constraints on the design variables 
( f t ) .  The entries  parallel  those  for X(7) above, 
Lower side constraints on the design variables 
( f t ) .  Again, the  entries  parallel  those given 
for  X(7) above. 
C: Reduction factor  used i n  Fiacco-McConick 
Function (ri+, = r i / c ) "  
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DATA  FOR AEROTHERMOELASTIC PANEL  SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
NUYRER  OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCF STATIONS I N  ABLATDR=U= 15  
TOTAL NUYRER  OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE STATIOYS=N= 25  
NUYRER  OF TEMP. REFERENCE  VALUESZK2= 15  
UUMRFR  OF T 1 W  REFERENCE VALUES=Rl= 17 
NUMRER OF REENTRY  PATHS  CONSIOEREO=L= 1 
THE NUMRER  OF DESIGN VARIARLES=NDV= 4 
RHOS= 172.AO Ltwcuaxc FOOT 
LAM= 1.8750 





RHOAC= 20.00 LRS/CUHIC FOOT 
RHOI=  6.00  LBS/CUBIC FOOT 
ETAl= - 6 0  
A&= .447+05 
SIGMII= .U80-12  BTU/SQ-FT+SEC8(R+84) 
DHC= 2000.0 BTIVLB 
RHOAVPZ  36.00 LES/CIJBIC FOOT 
TSMbX= 1200.00 DEGREES RANKINE 
TBYAX= 660.00 DEGREES RANKXNE W W X =  -020 FEET 
THE  ALLOWABLE  TOTAL #ALL THICKNESS I S  .11)000+01 FT. 
THE GREATEST  REAL  NUYRER IS .10000+32 
THE UEIGHT OF THE PANEL  SUPPORT SYSTEM PER FOOT  OF PERIMETER I S  .10000+01 L9S. 
TPLASZ .90000+03 DEGREES R 
ORAT= .10000+01 
TCURE= .mon0+03 DEGREES R 






THE I U I T I A L  TEMPERATURE DISTRIHUTION  (TINT) I S  
.svon+n3 .5von+03 .=,voo+o3 .s400+03 .5uoo+n3 .5400+03 .54uo+n3 .s+n0+03  .svo0+03 
.svoo+n3 .5uon+o3 .woo+n3 .5vno+o3 .5~1on+o3 .svoo+o3 .5~ton+n3 . 5 v n u + o ~  .5vo0+03 
.svon+o3 .svoo+o3 .SUOO+O~ . S L ~ O O + O ~  . w o o + n 3  
THE INITIAL VALUE OF R IS .1no-o1 
THE FI~ST GUESS MOVE LENGTHzT- .5ooon-o2 
THE INITIAL DESIGN POINT IS .ESOOO .ooszn .1snoo ~ . n o o o o  .ououu 
LOUER ROUNDS  ON  THE DESIGN  VARIABLES ARE 
.~nnno+nn .1nooo-02 .~OOOO-OI .5oon0-00 .ooono .on000 .ooono 
.unoon-on .2n000-01  .2 nu-00  .3r100 +01 .on000 .ooooo .ooooo 
w w n  HOUNDS ON THE DESIGN VARIABLES ARE 
THE COOADIUATE INCREUENTS ARE 























. .  
. .  
THE  REFERENCE MATRIX OF TRAJECTORY DEPENDENT THERMAL  AWD.,MECHANICAL LOLDINGS ILDHtFI 
TYREF  QCREF QRREF VELREF  PREF  POVNRE6  RHOREF 
FTISEC LRSICU-FT IN-OF HG. LBS/bO-F T . SECONnS RTU/SO-FT-SEC  BTU/SQ-FT-SEC 
.oo .oo .no 26500.0 11640-08 .ooooo . .U 
50.00 
125.00 




































6. t lO-  
5 . 0 0  
4.00 
4.50 
3 a . 0 0  
2.50 
2.40 
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Table D.2 (Continued) 
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3460. U 








-50  0-0 0 
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THE REFERENCE UATRIX OF THERMAL &NO MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE 04CK-W M E T  IMSHEF) 
ES sus 
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. l l ~ O O * O Y  
.18ooo+ny 
Table D.2 (Concluded) 
DATA FOR AEROTHERMOELASTIC PANEL  SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 
NUMAER  OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE STATIONS I N  ARLATOR=H= 15 
TOTAL NIIMRER OF F I N I T E  DIFFERENCE STATIONS=N= 26 
NUMRER  OF TIME REFERENCE UALUESZRl= 25 
NUMRER OF TEUP.  REFEHENCE VALUES=RP= 15 
NUMRER OF REENTRY PATHS  CONSIOERED=L= 1 
THE NlllltiER OF DESIGN VARIARLES=NOV= 5 
LAM= 1.8750 RHOIZ  6.00LBS/CURIC FOOT 
RHOS= 114.00L0S/CURIC FOOT ETAl= -60  
ETA2= -60 AA= .4Y7+05 
EPS= . I40 HR= .400+05 SIGMA= .480-12RTU/SQ-FT8SEC*~R*8~1 
CE= ,232 RHOAVP= 36.00LBS/CURIC FOOT 
DHC= ~OOO.OBTU/LB 
RHOACZ 20.flOLBS/CUBlC FOOT 
TRMAXZ  h6O.OODECREES RANKINE 
TSMAXZ 1200.00DEGREES RANKINE 
THE ALLOYAHLE  TOTAL *ALL THICKNESS 15 .10flOfl+Ol FT. 
THE  GREATEST REAL NUMBER IS .10000+32 
THE DENSITY OF  THE COHE(RH0C)IS .60000+01 LBS/CU.FT. 
W A X =  .I)BOFEE.T 
THE WEIGHT OF  THE PANEL SUPPORT  SYSTEM  PER  FOOT OF PERIMETER IS .10000+01 LRS. 
THE CORE CELL DIAWETER(CELDIA)~S ,20800-01 FT. 
THE MNSITY OF THE LOWER SANDWICH  FACE ( R H O 4 )  I s  .11000+03 LBS/CU.FT. 
THE  CORE SOLIDITY  RATIO (SRI I5 .10000+00 
TCIIRE= . ~ l n n o + f l ~  DFGREES R 
TPLAS= .90nou+n3 DEGREES R 





F I X =  (1 
PCALCZ 1 
THE I N l T I A L  TEMPERATURE OISTRIHUTION  (TINT) IS 
.s411n+o3 .wo0+03 . T U O O + O ~  . S ~ O U + O ~  .540n+n3 .5400+03 .54oo+m .5400+03 .5400+03 . W O O + U ~  
.s4nn+n.3 .5400+03 . w o o + o 3  .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .5400+03 .WOU+IJJ 
.54fln+03  .S4 0+03  .54 0+03  .54 0+03  .54 0+03  .54 0+03 
THE I N I T I A L  VALUE OF R IS .100-07 
THE FIRST GUESS  MOVE LENGTH=T= .10000-n2 
THE I N I T I A L  DESIGN POINT IS -16773  .01301  ,0 625  e 301 -021114 .5b13H -.UUUUU 
LOkER  OIlNDS O N  THE DESIGN VARIABLES ARE 
UPPER  HOIJNOS ON THE DESIGN VARIABLES ARE 
. ~ n c j o u + o n  .1nono-o2 .31z50-01 .1oono-o2 .IOOOO-OI .snooo-oo .ooooo 
. rcr~l~on-on .uooon-o1 . ~ O O O O - O O  ,40001~-01  .20000-00 . ~ O O O O + O ~  .10000+02 
THE COOI?OINATE INCRE!.IENTS ARE 
. l o n n u - o l  .1oonn-ot .1onoo-o1 .1ooou-u1 .zouoo-o1 . ~ O O O O - O I  .ooooo 
Table D.3 S a g l e  Data Printout:  Traj. I .  LDPll ablator.  fiberqlass,  san&ich  stlucture, microquartz insulator 
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1 7  
1 A  
S Q  
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. '- 20  
Ron. or) 
~ 2 n . 0 0  
840. oo 
R6n m 00  
RHO 00 

















6 0  - 5" 
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16300 - 0  
11500.0 






























. J~~OU-UI I  
.90850-U0 
.1682U+U1 
ALT I TUUC 
FEE ! 
4UU'. , :i, 










































" X E S  R RTWFT-SEC-R 
































KSI  KSI 







.o 6 .0  
.O .u 
. O  .u 
. O  .u 
























.00950 5. uu 
.01600 3.7u 
.04~00 3.uu 
.06000 2. I U  
.osuoo . >U 
.u7uou Ilb 
.070OU .nu 
1. oouno .UU 
1 .on000 . r)U 
1.00000 .UU 
1.unooo . IIU 
1.oouoo .OO 
1.00000 .OU 



























































































































































THE  REFERENCE  MATRIX OF THERMhL  AND  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE  CORE IMCREFJ 
KCORE K A I R  EMISSIVITY G TREF 
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. ~ O O - O O  
.300-00 
.3uo-n0 
. ~ U O - O U  








. 3 2 n + o ~  





. 5 0 0 * 0 3  
. snn+03  


















1 1 . 0  .300-05 
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THE QEFERENCE MATRIX OF THER'IAL AND MECHANICAL irROPEQT1ES FOR THE INSVLATOH tkIdEF) 
RTIUFT-SEC-R tlTUIL6-R 
K I  CPI 
.4bo-os .uun-ou 
.7S0-05 .4un-00 
. 4 3 o - n s  . u n - o u  
. lu3 -nu  .uun-oo 
. 117-nu  .oon-ou 
.uoo-nu . u ~ n - o u  
.?no-nu .uun-no 
.uun-ou .uun-ou 
.uso -nu  .uun-ou 
. u w - n u  .uun-no 
.uoo-ou .uu0-00  
. ~ u o - n ~  .uun-oo  
. 7 d o - n 3  . ~ + o n - n u  
.100-02 .uun-nd 
.100-n2 .uon-oo  


















THE REFFRENCE MATRIX UF WALL EVTHALPY  VALUFS 
t M  
hTU/Ln 








* 5 0 . 0  
ao.n 





, 4n.n . 40.0 
, 3n.n 
Table 0.4 Actual  Input  Data  (Corresponds  to  Table n.2) 
189 
Table 0.4 (Concluded) 
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n.o v 5 . l t - t ,  
5.0  * 5.lt-h 
1.5.0 * 5.UF, -6  
15.11 * 4 . x - h  
lH.O * 3.5,E-h 
1 4 . 0  o . n ~ - b  
l A . O  3.5€-6 
11.0 * 3.OE-6 
Table 0.5 (Contlnued) 
192 
Table D.5 (Concluded) 
193 
OaTb FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN S P A C E  POINT 
- THE C U R R E N r  .VAL( IF  OF T IS .50000-02 
THE CURQENT V A L I I F  OF I? IS .10000-01 
I Y I N  














S Y S T E M  WEIGHT= .11799+02 L b S / S O - F T  
F I A C C O   M C - C O R M I C K  FlJNCTIOV V A L U E =  .33713+03 
H E H A V I O R   C O W S T R A I N T   I N F O R M A T I O N  
NIJUHEU T Y P E   O F   R E H A V I O R I U N I T S   C R I T I C A L   V A L U E   L I M I T I N G   V P L I I E  T I M E  4 T  CYIT.UALUE N O K M A L I L t I I  V.MLUC 
1 TEMP.  AT A.RL.-STR. I N T E R F A C E  I R )  .77473+03  .120no+ou  24 0.0  SEC. .33Y3Y'UU 
2 .  TEMP. ' A T  RACK OF INS I ILATIOY ( H )  .54517+03  .66UnU*03  2400.00 SEC. - 1  IJYU-IIU 
5 D I S P L A C E M k N T   A T   P A N t L   C E N T E R  IFT) -.12271-n1 .noono-o1 1470.10 SEC. Sdbr) I-UU 
' r )  y m n  STRESS-STRUCTURE IKSI) - .902v9+n1  .uwno*o7 1.on SkC.  
- . 1 9 w ~ + n 2  
5 Y I E L D   S T R F S S - A R L A T ' O R   I K S I )  .690o9-00  .11172+01 
-68526-00  .39231*01 
1316.03 SEC. 
7 T E N S 1 I . E   S T R A I N - A R L A T O R  , 
h C O M P R E S S I V E   S T R I I N - A R L I T O R  
Table 0.6 Tyoical resnonse output - thin  substmcture 
DATA FOR THE CURRENT DESIGN SPACE POINT 
1% CWIRENT VALIIE OF R IS .10000-07 
THE CURRENT VALUE OF T IS .101)00-02 
DESIGN POIlVT COORDINATES (FEET) 
X M I N  X XLAX 
.10000 167732U5 
.U31PS -03625361 
.001rlU  .01300506 
.OlOr)U .oz~onuno 
.soon0 . S ~ I ~ R O ~ U  
.unlou .01300sn6 





SYSTEM THICKNESS= .25600-00 FT. 
FIACCO UC-CORMICK FUNCTION VALUE= .25615-00 
REHAVIOR  COYSTRAINT INFORMATION 
NWRER TYPE OF PEHAVIORIUNITS CRITICAL VALUE L IMIT ING VALUE TIRE 4T CRIT-VALW  NOHMALlLtD V*LUt 
1 TEUP. A T  ARLa-STR. INTEHFACE ( R )  .93752+na .120n0+04 900.00 SEC. . L l I / J - u U  
1 TEMP.  AT  RACK OF INSllLPTION ( 2 )  .65225+05  .66UnU+03 900.00 SEC. 
3 DISPLACEMENT AT PANEL CENTEM (FT)  "21306-02 .zouno-o~ 56.50 SLC. 
Y YIELD STRESS-PqLATOR ( K S I )  -9SY29-OU  .11191*u1 
.98Y14-00  .3Y351+01 
3 r 7 . w  SLC. 
5 YIELD STRESS-LIPPER  SAND. FACE (KSI )   - .74U34+f l l  
-.SY71k+O1 
.16UOO+Oi? 
b INTERCELL FACF tlLICYLING STRESS IKSI )   - . 15390-00   . 33zn~+ou  
aBY53b'UU 
.YYYBY'UU 
7 YIELr) STRESS-LnrEH SAND. FACE ( K S 1 )  .38801+01 . M O ~ O + O P  5.30 SEC. .b/a11-uu 
-.25725+01 
a TENSILE STRAIN-ARLATOR 
9 COVPRESSIVF  STRAIN-ARLATOR 
TOTAL  ARLATE'II DISTANCE IS .054b5 FT. 
.6182@-02 .lY'BR4-01 360.18 SEC. 
-.11753-01 .2ouno-00 5.30 SEC. 
